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Abstract

In this work, we investigate the versatility of X-ray fluorescence spectroscopic technique

specifically in biomedical applications. To prove the robustness of the method we devel-

oped three case studies from three very distinct industries with different backgrounds.

In the first example, we study the application to the pharmaceutical industry by analyz-

ing a group of samples of commercially available iron supplement pills. This analysis

shows that even though iron concentrations are measured to meet the advertised values,

there are important elemental contaminants, specifically, manganese and nickel. In the

second example, we have analyzed food samples, more specifically, biofortified wheat

grains. This analysis focus on assessing the ability of different genotypes for retaining

the biofortified element - zinc. Even though most sample show enhanced zinc content,

zinc distribution inside the grain is not homogeneous and this element tends to be found

in higher concentrations in the embryo and vascular bundle. In the third example, we

have developed a study in collaboration with the biggest automotive plant in Portugal

– Volkswagen Autoeuropa. The main goal is to install, at least, one low-cost air quality

control device in one of the workstations of the factory. For this purpose, we designed two

prototypes that used the wind tunnel principle to deposit suspended particles in these

workstations onto quartz fiber filters. These filters were then analyzed not only by XRF

but also via microscopic camera analysis, SEM with EDX. Results for both size and com-

position concentrations show a linear behavior with deposition time, for a range of four

identified trace elements: Iron, Zinc, Manganese and Copper. From these samples we

conclude that the number of suspended metallic particles is not negligible and a repeated

and accumulated long time exposure might have health consequences.

Keywords: EDXRF, composition analysis, industry, iron supplements, biofortification,

aerosol, quartz fiber filter, SEM
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Resumo

Neste trabalho foi estudada a versatilidade da técnica de espectroscopia de fluorescência

de Raios-X especificamente em aplicações biomédicas. Para demonstrar a robustez do

método foram investigados três cenários provenientes de industrias de origens e nature-

zas muito distintas. No primeiro exemplo discutido, estudou-se a aplicação à industria

farmacêutica, aplicando a técnica a um conjunto de amostras de suplementos de ferro

comercialmente disponíveis. Esta análise demonstrou que apesar das concentrações de

ferro estarem de acordo com as tabeladas no rótulo, existem contaminantes importantes,

nomeadamente níquel e manganês. No segundo exemplo, foram analisadas amostras de

comida, especificamente, trigo biofortificado. Esta análise focou-se num conjunto grande

de amostras onde se averiguou a habilidade de reter o elemento biofortificado - zinco - em

cada um dos genótipos de trigo analisados. Apesar dos grãos biofortificados mostrarem

um claro aumento de zinco, a distribuição de zinco no grão não é no entanto uniforme,

sendo que, na grande maioria dos casos, este elemento está concentrado no embrião e

sistema vascular. O terceiro exemplo, foi desenvolvido em ambiente industrial na maior

fábrica automóvel de Portugal - Volkswagen Autoeuropa. O foco principal deste trabalho

é o desenvolvimento e instalação de uma solução low-cost de controlo de qualidade do ar

num dos postos de trabalho na linha de montagem da fábrica. Para tal, desenvolvemos

dois protótipos baseados num conceito clássico de túnel de vento para possibilitar a depo-

sição das partículas suspensas no ar num filtro de fibra de quartzo. Para além da análise

por XRF estes filtros foram também sujeitos a inspecção óptica por micro-camera binocu-

lar e análise SEM com EDX. Os resultados mostram que existe um relação linear entre o

tempo de deposição e a concentração de partículas nos filtros e revelam que os elementos

de traço desta análise são o ferro, o zinco, o manganês e o cobre. Esta análise revela que

temos quantidades de todos estes elementos acima dos nossos limites de detecção e como

tal o impacto na saúde dos funcionários devido a uma exposição de longa duração deve

ser apurado.

Palavras-chave: EDXRF, análise elemental, industria, suplementos de ferro, biofortifica-

ção, aerossóis, filtros de fibra de quartzo, SEM
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Introduction

In this work, a review of biomedical applications of the X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF)

technique is presented. For this purpose, we have developed three case studies in which

this technique is applied in order to obtain a biomedical analysis of samples from different

industries. The chosen industries for this work were: the pharmaceutical industry, the

agricultural/food industry and the automobile industry. The reasoning behind the choice

of these three industries will become clearer throughout this thesis. However, as the

objective of this thesis is to show the versatility and sensitivity of the XRF technique, it

was important to choose a diverse set of industries. This is also visible in the variety

of samples obtained, which will have very different typologies across all three cases to

show the robustness of the methods used. Most importantly, all the examples studied and

presented have an intrinsic safety and health motivation that urge a biomedical analysis.

This document is structured to provide a complete overview of the work, from the

technique to the results. We will begin to describe the theoretical background and appli-

cations of the XRF technique in section 1.1. Then we will proceed to describe the three

case studies that were analyzed. Even tough we provide three separate industry exam-

ples, our focus and effort is not evenly distributed across all three, due to the complexity

of the associated problems. Specifically, the first two case studies, the pharmaceutical

(chapter 2) and the agronomy/food (chapter 3) industry studies were developed in the

first year of this work, while the automobile industry example was the main focus of the

remaining PhD years. Therefore, it is only fitting that we dedicate a bigger portion of this

thesis, to the work developed associated with that case study. The automobile industry

biomedical application of the XRF technique starts in chapter 4, where an introduction of

the problem is provided. In this introduction, we approach the scope and objectives that
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

were aligned with the factory and provide a theoretical overview of the measuring object

- aerosols. In chapter 5, we provide an in-depth description of the development and con-

struction process of two different prototype instruments to accomplish the tasks needed

for this problem. Finally, we present and discuss the results of the analysis performed on

samples obtained with our devices in chapter 6. This leaves us with a segmented analysis

of this last case study into three chapters, while the first two examples (chapters 2 and 3)

follow the same kind of approach - introduction, methods and results, but condensed in

a single chapter.

1.1 XRF technique

The first big milestone for X-ray research dates back to the year 1901, when Wildhel

Röntgen received the Nobel prize for the discovery of this band of the electromagnetic

spectrum. Soon after this discovery, many groups took an interest and started devel-

oping techniques based on X-ray spectroscopy. Several Nobel prizes were awarded in

the scope of this technique and its applications, from the late 10s to early 20s decades.

Commercially, X-ray based apparatus traces back to the 50s decade.

Nowadays, X-ray spectrometry counts with several different kinds of instruments.

Generally speaking, these instruments usually differ on the excitation source and process.

In this work, we have chosen to work with X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) where there is an

electromagnetic radiation source, either an X-ray tube, a synchroton beam or a radioac-

tive source. Some other examples of X-ray spectrometry also deserve to be mentioned.

Notoriously the Proton Induced X-ray Emission (PIXE)[1], which uses a beam of charged

particles, i.e. ions (usually protons), as an excitation source, or the SEM-EDS where the

excitation source is an electron beam.

XRF is a widely used technique, which traditionally uses a polychromatic beam to ex-

cite a sample which induces the production of photons via fluorescence that are counted

by a detector in order to produce an X-ray spectrum. There are two types of XRF tech-

niques: wavelength dispersive (WDXRF) and energy dispersive (EDXRF). The former

spectrometers use crystals to disperse the radiation emitted from the sample and select a

narrow wavelength band. This technique limits the analysis to an element by element as-

sessment. On the other hand, EDXRF uses a high resolution solid state detector connected

to multichannel analyzers in order to assess a wide range of elements’ concentrations

within a sample.

EDXRF is one the most popular spectrometric techniques nowadays[2, 3, 4, 5]. There

are several appeals to this technique. One of the most important is the fact that it is

a non-destructive technique bar very few exceptions. This is only possible because the

energy and intensity of primary X-rays is not enough to cause structural changes in the

sample. This allows for cross instrument calibration since one sample can be analyzed by

many different spectrometers. This is specially useful for quantifying standard samples.

Another advantage of this technique is the lack of or minimal sample preparation[6]. Any
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state of matter can be easily analyzed with the only concern of being able to be placed

in the specific sample holder of the instrument. Moreover, EDXRF is also a very fast and

cheap technique when compared with other "competing" techniques. It is possible to

obtain element quantification within a few minutes in many cases. Often, for the sole

purpose of extending the amount of spectral data, it is advised to go up to one hour or

more. This technique ends up being quite inexpensive given that there is no sample

preparation and the costs of operating the spectrometers are also quite low.

Many configurations are possible for acquiring an x-ray spectrum with EDXRF. From

benchtops to hand-held to experimental designs, these instruments can be tailored to the

user needs. With an ease for very fast quantification of wide range of elements, EDXRF

spectrometers find many applications in various scientific fields from geology and biology,

to art analysis and forensic sciences.

This technique is not however suitable to be blindly applied to every sample analysis.

For example, if you want to measure very detailed and small components, the usual beam

size of around the mm scale will deter you from good results. The typical output of this

technique aims towards a whole sample type of analysis. It is also not suitable for deter-

mining structures and chemical bonds, since it has no sensibility for matter arrangements.

Furthermore, some elements provide very low fluorescence yields, traditionally very light

elements, hence becoming unsuitable for their quantification.

A generic representation of an X-ray spectrometer can be found in Figure 1.1. From

this figure we can see the major components of a basic EDXRF instrument with an x-ray

tube directed towards a sample holder at an angle with a detector. This detector is then

connected to a multichannel analyzer and through an ADC which allows the spectral

information to be available on a computer. Designs can then vary based on geometry and

optical components (such as collimators or X-ray lenses) used.

1.1.1 X-ray production

This is the first step that occurs within an EDXRF spectrometer, and more specifically,

on the X-ray tube for most current instruments. X-rays, as it has been stated, are a band

of the electromagnetic radiation spectrum. This band corresponds to wavelengths from

0.01 nm to 10 nm which translates into 120 keV to 0.12 keV energy wise. Physically,

X-rays can be produced by three different processes:

1. deceleration of highly energetic particles (electrons, alpha particles, ions);

2. electronic transitions in the inner orbitals promoted by the interaction with high-

energy particles or photons;

3. radiactive decay;

The third process will not be elaborated in this thesis due to its lack of relevance

for our instruments. The first process on the other hand is very predominant since it
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Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of an EDXRF instrument[7].

results in the production of Bremsstrahlung radiation. In this process, when a high

energy charged particle transversing a medium gets in contact with an atom, it suffers an

inelastic scattering by its nucleus, which changes the direction of propagation and causes

a loss of energy, culminating with the emission of a photon. As this process is dependent

on the angle and on the energy of the colliding particle, the energy of the photon can

assume any value within a range, creating a continuous spectrum of radiation.

Regarding the second mechanism, similarly a highly energetic particle comes into

contact with an atom. However, in this interaction the energy is absorbed by a bound

electron. This results in the ionization of the atom and in the creation of a vacancy on

one of the full inner shells. As the atom becomes unstable due to this vacancy, one of

its electrons from the outer shells can lower its energy in order to fill that vacancy, by

emitting a photon or another electron (Auger electron). Therefore, these transitions have

very well defined energies that correspond to the energy difference between the two levels.

These transitions are categorized in the Siegbhan nomenclature, according to the vacant

inner shell’s denomination, being K transitions (transitions to the K shell, the innermost

shell) the most important for low to medium atomic number spectrometry, followed by

L transitions that are usually employed for heavy elements. Furthermore, underline

indexes are added in the form of α or β , for example, to account for the outer shell orbital

provenience of the electron. The Auger emission is a competing channel to the X-ray

photon and is specifically important for lighter elements (atomic numbers under 40). In

Figure 1.2 we can see a schematic comparison of processes 1 and 2, side by side.

There are many configurations for an X-ray tube, however, the more standard X-ray

tube is composed of three major parts: a filament to be heated and produce electrons, an

electric field to accelerate them and an anode where these electrons initiate the processes
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(a) Schematic representation of the
Bremsstrahlung photon emission.

(b) Schematic representation of the inner shell
electronic ionization proceeded by atomic re-
laxation.

Figure 1.2: Schematic comparison of processes 1 and 2. Light yellow represents the
primary particle, blue is the nucleus, yellow the electrons, black is the photon and orange
is the atomic relaxation.

1 and 2. This creates a flux of electrons within a solid angle from the anode that is directed

towards a window (typically beryllium), which lets them out of the tube. As it has been

stated above, in process 1, the photons generated form a continuous spectrum, while

in process 2, the photons have very specific discrete energies for the allowed electronic

transitions within the atoms of the anode. This means that the possible energies are

intrinsically related to the anode’s material. This specific energies are referred to, in X-ray

spectrometry, as the characteristic lines of an element.

Figure 1.3: Typical X-ray tube spectrum[8].
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In Figure 1.3 we can see a typical X-ray tube spectrum which is an histogram repre-

sentation of the amount of photons per energy bin. As it can be observed in this graph

there is a smooth line of background that rises from 0 keV to ∼ 12 keV, and then it

smoothly decreases until Emax is reached. This background curve is associated with the

Bremsstrahlung radiation, being Emax the highest possible energy for photons, which can

be related to the primary electrons energy and the electric field across the tube. This

spectrum is not however 100% smooth, as there is a discontinuity at Kedge, which is the

binding energy of the K-shell. What happens at this point is that the photons generated

have enough energy to induce a secondary photoelectric ionization, "consuming" them-

selves in the process and never exiting the tube. This photoelectric effect will also cause

a vacancy in the inner shell that will be filled with an atomic relaxation process and the

emission of a characteristic X-ray photon or the corresponding Auger electron ejection.

Kα and Kβ are the two most important characteristic lines of this anode’s element and are

represented as prominent peaks. This means that photons with these energies will be the

primordial source of ionization of our sample.

X-ray tubes can vary greatly from anode and window materials, to cooling systems and

geometries, etc. The option between two X-ray tubes should be application oriented. For

example, heavier anodes provide more intensity of Bremsstrahlung radiation. However, it

is desirable that this material is also a good heat conductor, since the majority of primary

electrons will transfer heat to the anode. The window of choice is also a compromise. On

one hand we want it to be as thin and permeable to photon transmission as possible, but

on the other hand, it needs to be thick and durable enough to withstand the vacuum and

heat inside the tube without breaking.

1.1.2 X-ray interaction with matter

There are several ways a beam of photons can interact with matter, however, depending

on what the beam energy range is, the number of channels can be narrowed to a few

main processes. When we are referring to a beam of X-rays provided by an X-ray tube,

we usually have energy ranges from the order of magnitude of a few keV up to tens of

keV well bellow the 1MeV range. For these ranges, the main processes can be narrowed

to photoelectric absorption and scattering.

The photoelectric effect has already been mentioned in the last section and is similar

to the first part of process 2 that happens in the tube’s anode. However, in these cases,

instead of a beam of electrons the excitation source is a beam of photons. Similarly,

when this beam comes in contact with the atoms of the sample, there is a probability of

a bound electron absorbing its energy. This probability is maximum when the photon

energy matches the exact value of the binding energy of that electron, since in this case an

ionization occurs. If the energy of the photon is smaller than the binding energy, then this

electron is not ejected and rather just excited into a higher level orbital. This channel’s

cross section is also correlated with the atomic number of atoms in the sample being
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proportional to ∼ Z4 for low energies and ∼ Z5 for high energies [9].

When the beam comes in contact with the sample’s atoms there can also occur scat-

tering of its photons either by the nucleus or bound electrons. Scattering assumes two

different forms: elastic coherent scattering and inelastic incoherent scattering, which are

also referred to as Rayleigh and Compton scattering, respectively.

As it can be assumed, in Rayleigh scattering there is no loss of energy for the photon

(apart from energy loss due to nucleus recoil, which is very small). The photons in

this kind of scattering change direction due to the sample bound electrons leaving with

approximately the same energy that they initially had. The cross section of this process

is proportional to ∼ Z2, meaning it is more probable at higher values of Z. This process

is also more probable for lower energy photon interactions, compared to its counterpart.

In Compton scattering, the photons lose energy when scattered by the sample’s lowly-

bound electrons. The lost energy is transferred to these electrons. This process is more

probable for higher energies and lower values of Z, compared to its counterpart, because

the dependence of the atomic number is only ∼ Z. This phenomenon is also very depen-

dent on the angle of scattering[4]. Both Compton and Rayleigh peaks do not carry a lot

of information about the sample composition and are usually interpreted as background,

hence not very useful for samples identification.

All of these processes, photoelectric effects and scattering, contribute to the attenu-

ation of the X-ray photon beam. Even tough some photoelectric effects might result in

the ionization of the atom and lead to atomic relaxation, which emits a characteristic

X-ray photon for that element, most of the energy absorbed will just promote atomic

electrons excitation. Therefore, the beam is attenuated in the sample in a layer by layer

fashion. When this effect is not properly accounted in thick samples, it might result in an

incomplete analysis, since the excitation beam doesn’t reach the bottom layers. For this

purpose, mass attenuation coefficients (cm2/g) exist to gauge how much a sample will

absorb photons of a given energy. Even tough in lower Z elements, Compton scattering

is very relevant for attenuation. In the typical X-ray range, photoelectric effects are the

predominant source of attenuation.

1.1.3 Designs, geometries and beam optics

Between the X-ray source and the detector there are usually several optical devices, from

filters to collimators, the design options can be varied. Filters are used to improve the

signal-to-noise ratio and are measurement driven. This means that option between one

or another might be different from sample to sample. As it is the case for other types of

filters, they are used to select a range of photon energies. They are usually implemented

as high-pass filters when we want to exclude some lower energies in order to reduce

noise around what is expected to be measured. Filters can be chosen accordingly by

composition alone but also by thickness. As it is common in the instrumentation field,

there must be a compromise, in this case between the ability to filter some energies and
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not reducing tremendously the intensity of the X-ray beam.

The other optic device that appears in most designs is the collimator. When the X-ray

beam exits the tube it usually does so with an angular distribution of ∼ 100◦ − 150◦. This

wide angular range is not very adequate for most X-ray experiments, hence there is a

need to use collimators. These devices absorbs most of the photons of the beam that are

not within a very narrow hole. This allows for the beam to be focused onto the sample

with a reduced angular spread and at the expense of beam intensity. Most setups use

several collimators in series, such that they can guarantee a very specific diameter for the

beam. In order to minimize the excitation caused by the primary X-ray beam photon, the

material of these optical devices must be chosen accordingly.

Regardless of the optics used, the objective of each experiment is to improve the

signal-to-noise ratio. One of the main sources of noise, in an XRF instrument is usually

associated with Bremsstrahlung radiation which has a continuum spectrum of energies

as discussed above. Furthermore, the primary beam from the X-ray source is usually

polychromatic and unpolarized. However, for XRF spectrometry it would be ideal that

the opposite was true, since a very monochromatic and polarized beam would leave less

uncertainty in the fluorescence composition quantification. With the purpose of reducing

the Bremsstrahlung background some designs have been implemented using a secondary

target.

This method was first described in 1973 by Porter [10]. In this work, it was studied

the possibility of exciting a secondary target with the primary beam. What was observed

was that with the help of a thick secondary target, it was possible to create a secondary

beam that was quasi-monochromatic. In this beam, the characteristic X-ray lines of that

target will represent the vast majority of photons outgoing from the target reducing

Bremsstrahlung radiation. For this kind of setups, it is obviously needed higher power

X-ray tubes, since there is a significant drop of intensity not only on the optical devices

used but specially on the secondary target excitation. These setups also offer a different

kind of versatility by the means of choosing the secondary target. Since the primary beam

is polychromatic, it is possible to excite a wide range of different secondary targets, which

in turn produces characteristic quasi-monochromatic secondary beams with specific ener-

gies, that might be more or less adequate for each measurement. It is however important

to design the combination of anode-secondary target in order to maximize the amount of

photons in the primary beam with energies equal or close to the ionzation energy of the

K shell of the atoms of the secondary target. This will allow to maximize the intensity of

the characteristic lines of the secondary target since the cross-section of the photoelectric

effect has an abrupt rise at these energies.

The mentality behind using a secondary target can be extended with the use of the

triaxial geometry. As opposed to the traditional dual axis geometry, where the beam is

refracted at angles all contained within the same plane, the triaxial geometry takes an

advantage of the full three dimensions. In Figure 1.4 we have the schematic of this kind

of implementation. In these instruments the primary beam excites the secondary target,
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which has an inclination. A secondary beam is then produced due to the excitation of this

target and with the help of one or more collimators the angular distribution is narrowed

to photons reflected at a 90º angle with the original beam. These photons proceed to

excite the sample, which in turn will produce a third beam due to fluorescence. This last

beam is also selected with collimators in a way that it does a 90º angle with the secondary

beam, but also with the primary beam.

Figure 1.4: XRF instrument schematic using the triaxial geometry[11].

This kind of geometry allows for a major improvement on the signal-to-noise ratio

since it can reduce immensely the Bremsstrahlung radiation. One of the reasons being

the Klein-Nishina differential scattering cross-section[12] specifically for the angle of

90º. This expression is used for the description of photon inelastic scattering probabil-

ity as function of the angle. The cross-section of this process, at these energies, has a

global minimum for a 90º scattering angle, meaning that we can minimize the number

of photons from the Compton scattering on the target by selecting this angle. Similarly,

elastic scattering has a minimum for the same scattering angle which will further reduce

scattered photons from the Bremsstrahlung radiation of the source.

Moreover, when the Bremsstrahlung radiation of the beam is scattered by a target

it becomes polarized almost entirely in the direction perpendicular to the scattering

plane[13]. The cross-section for linearly polarized photons becomes 0 when the scatter-

ing angle is 90º. Hence, when there is a second scattering on the sample, theoretically,

polarized photons will be forbidden to scatter at a 90º angle. This is would be only pos-

sible with an infinite level of collimation for each beam and zero divergence. In reality

Bremsstrahlung radiation can only be highly reduced with good collimation. However,
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the more we collimate a beam, the more intensity we lose, and so a compromise must be

reached.

Unlike the scattering photons, the fluorescence ones have isotropic polarization, which

means that characteristic X-ray lines both from the target and sample will be unaffected

by angle selection. Fluorescence photons from the secondary target are able to scatter on

the sample and hence both coherent and incoherent features will still appear on the X-ray

spectrum.

Other notable designs for EDXRF spectrometers include µ-EDXRF and TXRF (Total

Reflection X-ray Fluorescence). The former is not really different from standard EDXRF

techniques, the only difference being on the focus of controlling the beam size to the

micrometer range. As discussed before, reducing the beam size is usually associated with

loss of beam intensity (this effect is significantly reduced if we are referring to polycapilar

optics instead of collimators) and thus these instruments must be well optimized in this

sense and have higher power tubes. These kind of techniques allow for many applica-

tions, since size resolution is often very important to analyze heterogeneous and complex

samples. In Figure 1.5 we can see a µ-EDXRF analysis of a biologic sample where you can

see the advantage of having a better size resolution on the beam. Some of the biologic

structures can then be accurately mapped.

(a) Potassium X-ray fluorescence map. (b) Zinc X-ray fluorescence map.

Figure 1.5: µ-EDXRF analysis of a biofortified wheat grain [5].

Regarding TXRF, the focus is in reducing the background of the Bremsstrahlung

radiation, just like in the triaxial geometry. In this technique, it is used a physical process

known as total reflection. From optic theory, it is known that a beam of light that comes

into contact with a surface of another medium at an angle inferior or equal to the critical

angle is totally reflected. This means that no radiation is theoretically transmitted or

absorbed. It is then possible to calibrate an EDXRF apparatus, in order to make a well
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colimated X-ray beam come into contact with the sample at a very narrow angle, inferior

to the system critical angle. This way, it is possible to get rid of most background since the

major scattering contribution for the X-ray spectrum will be totally reflected away from

the detector. The detector will be positioned perpendicular to the sample and receiving

mostly the photons from the characteristic lines of the sample.

1.1.4 X-ray detection and spectra

Detectors are the part of spectrometer system that is able to obtain information from the

incident radiation. Detectors come in all shapes and forms and must meet the necessities

of the instrument in question. Detectors can vary in the most observable characteristics

like size, area, thickness, but also in more technical parameters such as principle of

detection, energy and time resolutions, efficiency...

In EDXRF spectrometers, the most commonly used are the Si(Li) detectors (Lithium

drifted Silicon detectors), followed by the germanium based ones. More recently, Peltier

cooled Silicon Drift detectors (SDDs) have also become mainstream. The energy ranges

measured by both Si(Li) and SSD detectors are comparable in the order of ∼ 1keV to

50keV. Even though the latter has a better resolution and higher counting rates, the

former is still the most used due to is availability and price.

Si(Li) detectors are based on the semiconductor capabilities of silicon and are con-

stituted at their core level by a lithium doped single crystal p-type silicon sensing tube.

These crystals work like an electronic diode, which means that when current as a forward

bias it is allowed to flow across the diode, but when it is reversely biased the diode enter in

shutdown mode and blocks electronic flux across its junction. For proper operation, it is

necessary however that both the crystal and the preamplifier to be cooled down (typically

with liquid nitrogen) in order to reduce electronic noise and restrict the mobility of the

lithium ions.

When X-ray photons come into contact with the detector they induce the photoion-

ization of the crystal’s atoms. This generates extra charge in the conduction band of

the semiconductor, which will be proportional (most of the time) to the energy of the

incoming photon. This charge will flow through the diode, due to the voltage applied

to its terminals, generating a current pulse directly into the preamplifier stage. In this

stage, and with the help of a capacitor, it is then possible to obtain a voltage pulse with

big enough amplitude for it to go through a pulse processor. After that, we end up with

a measurement, based on the amplitude and shape of this pulse, of the incoming X-ray

photon energy. This measurement, will then be digitized, by the means of a multichan-

nel analyzer with an ADC. At this stage, the measured energy will determine in which

channel the event will be added, summing one count to that channel. After a period of

time, we get multiple channels with a count number, which can then be processed by a

computer to plot an histogram representation of the number of photons in each energy

bin. This is what we call the accumulated X-ray energy spectrum of the sample.
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As it has been implied in the previous paragraph, the charge induced on the detector

might not always be proportional to the incoming photon energy, as there are some

artifacts in the detecting process. Some detector interactions that may induce a bad energy

measurement in this kind of detectors include: sum peaks, escape peaks and incomplete

charge collection. The first one, as the name implies, corresponds to a detection where

instead of measuring only one photon, two photons come into the detector in a small time

frame. In this case, the time difference between two photons is so small that the detector

time resolution is not enough to determine that two separate photons are inducing charge

in the same event. As a result, this event’s energy will be measured as a sum of the

energies of the contributing photons.

Relatively to the escape peaks, an interesting phenomenon occurs. As the detected

photons are mostly X-ray characteristic fluorescence lines of the samples, they are like

the exciting primary beam, very energetic photons. This means that when they come in

contact with the silicon crystal, they may also photoionize electrons from the inner shells

that induce a posterior atomic relaxation process with a characteristic X-ray emission.

Hence, the detector’s Si atoms will sometimes emit their own characteristic X-ray line,

mostly the Kα line, which has the energy of 1.74 keV. This means that in this event some

of the energy absorbed by the detector will be sent out again in the form X-ray photon.

For this reason, it is possible to detect in some X-ray spectra a smaller peak next to big a

peak with 1.74 keV less energy, which corresponds to this kind of events.

Moreover, sometimes there is an incomplete charge collection. This can mean that

either the photons didn’t deposit all of their energy into the detector or that the electronics

were not able to collect every single electron generated. The latter leads to low energy tails

in the resulting X-ray spectra peaks creating an asymmetry on an otherwise symmetric

peak. The former occurs by inelastic scattering, which means that instead of photons

being absorbed they only lose energy and escape out of detector. As this is a much more

indeterminate effect, due to photons being able to lose any amount of energy due to

Compton, it results in a continuum background noise on the final X-ray spectrum.

An example of a triaxial EDXRF spectrum can be found in Figure 1.6 where some

of the peaks and artifacts discussed can be found. As it can be observed the spectrum

starts with a wide peak due to scattering in the detector for very low energies. It is

also possible to observe the characteristic background of this kind of measurement if we

abstract from the characteristic lines. Keep in mind that this spectrometer is designed

with a triaxial geometry, hence the very low background. From the characteristic lines we

can see which elements are present in our sample, and with proper quantification, it is

possible to convert these counts into concentrations. Most of the present elements have

their Kα and Kβ very visible above the background. Also, there is a heavy element present

in the sample (Lead) that has its Lα and Lβ in this energy range. For higher energies we

can see the peaks due to the scatter in the sample. As it is the case for secondary target

EDXRF spectrometer, the X-ray beam that excites the sample is quasi-monochromatic.

For this reason, Compton and Rayleigh scattering will occur in the sample and will have
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Figure 1.6: Example of X-ray fluorescence spectrum [8].

their peaks on the spectrum dependent on the Kα and Kβ of the secondary target, in this

case Molybdenum.

1.1.5 Quantification

The next logical step after obtaining the spectral information, in counts per energy chan-

nel, is to try to convert these quantities into elemental concentrations on the sample. This

elemental concentration information will give us a more in depth physical description of

the analyzed samples. However, this is far from a straightforward process where we can

easily translate one into the other. As we have explored in the last section a XRF spectrum

is a graphical representation of a superposition of many photons originated from very di-

verse physical phenomena. The amount of variables and processes that determines what

we observe in each energy bin is very high, because of all the interactions in the tube, on

the sample and inside the detector. Even the electronics have an impact due to their time

and energy resolution limitations, signal to noise ratios and so on. All these reasons make

it very complex to associate spectral data to an exact composition quantification.

In order to determine what is the concentration of each element on the sample, we

need to start by understanding its characteristic peak. On a basic conceptual level, ev-

ery element i in our samples when excited by the X-ray beam will generate a number of

photons distributed along what we call its characteristic peak. However, in reality these

characteristic peaks will have their shapes and intensities Ii affected by peaks relative to

other elements j. Primary fluorescence photons of a specific element i will also have a

probability of exciting other elements j and thus changing what we would expect from

both characteristic peaks. Moreover, this process can repeat itself resulting in third-order,
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forth-order and so on, fluorescence photons, even though each new fluorescence inter-

action is increasingly more unlikely. These secondary fluorescence emissions can occur

both ways with element i exciting element j and the other way around impacting both

Ii and Ij accordingly. However, an element’s X-ray emission and absorption properties

are also directly proportional with its concentration ci . What this enthralls is that the

relationship between Ii and ci is not linear and the so called matrix effects (X-ray photons

secondary absorption within the sample) have a big impact on what the observed Ii is.

Hence, it is very challenging to model the elemental characteristic peaks of a sample and

this is has been the focus of many scientific studies [14, 15] from around 1950 onward.

It was in 1955 that was first proposed an equation to calculate the characteristic X-ray

intensity. It became known as the Sherman equation, in honor of physicist who proposed

it, and it allowed for the Ii to be calculated for the characteristic line with an energy Ei of

an element i with concentration ci when excited by polychromatic X-ray beam[16]. The

importance of this equation for modern calculations is that was the first to account for all

the matrix effects and therefore all the modern calculations of matrix effects are based on

it. The original formulation of the Sherman equation was the following:

Ii(Ei) = gici

∫ E0

Eedge,i

I0(E)µi(E)
µ′s(E) +µ′′s (Ei)

1 +
∑
j

cjδij(E)

dE (1.1)

where gi is an instrumental factor, µ refers to effective mass absorption coefficients and

δij(Ei) is an enhancement factor. More specifically, µi(E) refers to a specific element

absorption of the beam energy E, while µ′s(E) refers to the sample absorption of the beam

energy E and µ′′s (Ei) refers to the sample absorption of characteristic line of energy Ei . The

enhancement factor refers to the emission of characteristic X-ray of element i, with energy

Ei , due to excitation from the characteristic lines of other elements j. The unknown

quantities in this equation need to be calculated based on fundamental parameters, such

as sub-shell fluorescence yields or jump-ratios.

The Sherman equation served as starting point for researchers to try to model charac-

teristic lines intensity. Building upon the calculations of Sherman, in the 80s, Rousseau

reformulated this equation in terms of concentration ci with only algebraic manipulation

and no approximations[17, 18]. In 1986, with the collaboration of Bouchard, the reformu-

lation was presented as the Fundamental Algorithm[19] with the following expression:

ci = Ri
1 +

∑
j αijcj

1 +
∑
j εijcj

, where Ri =
Ii(E)
I(i)(E)

. (1.2)

Ri refers to the ratio between the intensity of the characteristic peak of element i in the

sample Ii(E) and the intensity of the characteristic peak in standardized sample made only

of element i represented as I(i)(E). The coefficients αij and εij are correction coefficients

for absorption and enhancement effects, respectively. Summarily, what the Fundamental

Algorithm shows is that the concentration of an element ci is proportional to the relative

measured intensity Ri and all absorption effects represented by coefficients αij . On the
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other hand, the correction coefficient εij related to enhancement effects on the sample are

inversely proportional to the concentration. Therefore, this represents an arguably clearer

formulation to correlate to physical parameters than the original equation presented by

Sherman.

The two expressions 1.1 and 1.2 are perhaps the most known formulations of the rela-

tionship between the intensity I(E) and the concentration of each element in the sample

ci , but there are other expressions used as functions of different parameters. However, in

the end, all these formulations, have several parameters that do not have straightforward

calculation. At this point, in order to obtain the elemental concentrations from spectral

data, we need to chose whether to do more empirical approach and do a calibration with

standards, or use advanced models to try to estimate all the necessary values.

Comparison with standards is a very commonly used solution for the calibration of

X-ray fluorescence spectral data. This approach relies on the use of known standardized

samples with known elemental concentrations and compare them to the values obtained

in the sample with unknown values. The standardized samples must be chosen accord-

ingly, in the sense that, the matrix materials must be as comparable to the measuring

sample as possible. Then, using the peak intensities of each element in each of the set

of standardized samples Ii , it is possible to obtain linear calibration of such values as

function of the concentrations ci . Using the calibration values obtained it is then possi-

ble to do a direct conversion from the measured sample peak intensities into elemental

concentrations. The precision of comparison with standards method will be inherently

correlated to how well the standard samples replicate the same matrix effects that will

occur on the measuring sample. This ends up representing one of the biggest limitations

of this approach given that is hard to find standardized samples that fully replicate the

matrix effects of our samples. This drawback obviously scales with the complexity of

the samples. Also, the accuracy of this method is also limited by the accuracy of the

instrument in the sense that both the standards and samples will be analyzed separately

both subject to instrumental errors. In the end, this approach is typically an easier quan-

tification solution that can produce good results for common matrices but it is not very

versatile.

As it was suggested above, instead of a linear calibration of the spectral data using

standards, we can try to employ mathematical models to solve the equations related to

peak intensity and elemental concentrations. Perhaps the most popular approaches for

these purposes are the Fundamental Parameter method and the Influence Coefficient

methods. The starting point for these two methods is identical as they both start by using

the mathematical expressions that describe the relationship between peak intensity and

elemental concentrations such as equations 1.1 and 1.2. However, when trying to solve

these equations we will need to determine various unknown parameters that vary from

sample to sample resulting in different systems of equations. The two methods will then

differ on the approach to solve these systems of equations.

The first difference to be highlighted between the two methods approaches is related
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to how they treat the contributions from all photonic energies of the beam to the elemental

characteristic peak intensity. The more accurate way is to do integral calculation for all

these energy contributions like the Fundamental Parameter method does. The alternative

used in the Influence Coefficient method is to approximate the polychromatic beam with

a monochromatic beam with a single wavelength designated as the effective wavelength.

This simplifies the non-linear equations into linear equations that are easier to solve.

The name of this method comes from the influence coefficients that we obtain in these

linear equations αij that translate the effect of the fluorescence of all the elements j in

the fluorescence of element i. These coefficients were firstly calculated in the original

Sherman work. Nevertheless, the choice between which of these coefficients to use in an

experiment and the accurate determination of the effective wavelength is still a modern

science research topic. This method represents the first approach to this calculation in

a time where computer access and power in science was very limited. One of the major

drawbacks is that to do a calibration of the instrument with this method we must know

a priori what are the elements present in the sample. Also, this method also implies that

the calibration is still done with standards in order to obtain the values for the influence

coefficients.

The Fundamental Parameters method focus on solving the intensity related equations

with no approximations. Instead of using coefficients to estimate the effect of the fluores-

cence of all the elements in the sample between each other, these inter-element effects are

represented in the solved equations in the form of absolute fundamental parameters of

the physical interactions involved. For this reason, this method has the potential to be

more accurate than the Influence Coefficient, whereas losing in simplicity and computa-

tional power requirements. The method itself relies on a iterative approach of comparing

theoretical calculated intensities with measured intensities from standard samples. This

algorithm has a starting guess of the sample composition and thickness and iterates upon

it meanwhile trying to minimizing a χ2 function dependent on the instrumental standard

deviation and measured intensities. An instrument specific calibration, with instrumen-

tal calibration factor g, is then reached when the χ2 function converges into its minimum,

with the resulting solved equations being able to calculate the elemental concentrations.

This does not happen without uncertainty though, as the so called fundamental param-

eters used in these equation, such as, absorption coefficients, or emission energies, or

fluorescence yields, have yet to be all calculated with a very high accuracy. The uncer-

tainty in each fundamental parameter can be very significative up to and around 10%.

Regardless of the impact of these uncertainties, as the method is still calibrated with

standard samples, the instrumental calibration factor g will diminish the impact on the

final results massively and the uncertainties on the various parameters sometimes end

up canceling each other out.

Nowadays, a big portion of the research done in the more conceptual side of the

XRF technique is related to improving on the quantification methods. As we have seen

above, regardless of the method used we are introducing uncertainties that should be
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mitigated in order to make this technique even more prevalent in elemental composition

analysis studies. The improvements can come from developing standardless algorithms

or improving the uncertainty on the fundamental parameters for example. This coupled

with instrumental technological advancements that allow us to dilute the background

and enhance the detection limits of our spectrometers will allow this technique to be even

more competitive.

1.1.6 Applications

XRF spectrometry is a widely used and versatile technique, and thus it is very much

prevalent in many and diverse fields of scientific research. Because of its simplicity to

set up, its cost-effective and non-destructive (sample wise) approach, it becomes a very

useful tool to quickly access the composition of samples in any state of matter. Perhaps the

most interesting applications are the biomedical ones given the worldwide interest of the

impacts on human health of our surrounding substances. From food quality and nutrient

assessment to global health problems like airborne pollution, many scientific studies

make use of XRF spectrometers to measure elemental concentrations and determine trace

elements within those kinds of samples.

One of the biggest topics that is transversal to multiple research subjects are cancer

related studies. XRF spectroscopy has also provided its contributes to this field. Various

works that try to study cancerous tissues chose to analyze them via this technique. For

example, in [20] the authors use a micro-XRF spectrometer coupled with a synchroton to

assess the phosphorus quantity in mammary tumorous tissues. As it was expected from

other studies [21, 22] all trace elements of these kind of tissues are usually elevated above

normal levels regardless if they are benign or malign. Not only that, but they were also

able to address the heterogeneous spatial distribution of phosphorus specifically which

might provide information on localized tumor cell growth. Another study [23] also using

XRF and synchroton radiation XRF was able to identify elemental concentration devia-

tions in scalp hair between healthy women and women suffering from breast cancer. The

results show a decrease in selenium and zinc in cancer patients with a parallel increase

in chromium. These findings are corroborated in [24] via XRF and X-ray diffraction tech-

niques where it was identified a significant trace element concentration decrease on scalp

hair of women affected by breast cancer. Both studies seem to suggest that analysis of the

patient hair could be enough to detect cancer and possibly its stage. Even though, there

are many studies focusing specifically on breast cancer there are similarly many other

studies regarding different types of cancer using XRF based techniques.

Water control is another essential research topic that sparks a lot of interest across mul-

tiple scientific groups due to their importance to our quotidian life. Being this essentially

a composition analysis problem, XRF is one of the techniques that provides good results

for both solid and liquid state samples of this nature. As an example, in [25], the authors

demonstrate the capabilities of a portable XRF spectrometer to measure the salinity of
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water and consequently its electrical conductance. In this work, the technique proves

itself capable of obtaining similar results to inductively coupled plasma atomic emission

spectroscopy (ICP-AES), which is one of the most sensitive and accurate spectroscopic

techniques. The ability to detect chloride as well other vestigial elements demonstrates

the viability of controlling water samples via XRF for both trace elements and contam-

inants. Some studies like [26] reiterate this viability of measuring trace elements in

drinking water and conclude that the samples analyzed are within normal parameters.

Others like [27] however, measure contaminant levels above acceptable levels in samples

collected in Taiwan.

Food is also an equally interesting scientific challenge for spectroscopic techniques

due to its natural heterogeneous diversity among different samples. In [28], for exam-

ple, an extensive statistical analysis of XRF measurements is presented, highlighting the

trace elements in a multitude of different commercially available food samples: paprika

powder, cinnamon, coffee, tea, chocolate, rice, wheat flour, cane sugar, coconut water,

honey and bovine milk. This study aims to encourage the construction of a database for

elemental concentrations across these diverse types of foods, in order to try and establish

a baseline for each of these products and across each origin/source. This would also even-

tually allow to set standards for products to meet. Another interesting topic regarding

food, is nutrient enhancement and biofortification but we will explore this in chapter 3.

As we will delve in that chapter, XRF spectrometry allows for great elemental mapping

of these kind of samples and thus provide great feedback for agronomy techniques used.

Heavy metals are also one of the focus of many studies using XRF spectroscopy due to

their toxicity to the human body. Soil analysis and control are among the most common

samples on which to search for heavy metals. The importance of these types of samples

is that they provide insight on the pollution in the ecosystem surrounding the sample

extraction zone. Also, if this soil is fertilized to be used as source of food, or is home

to local bodies of water it is important to control the presence above the recommended

values of heavy metals. For example, in [29], the authors provide a XRF analysis of soils

from Ghana in terms of both regular metallic elements and heavy metals, specifically:

Zn, Pb, Cr, Cu, Co, Ni, Cd, Hg, and As. While there are some of these elements that

stay within standardized maximum references, some are detected to be up to 900% of

their maximum. Several other studies show the adequacy of XRF techniques for fast

quantification of heavy metal samples[30, 31]. Food[32] and water samples[33] are also

subject to numerous studies in order to assert that heavy metals are within normal values.

Pharmaceutical application of XRF analysis is also a widely spread solution both in

academic and corporate environment. XRF provides a lot of tools to assess and control the

quality of drugs, vaccines and all kinds of medic substances. As an example of research in

[34], the authors use EDXRF spectrometry for routine screening of oral solid dosage drug

products (OSD) and to detect the presence of elemental impurities. One of the objectives

of this study is to prove the viability of XRF spectrometry for pharmaceutical control, and

the methods used are compliant with the European Pharmacopeia, which is regarded as
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the official european standards for drug quality control. Pharmaceutical drug quality is

the focus of many XRF based analysis and is further explored in this thesis in chapter 2.

Environmental studies are also a big challenge for XRF spectrometry due to the diffi-

culty of analyzing suspended matter. These kind of research is also of major importance

since it gives some insight into pollution whether it is for outdoor spaces or for indoor

environments such as workplaces and homes. Some studies like [35] chose to do an in-

direct analysis to this phenomenon by studying in this case mostly soil samples via XRF

spectrometry to address both metal content but also heavy metal contamination. Another

example, [36], provides a very large scale spatial and chemical profiles of of a multitude

of road dust samples obtained all across the mega-city of Buenos Aires. The analysis in

this paper is focused on the antimony contamination of these samples using XRF and ICP-

MS, and provides very interesting insight on the correlation of traffic and dust pollution.

There are also more direct measurements of suspended matter like in [37], where they

also focus automobile related emissions but do an aerosol study of the elemental contents

with particle matter partitioning and XRF spectral profiling. In chapter 4 we will discuss

further examples of aerosol applications of XRF analysis.

Not all the XRF spectroscopy applications are based on samples with biomedical and

health implications though, there are also several other applications that are based on

drastically different fields like in art studies, patrimonial restoration, forensic sciences

and many more. As an example, in [38] the authors do a multi-analytical spectroscopic

analysis using several different techniques (including XRF) to study a colored Dutch

map from the eighteenth century. Spectroscopic techniques in these kind of applications

provide a very big insight to what type of inks/pigments are used for coloring and thus

help reconstruct the history of that specific art piece, providing clues for more exact

dating and source location. They can also go further and help restore degraded art by,

for example, using elemental mapping to determine where in a painting the author used

each color even if it vanished with the years. In [39], for example, a method to restore

paintings using spectroscopic techniques is described and tested on Vincent van Gogh

painting. XRF can help restore art but on the other end of the spectrum of applications

it can also give insight on crime scenes. Forensic sciences provide yet another challenge

for the application of this technique. For example, in [40] the authors demonstrate that

by doing a large scale mapping of a room they are able to determine the lead trace of a

bullet and thus reconstruct the path of a gunshot. The examples provided in this section

are just small sample of XRF based studies, but there are plenty more scientific fields that

take advantage of the versatility of this technique.
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2
XRF technique applied to the

pharmaceutical industry

2.1 Scope and objectives

The pharmaceutical industry has a major role in global health via the development of

medication, vaccines and treatments to enhance quality of life or prevent and cure dis-

eases and medical conditions. The main contributions from this industry come in the

form of research and development of drugs to meet the ever-changing healthcare demand.

This is a trillion dollar industry comprised of many subfields from discovery to market-

ing. With technology and scientific advancements, the goal to produce newer or better

medication with reduced side effects results in a very competitive and dynamic industry.

As our standards must evolve hand in hand with technological progression there is a need

for better testing of developed drugs. Usually every new substance meant to be used on

humans as a medical treatment, must undergo a series of pre-clinical tests, clinical trials

and safety/compliance assessments to scrupulously meet every standard and regulation

norm, before being launched into the market.

It is straightforward that the pharmaceutical industry is a very complex and diverse

industry focused on tackling multiple global health problems. In this case study, we will

be focusing on a specific global problem, nutrient deficiency, or, more specifically, iron

deficiency. Iron is a very important nutrient for humans and animals alike because it is

one of the few elements present in every cell on our bodies. Moreover, iron is present in

many proteins that regulate most human body functions [41]. Some of the most notori-

ous are: hemoglobin - responsible for transporting oxygen to the tissues, cytochromes -

enablers of electron transportation within cells, myoglobin - facilitators of oxygen storage

in muscles, enzymes - regulation of internal cell reactions. These are just some examples,

and there are several other body functions to which iron is directly connected such as
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neuronal and immune systems [42, 43].

Iron deficiency is the most common form of nutritional anemia across the world,

affecting more than two billion people according to WHO[44]. Moreover, it is also es-

timated that about 50% of all anemia is due to iron deficiency. The symptoms of this

kind of anemia are usually increased fatigue[45] and hindering of cognitive and motor

functions which are even more impactful in development stages of the human body[46].

Therefore, this problem is increasingly problematic for pregnant women and may result

in underweight babies or in more extreme cases in perinatal death[47]. The incidence of

this problem is more impactful in developing countries due to the lack of means to diag-

nose and treat iron deficiency anemia. Global perinatal, neonatal and maternal deaths

numbers as reported by WHO have been systematically above several millions per year.

While it is hard to identify exact numbers of how many of these are related with nutri-

tional anemia, it is known that it represents a big slice of the numbers. This could be

completely preventable since the main form of treatment to this disease are iron supple-

ments. WHO estimates that if iron supplements were easily accessible to everyone they

would be enough to amend 42% of children’s anemia and 50% of women’s anemia[44].

In developed countries pharmaceutical iron supplements are a widespread response

with multiple companies working on their development and distribution. The most

common compounds used in this kind of supplements are based in ferrous salts like

iron(II) or (III) sulfates and iron glycinate. Compounds based on iron sulfates are very

easily accessible and therefore become very cheap and profitable to mass produce as

a pharmaceutical drug. However, the ingestion of these kind of compounds has been

connected with increased gastrointestinal tract and liver toxicity[48] as well as some

other side effects.

The fact that some of the compounds might have hidden side effects would be enough

to warrant further scientific analysis of these kind of samples. However, this research

topic is further motivated by the fact that this type of drug is often just regarded as alimen-

tary supplement and thus not as properly regulated or controlled as medical prescription

drug. In fact, in many countries its acquisition and distribution is not really supervised

whether the commercial transaction occurs on a pharmacy, drug store or even a general

store. As a specific example, the supplements analyzed in this study are commercially

distributed in Brazil where they are not regulated by their pharmaceutical regulatory

body - ANVISA[49].

Furthermore, lower quality control can easily result in more contaminant substances

in these supplements, usually of metal elements. These contaminants are unwanted ele-

ments that can add unforeseen side effects to these drugs. Moreover, there has been some

scientific evidence that in some cases, they might even degrade the active ingredient[50].

Two of the most common metallic contaminants found in these kind of supplements are

manganese and nickel.

Manganese is both an essential and a toxic element, meaning that it can have its

purpose in the human body nutrition but the body’s tolerance to it is not very high
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and, thus, can easily become toxic. On the nutrition side, the deficiency of this element

can also lead to health problem because it functions as an activator and a constituent

of several enzymes[51]. On the toxic side, manganese poisoning significantly impacts

the respiratory tract and the brain, and may cause memory loss and nerve damage[52,

53]. The Scientific Committee on Occupational Exposure Limits suggest a limit based

on lowest-observed-adverse-effect-level on animal studies for ingested manganese daily

intake of 10-40 µg per kg of body weight[54].

Nickel is slightly different from manganese in the sense that it is not documented to

have beneficial effects to human health, it is only regarded as a toxic element. Keep in

mind, that neither of these elements are as toxic as other substances like arsenic, mercury

or lead for example. However, even though our tolerance to these elements is greater their

toxicity still warrants caution. Nickel toxicity is correlated with lung cancer incidence,

high blood pressure, neurological deficits, slower development in children[55]. Nickel

has also been shown to have big correlation with the incidence of breast cancer[56, 57].

Regardless of the known hazards of exceeding the dose of nickel intake there are appar-

ently no set official daily maximum levels in food for consumption. The closest regulation,

comes in the form of maximum concentration of nickel in water for human consumption,

from the Council Directive 98/83/EC and the commission Directive 2003/40/EC, set to

20 µg/L[58]. There is however, a relatively recent recommendation from the European

Food Safety Authority of a maximum daily-ingested intake of nickel of about 2.8 µg per

kg of body weight[58].

Metal impurities are a very prominent problem associated with these kind of supple-

ments that require a closer examination. Regarding pharmaceutical pills, in the USA,

which agglomerate the biggest pharmaceutical industries, regulation of metal contami-

nants has been historically done according the standard USP <231>[59]. This was done

via chemical color test with a sulfide ion under a specific protocol and preparation con-

ditions. This norm was substituted with the modern standards USP <232> (elemen-

tal impurities limits)[60] and USP <233> (elemental impurities procedures)[61], which

are based on modern quantification techniques, which are much more accurate, such

as inductively coupled plasma–mass spectrometry (ICP-MS)[62, 63, 64] or inductively

coupled plasma–atomic (optical) emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES or ICP-OES)[65, 66].

Although ICP based techniques provide excellent limits of detection in the order of parts

per billion, the sample preparation procedures often contains chemical treatment that

negates the possibility of further analysis. Another issue with ICP-MS for the specific

case of iron (54Fe and 57Fe) is that for this technique there is a spectral interference with
14N40Ar16O38Ar and 40Ar16O1H [62], which often warrants the use of pressured cell col-

lision techniques. Thus, there has been increased research in providing alternatives to

these standardized that provide other types of advantages. XRF is one of the most promi-

nent competing techniques whether under the form of WDXRF[67], standard EDXRF[68,

69, 70] or even high-energy polarized-beam EDXRF[71]. As we have mentioned in chap-

ter 1 XRF techniques provide a less expensive, portable, easier to use and non-destructive
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analysis, alternative do ICP.

In this study, we will be using EDXRF with triaxial geometry for fast and accurate

multi-elemental analysis of iron supplements. The objectives are to determine with preci-

sion how the measured iron content compares to the labeled one and to identify possible

contaminants. In the end, this case study aims to prove adequacy of XRF technique as an

alternative method to the standard ICP.

2.2 Methods and materials

2.2.1 Sample description and preparation

In this study, we examined five different popular iron supplements that were acquired in

Brazil, namely: Neutrofer Fólico, Anemifer, Noripurum, Sulferbel and Combiron Fólico.

Table 2.1 contains a description of these iron supplements with the mass of the active iron

compound, the mass of elemental iron and of the pill, and the concentration of elemental

iron.

Table 2.1: Information on the iron supplements used in this work.

Compound Elemental Pill mass Iron concentration
Iron supplement Compound mass (mg) iron (mg) ±10 (mg) (%)

Neutrofer Fólico Iron gylcinate (Fe(C2H4NO2)3) + folic acid 150 30 540 5.6

Anemifer Iron(II) sulfate monohydrate (Fe(SO4) +H2O) 190 60 340 17.6

Noripurum Iron(III)-hydroxide polymaltose[72] 330 100 720 13.9
Sulferbel Iron(II) sulfate monohydrate 152 50 310 16.1
Combiron Fólico Carbonyl iron 126 120 670 17.9

All of the pills tested were crushed, and the protective capsule was removed. The

powder was then compressed with 10 tons of pressure into pellets 2.0 cm in diameter and

1 mm in thickness, without any chemical treatment. For each brand of iron supplement,

two pellets were produced for further analysis. The pellets were glued to a mylar film

on a sample holder and exposed directly to X-rays for elemental determination. Two

replicates were made for each sample.

2.2.2 Experimental setup

Has it has been stated above in this study we will be using EDXRF spectrometer with

triaxial geometry installed at the Laboratório de Física Atómica e Molecular, LIBPhys-

UNL, Departamento de Física, FCT-NOVA. This spectrometer was assembled by our

research group and consists mainly of an X-ray source, an Ag filter, a secondary target, a

sample arrangement and an detector system as it can be seen Figure 2.1.

The excitation source consists of a commercial X-ray tube (Philips, PW 1140; 100

kV, 80 mA) paired with a secondary target made of molybdenum. This EDXRF setup

employs a Si(Li) detector with a 30 cm2 active area and an 8 µm beryllium window to
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Figure 2.1: Picture of the EDXRF spectrometer with triaxial geometry used in this work,
obtained from [8].

measure the characteristic radiation emitted by the elements in the samples. With the

acquisition system of a Nucleus PCA card, paired with a commercial pulse processor

(Oxford) that automatically adjusted the pulse and applied dead time corrections, we

observed an energy resolution of 135 eV at 5.9 keV. The X-ray source was operated at

50 kV and 20 mA. The energy spectrum of each pellet was measured for 15 minutes to

acquire the necessary statistics of the concentrations detected.

A triaxial geometry, or indirect excitation, was employed in the experimental appara-

tus of the X-ray tube, secondary target and the detector[73]. This setup induces a strong

suppression of background of the scattered radiation (Rayleigh and Compton radiation)

coming from the Bremsstrahlung radiation of the X-ray tube. With this setup, the back-

ground consists of a nearly monochromatic source of radiation, addressed to the Kα and

Kβ fluorescence lines of molybdenum of 17.4 keV and 19.6 keV energies, respectively.

The limits of detection in this geometry are thus much lower compared with common pla-

nar geometries, which allow for not only the precise determination of dominant elements

but also for the identification of and even quantification of the trace elements present in

the material’s matrix.

2.2.3 Calibration of the analytical method

Absolute quantification of the various elements was performed with the fundamental

parameters method. This method retrieves the relative concentration of each element

present in the sample with the help of atomic quantities, e.g., fluorescence yields or
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Table 2.2: Elemental concentration (µg/g) present in certified standard samples. Values
are listed either with one standard deviation (value ± standard deviation) or with an
asterisk (*), meaning that the value was obtained by non-certified methods. LOD stands
for limit of detection. Three standard reference materials with light organic matrices and
several concentration levels were considered, namely, dogfish muscle (NRRC-DORM-2),
lobster hepatopancreas (NRCC-TORT-2) and orchard leaves (NIST-SRM1571).

Certified biological material
Dogfish muscle Lobster hepatopancreas Orchard leaves
NRRC-DORM-2 NRCC-TORT-2 NIST-SRM1571

Element LOD Certified value Present work Certified value Present work Certified value Present work

S 100 2300*
K 10 14700 ± 300 15300 ± 900
Ca 20 20900 ± 300 21000 ± 900
Mn 3 3.66 ± 0.34 4 ± 1 13.6 ± 1.2 13 ± 1 91 ± 4 95 ± 5
Fe 3 142 ± 10 143 ± 10 105 ± 13 102 ± 13 300 ± 20 308 ± 20
Ni 1 19.4 ± 3.1 17 ± 2 2.50 ± 0.19 2.9 ± 1.2 1.1 ± 0.6 2 ± 1
Cu 1 2.34 ± 0.16 3 ± 1 106 ± 10 101 ± 10 12 ± 1 13 ± 2
Zn 1 25.6 ± 2.3 24 ± 3 180 ± 6 180 ± 10 25 ± 3 26 ± 3
As 1 18.0 ± 1.1 19 ± 1 21.6 ± 1.8 22 ± 2 14 ± 2 14 ± 2
Se 0.8 1.40 ± 0.09 1.0 ± 0.7 5.63 ± 0.67 5 ± 1
Br 0.8 10* 10*
Rb 0.8
Sr 0.8 45.2 ± 1.9 37* 36*
Pb 0.8 0.1 <LOD 45 ± 3 44 ± 4

absorption cross-sections[74, 75]. We validate the present method via two procedures; in

the first, we compare the obtained concentrations with known concentrations present in

standard reference materials of organic-type matrixes (as in the pill excipients). Three

reference materials, namely, dogfish muscle (NRRC-DORM-2), lobster hepatopancreas

(NRCC-TORT-2) and orchard leaves (NIST-SRM1571), were considered in the present

study. These materials contain various light organic matrices with several concentrations

of the elements of interest, ranging from K to Pb, which allows for the assessment of the

present method for different concentration regimes. Pellet preparation of the standard

reference materials followed the same procedure as the other samples tested. Table

2.2 lists the values obtained with the fundamental parameters method as well as the

certified values. Overall, the fundamental parameters method is able to retrieve the

same concentrations of elements as the certified values, within the uncertainty level. In

both cases, the uncertainty corresponds to 95% confidence limits (i.e., to three standard

deviations) of the fitting procedure. The limits of detection (LOD) presented in Table 2.2

were evaluated according to:

LOD = 3
√
Nb

Ci
Np

(2.1)

where Ci is the concentration of the element i, Np represents the total counts for the

corresponding peak and Nb represents the counts of the background under the peak.

For the second procedure, we employed the ICP-AES technique for measuring the

elemental content in one sample of Anemifer. The sample preparation followed a stan-

dard chemical digestion procedure with 2.5 ml of hydrochloric acid (HCl 35%) and 2.5

ml of nitric acid (HNO3 69%) for 100 mg of sample. As described in the next section,
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Table 2.3: Elemental concentrations of manganese, iron and nickel in Anemifer measured
by ICP-AES and those obtained with our analytical method.

Element ICP-AES Present method

Mn 537 ± 2 530 ± 5
Fe 18.4 ± 0.1% 18.3 ± 0.8%
Ni 43.8 ± 0.2 45 ± 5

Values for iron are given as percentages and for the other elements in µg/g.

the samples only contained contaminants of nickel and manganese within the LOD, so

we restricted our measurement to those elements. Table 2.3 shows the concentrations

obtained by ICP-AES and by our method.

2.3 Results and Discussion

The elemental concentration was analyzed for each of the ten individual pellets. Two

of the x-ray spectra obtained (Anemifer and Neutrofer Fólico) are shown in Figure 2.2.

An important characteristic of these spectra is that, due to the triaxial geometry, they

manifest a very low background from the scattered radiation. This setup allows for a

clearer interpretation of the fluorescent lines as it lowers the detection limit.

Figure 2.2: Two measured EDXRF spectra corresponding to an Anemifer sample (black
solid line) and a Neutrofer Fólico sample (red dotted line). The counts are plotted versus
the detector energy in keV.

As expected, both spectra reveal high peaks for the Kα and Kβ fluorescent lines of

iron and the corresponding escape peaks and sum peaks. Few elements, such as calcium
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Table 2.4: Reference and measured concentrations of the iron supplements analyzed.

Sulferbel Noripurum Combiron Fólico Anemifer Neutrofer Fólico
Element Reference Measured Reference Measured Reference Measured Reference Measured Reference Measured

S - 80000±3000 - BDL - 12000±5000 - 73000±8000 - <LOD
Ca - 120±20 - 110±8 - 400±50 - 30000±2500 - <LOD
Mn - 352±30 - 240±20 - 50±5 - 530±5 - <LOD
Fe 16.1% 15.4±0.6% 13.9% 14.9±0.7% 18.3% 17.9±0.8% 17.9% 18.3±0.8% 5.6% 6.0±0.6%
Ni - 41±4 - 50±5 - 51±20 - 45±5 - 45±6
Sr - <LOD - <LOD - <LOD - 65±3 - <LOD

Values for iron are given as percentages and for the other elements in µg/g.

Table 2.5: Comparison between measured amounts of nickel and manganese and
PDE(permitted daily exposure).

Ni measured Ni ratio Mn measured Mn ratio
Iron supplement (µg) from PDE (%) (µg) from PDE (%)

Sulferbel 12±4 5 109±11 4.3
Noripurum 36±5 14.4 172±14 6.9
Combiron Fólico 34±2 13.7 33±3 1.3
Anemifer 15±2 6.1 180±20 7.2
Neutrofer Fólico 24±1 9.7 <LOD -

and sulfur, have noticeable differences in the respective fluorescent lines between Ane-

mifer and Neutrofer Fólico, which can be attributed to the lack of these elements in the

excipients of the latter iron supplement. Both calcium and strontium are alkaline earth

metal elements that justify the contamination of strontium in samples containing cal-

cium. Furthermore, there is a lack of manganese in Neutrofer Fólico. Manganese can be

considered an important contaminant for Anemifer but not for Neutrofer Fólico (below

the detection limit), and nickel is present in both. It is apparent that the corresponding

peaks of nickel and manganese fluorescent lines overlap the iron peaks. This will not

result in any discrepancy because the software discriminates each contribution in the

fitting process.

In Table 2.4, the reference and measured iron concentrations for all of the pills are

shown. In addition, we added the measured concentrations of other elements to this

discussion: calcium, sulfur, nickel, strontium and manganese. Overall, we note the

agreement for the iron content between the values obtained and those indicated in the

pill prescription information. While calcium, sulfur and strontium are expected in the

excipients of some pills (exact quantities not mentioned), no pharmaceutical prescription

mentions levels of nickel and manganese, yet our measurements reveal them to be within

the detection range. The question arises if pharmacies and doctors are aware of these

contaminants.

Using data on the acceptable concentrations of metal contamination in medicinal

products for human consumption from the EMEA (European Medicines Agency)[76], we

have established that the PDE (permitted daily exposure) for manganese and nickel is 2.5

mg/day and 0.25 mg/day, respectively. This information is compiled in Table 2.5. For

nickel, we measured values as high as 14.4% of the PDE in Noripurum. This value might
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be especially concerning for patients, who depend on multiple daily iron supplement

pills, as it is possible to reach toxic levels if we add to the daily average dietary intakes.

Sulferbel shows the lowest percentage of nickel, which was 5% of the PDE.

Even though manganese is also a contaminant in these pills, its ratio of the PDE is

considerably lower in comparison with nickel. Moreover, manganese is an important

nutrient for humans and, for that reason, its role as a contaminant is not as impactful.

The highest ratio of the PDE was observed for Anemifer at 7.2%. Neutrofer Fólico shows

the best results, with a level of manganese below the detection limit.

As a takeaway from this case study, we can state that manganese and nickel were

identified as important contaminants of the tested iron supplements, even though the

prescriptions do not warn of their presence. Neutrofer Fólico is the only supplement

with no detectable amount of manganese and the lowest amount of nickel. The presented

results highlight the need for better control of metal impurities in iron supplements.

This work bases its approach on a multi-element analysis of the samples. Although

we are able to measure the concentrations of iron and other contaminants in these supple-

ments with good precision, further studies on these compounds using other techniques

might reveal additional interesting findings. For example, using Raman spectroscopy, we

would be able to analyze the molecular forms of the inorganic compounds with nickel

and manganese and further access its potential toxicities to humans.

We conclude that the method is appropriate for pharmaceutical purposes as it cir-

cumvents the destruction of the sample associated with traditional methods and has

LODs for contaminant metals. This technique allows a rapid in-loco analysis of a wide

range of elements simultaneously and thus can be an alternative analytical technique to

plasma-induced coupling-based techniques.

This method would give pharmaceutical control institutes the opportunity to improve

their own quality control and thus provide another tool to the industry to assure that the

advertised elemental concentrations in prescribed medication are scrupulously met.
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3
XRF technique applied to the

agronomy/food industry

3.1 Scope and objectives

The safety and quality control of food products are of the utmost importance to insure

global well-being of the population. Therefore, it is mandatory that the chain of events

from field to table is certified to provide safe and nutritious food. Given its historical

and socioeconomical framework, this industry is less regulated than the phamaceutical

industry. Hence, there is usually something to optimize or improve upon the methods

used on the diverse stages of the process of supplying food to the consumer. The rise

of contaminants and fraudulent food is one of the concerns that worry specialists and

governing bodies alike. These concerns urge for better science based food quality control

processes that are simple, sensitive and transparent to all the concerning parts.

Atomic and molecular spectroscopy provide some useful analytical tools to study this

kind of samples. Scientifically, biological systems provide a big challenge, due to their

complex and heterogeneous nature. Therefore, there is a symbiosis relationship between

techniques and biological samples. XRF spectroscopy is one of the analytical tools that is

among this set of techniques. As we have mentioned in this text, XRF is a very widespread

academic and commercial solution for fast and cheap elemental analysis[77, 78]. Even

though competing techniques such as Synchrotron Radiation micro-XRF (SR-XRF)[79],

Inductive Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS)[80], nano Secondary Ion Mass

Spectrometry (nanoSIMS)[81] and Scanning Electron Microscope coupled to Energy Dis-

persive Spectrometry (SEM-EDS)[82], tend to have lower limits of detection and better

lateral resolution, they are not as fast and require more layers of sample preparation and

operational costs.

The scientific interest of biological tissue samples extends specifically to the ones
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meant to be consumed as food[83, 84, 85, 86]. As the dietary impact of certain nutrients

becomes clearer, via the progresses of health focused research, the need for a better

understanding of the presence and localization of such elements in food products is

warranted. Using some of the analytical tools described, it is then possible to pursue such

endeavors.

More specifically, in this case study we will be directing our attention to cereal based

products. Cereal based tissues are a very interesting research topic to the spectrometry

scientific community due to their heterogeneous nature. These types of samples are

very suited to being mapped and imaged with techniques such as µ-XRF due to their

interesting elemental localization[87]. Moreover, they tend to be at the base of the food

pyramid of most countries, and thus, make up a big portion of global population’s diet.

Perhaps the most researched cereals are rice grains due to their prevalence in most Asian

countries’ diet.

The research on this topic is itself very heterogeneous combining different analytical

techniques and diverse science subjects. For example, in [80], an in vivo mineral distri-

bution analysis of rice grains was performed in order to determine mineral distribution

patterns that correlate with the progressive stages of germination via SR-XRF. This paper

also features ICP-MS measurements of mineral concentrations (i.e., Ca, Mn, Fe, Zn, and

K) in whole rice grains, hulls, brown rice, bran and polished rice. On another paper

[88], they use both inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES)

and µ-XRF mapping to evaluate the dynamic changes in some nutritionally important

nutrient like P, Ca, K, Fe, Zn, Cu, due to accumulation of phytic acid during the rice seed

development stage. Elemental analysis of this kind of samples can sometimes also be fo-

cused in detecting and measuring toxic elements. Some examples of this kind of research

can be seen in [89, 90], where the authors provide an ICP-MS with laser ablation analysis

of brown rice collected in Korea to detect the presence of both arsenic and mercury.

In this case study we will focus on wheat grains samples. Wheat is a monocot plant

species, which is traditionally referred in academic context as triticum aestivum. The

cereal grains of this specie are comprised of a number of highly specialized structures,

as it is schematically represented in Figure 3.1. Like other cereal species, wheat possess

caryopses (cereal grains) as propagation units, which are single-seeded fruits where the

testa (seed coat) is fused with the thin pericarp (fruit coat). Wheat grains possess a triploid
endosperm (meaning three chromosome sets per nucleus) which is subdivided into aleu-
rone layer (living cells) and the starchy endosperm (dead storage tissue). They also possess

highly developed embryos which involve the following organs: coleoptile (shoot sheath),

the scutellum, the radicula and the coleorrhiza (root sheath). All these organs will be in-

volved in germination of new grains by using the nutrients stored in endosperm the wheat

ear will continuously grow.

When wheat grains go through a traditional milling process the bran is removed in

order to expose to endosperm which is very rich in proteins and the major ingredient

in traditional flour. This will result of the test, pericarp and aleurone layer. Even tough
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Figure 3.1: Structure of a wheat grain as reproduced in [91]. a is a representation of the
whole grain and b is a cross section view of the grain.

aleurone layer botanically is not part of the capsule of the seed, in reality it is strongly

attached to it and the removal of the bran will usually imply the removal of this layer.

Nowadays, and due to this kind of research, we know that the bran is actually composed

of a lot of beneficial nutrients, with the majority being stored the aleurone layer. The

awareness of this fact has pushed the food industry to start producing whole-wheat flour

which is made using the complete wheat seed.

The two most notable micronutrients that whole-wheat flour is enriched with in com-

parison to white flour are iron and zinc[91]. Since nutrient dietary deficiency is nowadays

considered as a worldwide epidemic that affects more than two billion people according

to the World Health Organization (WHO)[92] it is important to understand how impor-

tant these two micronutrients are for the world’s dietary needs. In chapter 2, we have

already provided an overview of how iron deficiency affects global population. Zinc defi-

ciency is also a worldwide nutritional problem which is particularly impactful in infants,

children, adolescents, pregnant and lactating women, for whom the requirements of this

substance is higher. Zinc is intrinsically connected to the development and growth stages

of the human body, and thus, its importance to these segments of the population. More-

over, zinc deficiency during these stages has been connected with problems affecting the

following human body systems: epidermal, central nervous, immune, skeletal, gastroin-

testinal and reproductive system[93]. These physiological stages increase the normal

need for zinc, but there are other segments of the population which do not meet the daily

dietary recommended intakes. For example, rural diets in developing countries which

consist mostly of plant-based food, or, diseases that induce excessive losses or impair

utilization of zinc, also lead to zinc deficiency[94]. Furthermore, clinical diagnosis of zinc

deficiency is not trivial specially in developing countries. The best known indicators are

blood plasma/serum zinc concentration, dietary intake, and stunting prevalence [93].

If it is hard for developing countries to diagnosis zinc deficiency due to the lack over-

whelming symptoms and the low assess to clinical staff and equipment, it is possibly
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harder to administer a proper medical response. The reason being that the main treat-

ment for zinc deficiency are nutrient supplements and, as it might be straightforward,

their availability and assess in developing countries is scarce at best. Moreover, simi-

larly to what we have seen in the last chapter with the iron supplements they might

introduce unwanted elements into the consumer’s diet, specially if the quality control on

pharmaceutical doesn’t enforce high standards.

An alternative natural solution to zinc deficiency is to take the already nutritious

cereal based food and apply a series of techniques in order to biofortify the plants. This is

specifically impactful due to the fact that multiple forms of cereals are considered staple

food and already constitute the largest part of the diet in some of these countries[84]. Bio-

fortification is the agronomic practice of manipulating plant species in order to enhance

their nutritional value. This technique comes in different forms and through diverse

methods like selective breeding, nutrient rich fertilizers or genetic manipulation. Studies

find that through these kind of manipulations there is a big increase in selected micronu-

trients concentrations on the crop samples[95, 96, 97, 98]. Furthermore, there are also

studies that suggest that zinc biofortified wheat based food has a direct connection to

serum zinc[99]. However, in this same study the authors claim to not have observed any

increase in the population’s serum zinc when the wheat was simultaneously biofortified

with other micronutrients other than zinc.

It seems clear from scientific research that biofortification can combat to a degree the

zinc deficiency global nutritional problem. However, there are some issues and challenges

when crops are treated with different techniques and try to enhance multiple nutrients of

the crops. For example, it is important when biofortifying cereal grains or fruits that we

not surpass certain elements thresholds (foe elements like Zn or Fe) in order to not dis-

turb ionic balance of the plants and producing lower crop yields. There is a fine balance

between biofortifying these plant species and not reach a level of toxicity detrimental to

the whole crop. Another challenge is for example the widely used phosphorus fertiliza-

tion methods that have been proven to decrease zinc concentrations in wheat grains[100].

Phosphorus is stored in the plants in a compound that known as phytic acid that strongly

binds with metallic anions. This means that not only it replaces the zinc content on the

grain it actually decreases its bioavailability. Bioavailability refers to the ability of ab-

sorption of the human body of a compound in a specific form. This means phytic acid is

known strongly bind with micronutrients which prevents them from being absorbed by

intestinal mucosa.

As it has been stated before, plant based samples provide a very interesting challenge

for spectroscopy and imaging techniques. Specifically, biofortified wheat grains seem to

be part of a research topic of major importance to the global population’s diet. Therefore,

the application of micro-XRF and triaxial EDXRF analysis to this kind of samples can

provide very important insight into element localization and element biofortification

efficiency. For this purpose, in this case study, we will provide a thorough analysis of
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eleven different genotypes of biofortified wheat grains and their comparison with non-

biofortified control wheat species. It will then be possible to rank genotypes based on zinc

content rating. As our spectroscopy techniques are also sensible to most other nutrients

we will also be able to assess how the element balance is shifted or if any unwanted

impurities arise. Another important focus will be iron concentrations because of its

relevance to human well being, which was highlighted in the last chapter. Iron/zinc

association will also be assessed and genotype ranking for this will be provided.

3.2 Materials and methods

3.2.1 Plants

A set of eleven biofortified and non-biofortified wheat varieties developed at the Inter-

national Maize and Wheat Improvement Center (CIMMYT), Mexico were used for this

study. Wheat varieties included in the study are: first semi-dwarf green revolution vari-

eties (Sonalika and Siete Cerros T66), a synthetic-hexploid derived drought-tolerant soft

wheat variety ‘Vorobey’, and Baj, a early-maturing variety which in this work will be used

as control as it is a non-biofortified but high-yielding genotype. As another control sam-

ple, we will also use the ‘Borlaug 100’ which is a recently released high-yielding wheat

variety with no previous fortification. In this work, 5 biofortifed high Zn wheat lines

from the biofortification breeding program will be studied as well, namely Zinc Shakti

(Sample #1 and #8) which is a high Zn and Fe density genotype with +14 ppm Zn over

local varieties and is being grown by more than 250,000 farmers in India, and Zincol2016

(sample #7) is a recently released high Zn wheat variety in Pakistan that is being adopted

in more than 25,000 ha in Pakistan.

3.2.2 Field trials

Field trials were conducted at the Norman E. Borlaug Experimental Station in Ciudad

Obregon, Mexico during 2013-14 crop seasons. The experimental materials (samples

7-11) were produced from the Zn-enriched area where basal application of 25 kg ha−1

ZnSO4.7H2O was applied to minimize soil Zn heterogeneity in the experimental fields.

The rest of the samples (1-6) was produced under optimum growing conditions with

recommended rates of NPK fertilizers which were applied as basal and top-dressings

during the crop growing season. Optimal water was supplied through five irrigation

systems during the crop period to favor good plant stand. The trial was laid out in alpha-

lattice design with two checks with two replicates. Each entry, with approximately 60–70

seeds, was grown in 1 m long paired rows, spaced 20 cm apart on top of 80 cm wide raised

beds, with a 0.5 m pathway. Pesticides were applied as needed to keep experimental plots

free from diseases and aphids.
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3.2.3 Analytical methods

3.2.3.1 EDXRF with triaxial geometry

The triaxial EDXRF setup used in this case study is the same as the one described in

the last chapter (chapter 2). The operating conditions of this system for all analyzed

spectra were 50 kV and 20 mA. Quantification of the spectra was performed with a in-

house developed code based on the fundamental parameters method and checked against

several standard reference materials, such as orchard leaves (NBS-1571), Poplar Leaves

(GBW 07604) and Bush Branches (GBW 07603) which share a biological matrix with the

wheat grains composed essentially of hydrocarbons. The wheat samples were prepared

by grinding 6 grains in a mortar and the resulting powder was pressed under 10 tons

force for two minutes. The obtained pellet was then glued with a hydrocarbon glue onto

a mylar sheet and placed on an acrylic frame which was then positioned at a 90◦ angle

between the incoming X-ray beam and the detector. Three measurements were performed

for each sample in order to minimize statistical errors.

3.2.3.2 µ-EDXRF

All elemental maps of the wheat grains were obtained using the micro-Energy Dispersive

X-Ray Fluorescence (µ-EDXRF) system (M4 TornadoTM, Bruker, Germany). This commer-

cial spectrometer consists of an air-cooled micro-focus side window a Rh-anode X-ray

tube, powered by a low-power HV generator. The system features poly-capillary X-ray

optics, which allow a beam spot size of 25 µm. In all of the measurements, the X-ray gen-

erator was operated at 50 kV and 100 µA without the use of filters, in order to enhance

the ionization of low-Z elements without compromising the peak-to-background ratio for

medium-Z elements such as Zn.

Detection of the fluorescence radiation is performed by an energy-dispersive silicon

drift detector, XFlashTM, with a 30 mm2 sensitive area and an energy resolution of 142 eV

for Mn Kα. As in previous studies, the wheat grains were cut in half longitudinally, along

the crease tissue, with a stainless steel razor blade. The two halves of the longitudinally

cut grains were then glued onto a mylar foil with the inner sides upward, and placed on

the M4 Tornado x,y,z translation stage for analysis.

Measurements were taken under 20 mbar vacuum conditions and performed directly

on the two sides of the grains. The maps were performed with a pixel spacing of 15 µm,

in order to completely cover the grain, with a measuring time of 6 ms per pixel, and the

final images were created with the built-in software from the M4 TornadoTM, ESPRIT.

The obtained mass fractions were not corrected to the total grain’s biomass, and hence

the values for the individual structures within the grain naturally present much higher

concentration than values for the whole grain. This is due to the fact that the endosperm,

which accounts for more than 80% of the grain biomass, is mainly composed by low

atomic weight elements that cannot be measured by this technique.
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a) b)

Figure 3.2: Elemental map of two grains corresponding to different samples, highlighting
the anatomical structure selection procedure. In a) it can be seen that the vascular bundle
was severed upon sample preparation, while in b) one can see that the vascular bundle
has remained solely on one side of the cut grain.

The geometrical constraints of the spectrometer do not allow the X-ray beam to hit

the sample perpendicularly, instead the sample is irradiated from the side at a 50◦ angle,

making a 100◦ angle with the detector. Most of the times, this results in shadows in the

elemental maps, which have to be analyzed bearing this in mind. With the object area

selection tool of the software we were able to select subsets of the whole elemental map,

corresponding to different structures within the grain, namely the embryo, endosperm,

vascular bundle as well as the whole grain as can be seen in Figure 3.2. In the cases

where either the vascular bundle or the embryo was severed upon slicing of the grain, the

structures, easily identified in the elemental maps, were properly delimited within the

maps in order to obtain a more reliable quantification. In Figure 3.2 a) it is easily seen

that the vascular bundle was sliced during sample preparation, and the chosen areas for

quantification, on both halves of the grain, were chosen so that only the signal from that

structure was processed. Quantification of the pixel sum spectra of these selected regions

was performed with the fundamental parameters method of the ESPRIT software.

3.3 Results and discussion

3.3.1 Whole grain

For the whole grain quantification, we employed both the µ-EDXRF method and the high-

sensitivity analytical method EDXRF with a triaxial geometry as described in section 3.2.3.

Both methods will be labeled M1 and M2, respectively, from now on for simplicity. The

final mass fractions for the whole grain were then obtained through an weighted average

of the M1 and M2 results to take into account the sample size for each technique.

The results produced by method M1 show, in general, slightly higher readings of both
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Zn and Fe concentrations than the ones obtained via method M2 (Table 3.1; Figure 3.3).

This disparity may be related, not only to the grain to grain variation within a spike [101]

for Zn and Fe, but also to the fact that the sample preparation for the elemental mapping

in M1 exposes the vascular part and embryo of the grain to the excitation beam, effectively

increasing the Zn, and especially Fe concentration readings. Poor calibration within the

quantification procedures has been ruled out by comparing quantification results of the 3

standard reference materials referred in Section "EDXRF with triaxial geometry"with the

two methods. The discrepancy between both readings is bigger in the quantification of Fe

concentrations where there is no overlap (Figure 3.3 left). Here, the greatest differences

are observed in the cases of genotypes G6-G10, which are the ones coming from the zinc

enriched soil. In addition, measurements obtained from M1 show more variability (Table

3.1; Method - standard errors).

Table 3.1: Concentration group means and standard errors of Zn and Fe for genotypes, methods
and soils in the case of the whole grain data.

Genotype Zn (µg/g) Fe (µg/g)

G1 81.9 ± 16.7 92.7 ± 29.6
G2 73.3 ± 7.6 60.8 ± 23.9
G3 76.9 ± 0.2 47.7 ± 12.0
G4 65.4 ± 9.8 53.6 ± 9.4
G5 63.0 ± 2.6 45.5 ± 11.2
G6 57.4 ± 8.7 42.7 ± 13.7
G7 40.3 ± 7.9 68.3 ± 30.1
G8 80.0 ± 14.1 80.3 ± 36.7
G9 69.6 ± 9.9 65.3 ± 33.3
G10 68.4 ± 22.3 64.0 ± 29.8

nG = 2 concentrations per genotype (G2,...,G10);
nG1 = 4 concentrations for genotype G1.

Method Zn (µg/g) Fe (µg/g)

M1 80.5 ± 22.3 74.3 ± 16.7
M2 49.3 ± 19.7 63.6 ± 12.7

nM = 11 concentrations per method.

Soil Zn (µg/g) Fe (µg/g)

Normal 62.7 ± 13.3 60.1 ± 24.7
Enriched 76.4 ± 15.1 70.6 ± 27.7

nN = 6 ∗ 2 & nE = 5 ∗ 2 concentrations per field.

Genotype coding

G1 Zinc-shakti
G2 Sonalika
G3 Siete Cerros
G4 Vorobey
G5 Baj
G6 Borlaug 100
G7 Zincol 2016
G8 Danphe
G9 Mayil
G10 Hgo

Method coding

M1 µ-EDXRF
M2 triaxial-EDXRF

The presented error bars in Figures 3.4 and 3.5 represent the quadrature sum of

the instrumental uncertainty and the standard deviation of all measurements. From

Figure 3.4 it is clear that both in the non-biofortified plants as well as in the Zn-rich soil

grown plants, the majority of Zn is deposited within the vascular bundle and embryo

(see also Figure 3.6). Comparison of overall Zn concentration in the whole grains (Figure

3.5a) showed 10-35% higher values over historical varieties of Siete Cerros T66, Vorobey

and Sonalika over the early maturing control Baj, whereas 55 to 90% higher Zn when
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Figure 3.3: Concentrations of iron (Fe) and zinc (Zn) as measured by methods M1 and
M2.

compared to recently released high yielding variety Borlaug 100.

About 28% higher Zn in the biofortified Zinc-shakti grown under normal soil Zn levels

(sample 1) – the first high Zn variety released in India over the check variety Baj while for

Zinc-shakti grown under Zn-enriched soil (sample 8) there was an approximately 60%

increase in Zn, followed by 40% higher Zn in Zincol 2016 a high Zn wheat variety released

in Pakistan. Similarly, a 81%, 98% and 125% higher Zn of samples 1, 7 and 8, respectively,

over the control Borlaug100 was observed. The other 3 biofortified lines (Danphe, Mayil

and Hgo) showed 70-82% higher Zn over Borlaug100 and 19-27% increase over the Baj

genotype.

The synthetic-hexploid derived drought-tolerant soft wheat variety Vorobey, showed

10 and 56% higher Zn over Baj and Borlaug100, respectively.

The first semi-dwarf green revolution wheat variety Sonalika showed 34% and 90%

higher Zn over Baj and Borlaug100, respectively even when grown in a non-Zn-rich en-

vironment, outperforming the results of the Zinc-shakti which featured a 27% and 81%

increase in Zn, respectively. The biofortification of the Zinc-shakti genotype showed a

25% increase in Zn concentration, within the whole grain, when compared to the same

genotype grown in normal conditions without significant loss of crop yield. Unlike other

genotypes such as the Triticum aestivum cv. Roxo where a 10-fold increase in grain Zn con-

tent, from the zeroth non biofortified generation to the second generation (under growth

chamber conditions) was achieved [97], the increase in the Zinc-shakti genotype due to

biofortification is modest. This can be explained by the fact that for Zn, the bioaccumula-

tion in the grain is limited by transport barriers from the rachis to the vascular bundle,

such as the xylem discontinuity in the maternal tissue [102, 103], which reduces the effi-

ciency of soil-applied Zn biofortification, as well as the fact that this genotype is already

a result of several biofortified generations, and its metabolic elasticity might be reaching

a saturation point. This effect was also seen for Triticum aestivum cv. Roxo in reference

[97] for higher generations of grains undergoing consecutive Zn biofortification.

The high Zn biofortified wheat lines present significantly higher Zn concentrations
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Figure 3.4: Average Zn concentration, in µg/g, of all of the studied samples, divided by
anatomical structure. The error bars represent the quadrature sum of the instrumental
uncertainties with one standard deviation.

over the normal varieties (Baj and Borlaug 100) and the historical varieties also feature

higher Zn concentrations even when grown in normal soil with normal fertilization.

3.3.2 Grain structures

As explained in section 3.2.3, three structures within the grain halves were pinpointed

by selecting subsets of the pixel spectra from the elemental maps as shown in Figure 3.2.

From Figure 3.5b) one observes a significant increase in Zn deposition within the vas-

cular bundle of the analyzed grains that were subjected to the biofortification procedure

when compared to those grown in non-Zn-rich soils. As this organ is the primary trans-

port vehicle of nutrients to the grain, this result is not surprising, however the deposition

of Zn within other structures of the grain does not show a very strong correlation with

these values (still it is higher in the embryo than in the endosperm). This is indicative

that the transport to the grain is very difficult in soil-biofortified plants, nevertheless, the

direct connection of the vascular bundle to the embryo, seems to favor Zn uptake when

compared to the endosperm for which there is no clear trend. In foliar Zn application,
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Figure 3.5: Zn concentration, in µg/g, of all of the studied samples, divided by anatomical
structure. The average values of the samples grown in the Zn-rich soil as well as in normal
soil are shown as blue and red solid lines, respectively. The dashed lines represent one
standard deviation.

however, specially if applied at early milk/early dough, the metal transport to the en-

dosperm is much higher than soil fertilized biofortification as reported by Ajiboye et al.
[104] and complemented by our results.

The embryo, which is directly connected to the rachila, has a preferential uptake

of rachis-transported nutrients, similarly to the vascular bundle, which can be directly

concluded from the results presented in Figures 3.4 and 3.5 (bottom-left and top-right

corners). Similarly to the vascular bundle, the biofortification procedure employed in

this work shows a slight average increase of the total Zn concentration in the embryo

specially when compared to the control grains Baj and Borlaug100. Curiously, the overall

high Zn mass fraction exhibited by the control Zinc-shakti genotype results from a high

Zn content embryo, as the other structures (vascular bundle included) do not show very

high Zn concentrations, similar to the non-biofortified controls. Nevertheless, the Zn

concentration within the embryo, still increases by 40% upon biofortification for this

particular genotype.

Regarding the endosperm, which accounts for around 80% of the total biomass of the

grain, and corresponds to the grain part which is transformed in the white flour for human
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Figure 3.6: Zn and Fe concentrations by kernel anatomic structure in µg/g: EM - embryo;
EN - endosperm; V - vascular bundle. G1 values are the mean values from both normal
and enriched soils.

consumption, the results show that there is no significant change between biofortified

and non-biofortified species, independently of the chosen genotype. In fact, for the Zinc-

shakti genotype there seems to be a 34% increase in the Zn concentration within the

endosperm, but the error bars slightly overlap. Still, as the endosperm accounts for most

of the grain’s biomass, even a slight increase in concentration results in a total Zn mass

that might be substantial. If the bioavailability of Zn located in the endosperm is high,

it can be even better as a way for improving Zn dietary intake problems for high risk

populations.

Figure 3.6 shows how Zn and Fe concentrations deposited in each of the three grain

structures and Table 3.2 further complements information regarding these concentra-

tions by summarizing the group means and standard deviations of the concentration for

genotypes, soils and structures.

3.3.3 Statistical analysis

In this section we study the relationship between Zn and Fe concentrations at the whole

grain level as well as at the level of embryo, endosperm and vascular bundle structures.

A ranking of all the studied genotypes with regard to Zn and Fe concentrations is also

performed. One should note that the statistical results reported below are merely indica-

tive, as the available sample size is small, a fact that was related to both laboratory and

beam time limitations and that could not be overcome.

Herein, varieties/genotypes Zinc-Shakti, Sonalika, Siete Cerros T66, Vorobey, Baj, Bor-
laug100, Zincol 2016, Danphe, Mayil and Hgo are coded as G1,...,G10, respectively (see

Table 3.1). Note that variety G1 is the only variety grown both in the non-Zn-rich as well

as the Zn-rich soil (respectively, normal and enriched soils).
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Table 3.2: Concentration group means and standard errors of Zn and Fe for genotypes, anatomical
structures and soils in the case of the structural grain data.

Genotype Zn (µg/g) Fe (µg/g)

G1 179.0 ± 145.6 174.5 ± 132.2
G2 139.3 ± 94.6 106.0 ± 91.5
G3 78.1 ± 54.0 107.8 ± 125.3
G4 133.0 ± 92.9 121.1 ± 135.9
G5 107.3 ± 70.2 92.4 ± 106.3
G6 82.3 ± 47.12 141.1 ± 73.2
G7 167.3 ± 125.5 237.9 ± 171.8
G8 142.9 ± 105.9 173.5 ± 158.1
G9 140.0 ± 94.1 170.7 ± 196.3
G10 104.8 ± 79.8 120.8 ± 138.5

nG = 3 concentrations per genotype (G2,...,G10);
nG1 = 6 concentrations for genotype G1.

Structure Zn (µg/g) Fe (µg/g)

Embryo 188.9 ± 56.4 281.7 ± 63.8
Endosperm 27.3 ± 5.2 34.1 ± 15.4
V. bundle 180.2 ± 83.4 126.1 ± 99.3

nL = 11 concentrations per anatomical structure.

Soil Zn (µg/g) Fe (µg/g)

Normal 110.1 ± 69.8 123.9 ± 97.5
Enriched 158.6 ± 113.8 175.4 ± 147.0

nN = 6 ∗ 3 & nE = 5 ∗ 3 concentrations per soil.

Genotype coding

G1 Zinc-shakti
G2 Sonalika
G3 Siete Cerros
G4 Vorobey
G5 Baj
G6 Borlaug 100
G7 Zincol 2016
G8 Danphe
G9 Mayil
G10 Hgo

3.3.4 Whole grain analysis

Because, in this section, interest lies in studying the linear relationship between Fe and

Zn concentrations, we begin by fitting the linear mixed effects model (LMM; equation

(3.1)) to the Fe and Zn data, separately, in order to compute the genotypic mean values of

Fe and Zn, respectively.

y = Genotype+ (1 | Soil) + (1 |Method) + ε, ε ∼
iid
N ( 0,σ2 I). (3.1)

where y is the outcome variable in this case elemental concentration, Genotype will be

the fixed effects variable in this model that represents the contributions of genotype to

the measured values, (1 | Soil)+(1 |Method) are the two random effects variables that rep-

resent the contributions of both soil and method to the measured values, ε represents the

residuals contribution of the remaining non-predicted random effects on the measured

values. The residuals follow a normal distribution centered around 0 with σ standard

deviation ( I is the identity matrix).

This procedure allows for the removal of the effects, should there be any, of soil
and method from the Fe and Zn concentration variation when computing the genotypic

means. Because the classical fit of the LMM may produce biases in the estimation when

one or more of its underlying assumptions are violated (e.g., independent, normal and
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homoscedastic errors), a robust approach is also considered in this study. In general,

robust methods produce similar results to the classical approach when data conforms to

model’s premises, and allow for more stable results when the data deviate from those. A

nice review on these methods can be found in [105].

Table 3.3: Results from the classical and robust fits of model (3.1). σ2
s , σ2

m and σ2
e are the variance

associated with soil, method and residuals distributions respectively.

Type of fit
Estimated Variances (µg/g) Statistical Tests - p-values
σ2
s σ2

m σ2
e Shapiro-Wilks test Levene test

Fe
Classical 96.4 466.1 222.6 0.5652 0.0032
Robust 0.00 658.9 250.6 – –

Zn
Classical 109.4 48.0 98.2 0.7386 0.0573
Robust 159.3 69.4 101.8 – –

Note: Statistical tests report p-values for the normality and homoscedasticity of the errors tests, respectively,

Shapiro-Wilks and Levene’s tests.

Results regarding variance components estimates and model validation are displayed

in Table 3.3. Both Fe and Zn fitted models pass the normality test of Shapiro-Wilks

(p − value � 0.05). However, in the case of fit of Fe, there is evidence against the ho-

moscedasticity assumption of the errors, with the Levene’s test rejecting the null hypoth-

esis (p − value � 0.05). This fact might be enough to justify the differences in results

between classical and robust approaches. Here, the robust fit shows that, contrary to

what is stated by the classical fit, soil has no part at all in explaining the variation in the

Fe concentrations (robust σ2
s = 0). Nevertheless, both results agree that method is well in-

cluded in the model as a random effect (σ2
m ≥ σ2

e ). In the case of the fit of Zn, Levene’s null

hypothesis is accepted at the 5% significance level by a hair’s breadth (p − value > 0.05).

In this case, the classical and robust results agree that soil plays a major role in the expla-

nation of the Zn concentrations variation (σ2
s ≥ σ2

e ), an outcome that was expected since

soils differ in the sense that one is normal and the other one is Zn enriched. Approaches

also agree that method has little part in the explanation of this variation (σ2
m ≤ σ2

e ).

After the Fe and Zn genotypic means are estimated (fixed effects in model (3.1)), the

genotypes are ranked from low to high concentration levels. Results are displayed in

Table 3.4. We acknowledge that classical and robust results disagree, in terms of the

ranking of the genotypes, only in the case of the Fe concentrations (gray cells). Still,

dissent is only seen in the case of genotype G6, which refers to the recently high-yield

released control wheat variety Borlaug 100, and could be due to the violation of the

error homoscedastic premise reported earlier on. Additionally, the range of robust Fe

genotypic means is smaller than the classical. In the case of Zn concentrations, there is

complete agreement between both classical and robust approaches and the range of Zn

genotypic values is also practically the same. Here, in contrast with what happens with

Fe concentrations, genotype G6 ranks last, which is an indication of the specific low-Zn

content of this particular variety.
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Table 3.4: Genotype estimates and ranking after the classical and robust fits of model (3.1).
Concentration values are in µg/g.

Type of fit
Genotypes∗

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Fe
Classical

G5 G4 G2 G3 G6 G10 G9 G8 G7 G1
37.9 40.7 43.0 48.8 63.5 65.5 68.7 70.1 85.1 92.7

Classical standard errors (se): se(G1)' 18.3, se(Gi)' 20.5, i = 2, ...,10.

Robust
G5 G4 G2 G3 G10 G9 G8 G6 G7 G1

42.7 45.5 47.7 53.6 60.8 64.0 65.3 68.3 80.3 92.6
Robust standard errors (se): se(G1)' 20.4, se(Gi)' 21.9, i = 2, ...,10.

Zn
Classical

G6 G9 G8 G5 G10 G4 G3 G7 G1 G2
46.5 62.3 63.5 63.5 67.1 69.1 71.5 73.8 81.9 83.0

Classical standard errors (se): se(G1)' 10.3, se(Gi)' 12.0, i = 2, ...,10.

Robust
G6 G9 G8 G5 G10 G4 G3 G7 G1 G2

46.9 61.8 63.0 64.0 66.6 69.6 72.0 73.3 81.8 83.5
Robust standard errors (se): se(G1)' 12.1, se(Gi)' 13.9, i = 2, ...,10.

∗ Genotypes G1-G10 sorted in ascending order; gray cells refer to ranking disagreement;

Note: The residuals from the classical fits do not violate the normality assumption.

In the case of Fe, with the exception of genotype G6, which refers to a variety that has

never been fortified before, higher levels of concentrations are observed in the genotypes

which were assigned to the enriched zinc soil (G7-G10; G1 was assigned to both soils).

Notwithstanding, data information is insufficient to conclude that soil has an effect on the

levels of Fe concentration. This could be happening due to chance alone or be genotype

specific and therefore further study is needed. In particular, the same genotypes should

be replicated across the two soils, which was not the case in this study.

To analyze the relationship between Fe and Zn, the Pearson correlation test, Kendall,

Spearman [106, 107] and another robust correlation tests [108] were computed. All tests

agree in favor of the null hypothesis, i.e., that true correlation is equal to zero. Indeed,

three of the methods compute a correlation ' 0.11, which is usually considered as “very

weak” correlation.

3.3.5 Grain structures analysis

From both the visual output (Figure 3.6) and the summary statistics (Table 3.2), we

acknowledge that Fe and Zn tend to deposit less in the endosperm, which was to be

expected [87, 104]. Also, while Fe deposits in higher quantities (≥ 200 µg/g) in the

embryo, no clear trend is seen for the higher concentrations of Zn (≥ 200 µg/g), which

deposited both in the embryo and vascular bundle structures. Additionally, it can be seen

how much the concentration of Zn increases for genotype G1 from the normal to the Zn

enriched soil. Quite curiously, at the vascular bundle structure level, the concentration of

Fe for this genotype decreases from the normal to the Zn enriched soil thus contradicting

the observed general trend.
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The computation of the Fe and Zn genotypic means via the robust and classical fits of

model (3.2) leads to the genotype rankings reported in Table 3.6.

y = Genotype+ (1 | Soil) + (1 | Structure) + ε, ε ∼
iid
N ( 0,σ2 I). (3.2)

Results regarding variance components estimates and model validation are displayed

in Table 3.5. It is acknowledged that both Fe and Zn fitted models pass the normality

test of Shapiro-Wilks and the Levene’s test of the homoscedasticity of the errors. Results

between approaches are also similar. In the case of Fe only structure has significant effect

in the random effects component (σ2
str ≥ σ2

e ). In the case of Zn both structure and soil
have significant effects in the random effects component (σ2

s ,σ
2
str ≥ σ2

e ) as expected, since

both the soil fertilization and the physiology of the grains can significantly influence the

Zn uptake.

Table 3.5: Results from the classical and robust fits of model (3.2).

Type of fit
Estimated Variances (µg/g) Statistical Tests - p-values
σ2
s σ2

m σ2
e Shapiro-Wilks test Levene test

Fe
Classical 0.00 15287 4084 0.1389 0.9072
Robust 0.00 21833 3089 – –

Zn
Classical 6253 8071 2147 0.4546 0.6874
Robust 8490 10571 2147 – –

Note: Statistical tests report p-values for the normality and homoscedasticity of the errors tests, respectively,

Shapiro-Wilks and Levene’s tests.

Table 3.6: Genotype estimates and ranking after the classical and robust fits of model (3.2).
Concentration values are in µg/g.

Type of fit
Genotypes∗

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Fe
Classical

G5 G2 G3 G10 G4 G6 G9 G8 G1 G7
92.4 106.0 107.8 120.8 121.1 141.1 170.7 173.5 174.5 237.9

Classical standard errors (se): se(G1)' 76.0, se(Gi)' 80.4, i = 2, ...,10.

Robust
G5 G2 G3 G10 G4 G6 G9 G1 G8 G7

92.4 106.0 107.8 120.8 121.1 141.2 164.2 172.4 173.5 194.4
Robust standard errors (se): se(G1)' 90.5, se(Gi)' 93.5, i = 2, ...,10.

Zn
Classical

G10 G9 G8 G7 G3 G6 G5 G1 G4 G2
51.8 87.0 89.9 114.4 131.7 135.3 160.2 179.0 185.9 192.2

Classical standard errors (se): se(G1)' 78.6, se(Gi)' 82.8, i = 2, ...,10.

Robust
G10 G9 G8 G7 G3 G6 G5 G1 G4 G2
51.5 86.7 89.6 114.1 132.0 135.6 160.6 177.0 186.2 192.6

Robust standard errors (se): se(G1)' 91.1, se(Gi)' 95.3, i = 2, ...,10.

∗ Genotypes G1-G10 sorted in ascending order; gray cells refer to ranking disagreement;

Note: The residuals from the classical fits do not violate the normality assumption.

Table 3.6 shows that the rankings for Zn, again, agree between classical and robust

approaches. In the case of Fe, disagreement is only seen in the ranking of genotypes G1
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and G8, which interchange. This only occurs because the computed Fe genotypic mean

for G1 differs in −2.1 units from the classical to the robust results, which, at this scale can

be considered to be negligible.

As to the correlation between Fe and Zn, the Pearson correlation test, Kendall, Spear-

man [106, 107] and the robust correlation test of [108] agree in favor of the null hypothesis,

i.e., that true correlation is, similarly to the whole grain results, equal to zero. However,

the three methods now compute a negative correlation of ' −0.30, which is usually con-

sidered as “weak” correlation. Figure 3.7 shows how poorly the classical and robust fits

of the linear model (3.3), describe the data, illustrating the lack of correlation.

Figure 3.7: Plot of Zn vs Fe concentrations together with fitted classical (red) and robust
(dashed blue) regression lines, plus the 95% confidence region (gray) computed from the
classical fit.

yFe = yZn + ε, ε ∼
iid
N ( 0,σ2 I). (3.3)

We further observe that the ranking of genotypes obtained in Tables 3.2 and 3.6 is

not exactly the same. Nevertheless, for Fe, the top 3 genotypes overlap in G1, G7 (robust

results) and in the case of Zn, the top 3 genotypes overlap in G1, G2 (both classical

and robust results). It should also be underlined that in the case of the structural grain

analysis, not all the concentration of Fe and Zn was indeed measured since a part of

the grain was discarded (such as the bran and part of the endosperm lying below the

exposed bran). Because of this lack of information, to what adds the fact that only one

grain per genotype was analyzed with method M1 and the observed higher standard

errors, we conclude that the whole grain genotypic ranking results seem more plausible.

Although further study is needed in order to fully assess the varieties with better ability

to retain Zn and Fe, these results already provide helpful and important information,

hinting so far to the existence of varieties that are able to retain high concentrations of

Zn and Fe simultaneously, and secondly, suggesting that a compromise between Zn and

Fe concentrations needs to be achieved as no significant correlation between those was

observed.
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As a takeaway from this case study, we can state that, the biofortification procedures

applied to the analyzed wheat samples result in around a 30% average increase in overall

Zn concentration when compared to other high Zn genotypes, and much higher (35-90%)

when compared to the control grains Baj and Borlaug100. It is also shown that this

increase in average concentration arises from a big increase in Zn content within the

embryo and vascular bundle, with no significant changes, on average, in the endosperm.

Nevertheless, for Zinc-shakti, which is a very popular variety in developing countries,

we found a 34% increase in concentration within the endosperm, which is a substantial

change specially taking into account that the endosperm accounts for almost 80% of the

grain’s total biomass. The high nutrient contents on the Vascular bundle and embryo,

both in the biofortified lines and those which were regularly grown, seem to favor the use

of integral wheat flour particularly in countries where low Zn diets are a major public

health concern.

The statistical analysis further hints that varieties Zinc-shakti, Sonalika, and Zin-

col2016 are the top 3 varieties regarding zinc contents with Zinc-shakti, and Zincol2016

also ranking in the top 3 in terms of Fe concentration. Contrary to the classical results, the

robust rankings of the genotypes in terms of Fe concentrations, also point to Borlaug100

as a top 3 variety, contrasting with its specific Zn ranking, which comes last.

We conclude that the applied spectroscopic techniques namely triaxial geometry

EDXRF and µ-XRF are appropriate for the measurement and mapping of the wheat sam-

ples. The methods applied, provided very useful tools to assess the efficiency of the

biofortification procedures and have the potential to give feedback to fine tune the proce-

dures even further. This will allow to optimize the nutritional value of the cereal based

food, the end product, in such away that dietary benchmarks can be more easily achieved

by the consumer.
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4
XRF technique applied to the automobile

industry

4.1 Scope and objectives

The motivation for this project arises from a collaboration between the Faculdade de Ciên-
cias e Tecnologia da Universidade Nova de Lisboa and Volkswagen Autoeuropa, lda.. This work

was financed under the PhD scholarship with the reference PDE/BDE/114483/2016, by

both Fundação para Ciência e Tecnologia and Volkswagen Autoeuropa, lda.. This collabora-

tion combines the importance of good air quality control, which is one of the core points

of interest of Volkswagen Autoeuropa, lda., with the scientific challenge on the academic

side. The main goal is the development of a low-cost working prototype device that is

able to access the aerosol composition inside the factory.

The Volkswagen Autoeuropa, lda. automobile factory was founded in 1991 as a joint-

venture between the Volkswagen AG and Ford Motor Company. Nowadays it is respon-

sible for ∼ 75% of all automobile production in Portugal and represents ∼ 1,8% of the

Portuguese GDP[109]. Many of the brand’s most known models such as Sharan, Eos,

Scirocco have been produced in Autoeuropa, while nowadays the production is focused

on the T-Roc model. In 2019, this factory based in Palmela was able to produce 254 600

vehicles averaging ∼ 890 cars per day and breaking its own production record. With

∼ 5500 workers this factory is the fifth biggest of Volkswagen Group and represents ∼ 6%

of all exportation made by Portugal.

As the biggest factory in Portugal and one of the biggest employers in the country,

employee safety and well being must be a priority. For this reason, it was identified that

the need to better control the air quality inside the factory would be paramount. The

company already complies with all the legal requirements, that include verifying the air

quality every 2 years. Nevertheless, it is very valuable for a factory to be able to monitor
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the aerosol levels inside their facilities on a more real time scope. This need is even

greater if we consider that at any given time there are hundreds of workers inside the

factory working in the production stations.

Aerosol exposure, as we will discuss in this chapter, can be hazardous to human be-

ings both from short time to long time exposure. Elemental concentrations of suspended

matter are key to determine its toxicity to human health and are legislated accordingly.

However, legislation is mostly based on short time exposure studies due to their abun-

dance relative to their counterparts. This means that even if some element’s dose is

legislated with a certain threshold, it is hard to say what happens to an individual that

is exposed below this threshold for a full working day, five days a week, through several

years. Currently, studies on long time exposure are scarce due to their own premise. The

main goal of preventive measures must be to minimize aerosol exposure to well bellow

the legislative thresholds.

Repeated exposure to suspended particles allows for consistent deposition on the hu-

man respiratory tract (HRT). The deeper on the HRT these particles can get, the bigger the

impact on the health of the individual. This deposition has been associated with chronic

inflammatory responses which in turn has been correlated with both cardiovascular and

respiratory diseases and conditions. Several autoimmune responses are connected with

aerosol inhaling, being allergic reactions the most common one. Since, the HRT is an in-

terface from the atmosphere into the human body, toxic substances that can be suspended

onto other particles can cause poisoning (for example heavy metals).

As for the source apportionment of the aerosol, there are several pollutants inside

the factory. One of the major contributors, and perhaps the most interesting to study, is

soldering and welding fumes that suspend mostly metallic based particles into the factory

atmosphere. There are several welding stations across the body shop production line with

some being manual, others automated and also mixed stations. These will be at the center

of our study given their known impact in the deterioration of the air quality in a factory

environment [110][111]. There are also a lot of robots and automated machines inside the

factory which may suspend particles of their own due to exhausts or machine wearing.

Another source can be identified in painting stations since they aerosolise enormous

amounts of particles, however these are isolated from the main assembly line, and hence,

not relevant for this analysis. On top of that, workers themselves contribute to the shifting

composition of the air, breathing in oxygen and exhaling carbon oxides and water vapor

acting as catalysts in new particle formation.

Ventilation is one of the key aspects for air quality maintenance. It is very impor-

tant that all the aerosol particles are extracted in order to allow for new clean air to be

available for breathing. On this front, the factory already possesses a lot of vents capable

of extracting air. There are two types of vents: some for general factory air, that are

evenly distributed across the buildings, and also vents in more polluting stations (such

as welding stations) for more targeted extraction.
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Another relevant aspect is that even before the COVID-19 pandemic there were al-

ready stations that required some kind of respiratory protection. This might be the best

human protection against highly aerosolised environments. This usually comes in the

form of filtered masks with stations being classified into three types: no need for mask,

needs a strap on filtered mask, needs a higher grade filtered mask with its own air source.

Air quality is one of Volkswagen Autoeuropa, lda. focuses and as such this project aims

to build a prototype capable of measuring changes to factory air in real time. This device

has the following prerequisites:

• self-sustained - has its own power source compatible with the standard power grid

• real time like measurements - it is capable of small acquisitions in time frame of

minutes to one hour

• fully automated and independent - it needs to have its own processing units and to

be capable of performing several automated tasks

• communications units - it needs to have the capability of measuring and communi-

cating through a platform that’s independent of company’s infrastructures

• remotely operated - acquisitions and other operations can be launched remotely

• portable - a small enough device that can be transported and moved from station

to station

• scalable - must be a blueprint that can be easily reproducible for the purpose of

multi device analysis

• low-cost - the price point of the whole instrument must be below 500 e

Our main analysis tool will be based on Energy Dispersive X-Ray Fluorescence (EDXRF)

technique[112, 113], which was discussed in section 1.1. As we anticipate that our aerosol

samples will have a major contribution from welding, it is expected that a lot of metallic

light elements will be found. This technique has great sensitivity to these kind of ele-

ments, hence being well suited for this study. Moreover, this is a very versatile technique

which allows for cheap and fast quantification of samples with a low level of sample

preparation[6]. These characteristics make it very viable to use on devices with spec-

ifications as the determined above. This technique allows for both on-line and off-line
measurements without significantly affecting its portability.

For size distribution assessment we have opted to use a mix between binocular micro-

camera optical inspection and a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis which will

be performed off-line. These two methods will then allow us to get some extra informa-

tion on the deposited filters particles. Shapes and sizes will then be observed and hence

a profile of the deposited aerosol can then be construct.
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In the following sections we will give some complementary insight of the object of

study of this work - aerosols (4.2). In chapter 5 we will describe design and development

of the prototypes built in this project. In this chapter all the engineering decisions and

hardware and software parts used will be discussed. In chapter 6 we will present the

experimental setups and results achieved with these prototypes as well as their analysis

and discussion.

4.2 Aerosols

Aerosol is the term used to refer to the suspension of solid or liquid matter in the air [114]

[115]. The history of aerosol observation can be dated back as early as the 1700s, when Dr.

Bernardino Ramazzini published "De Morbis Artificum" where among other occupational

health hazards he reported the effect of dust and chemicals in respiratory organs[116].

Furthermore, throughout centuries there have been many reports of the hazardous effects

of what was then called smoke or dust in quotidian life. From forest fires to vulcan

eruptions to dust effect in soil deposition, crops ruining or weather changes, numerous

observations have been documented.

Even tough its negative impacts have thoroughly become common knowledge, aerosol

scientific studies are a relatively recent endeavor. The first physicist to really take an

interest in studying aerosol properties and behavior was John Aitken whom is widely

regarded as the "father of aerosol science". The focus on aerosol matter lead to many

published papers on the matter essentially between 1880 and 1923[117]. His scientific

work was edited by C. G. Knott and published by Cambridge at the University Press in

1923 titled "Collected Scientific Papers of John Aitken". In his research, he shows a clear

understanding of condensation nuclei creation and development. However, he was most

known for his innovative design and construction of the first dust particle counter with

which he was able to carry a number of experiments. The first iteration was a bench-top

laboratory equipment(Figure 4.1) that suffered many improvements through the years.

Since Aitken many other devices have been developed and the fundamental under-

standing of aerosol properties has evolved tremendously. However, the scientific commu-

nity has not always been consistent in what terminology to apply. From dust, to clouds,

to particles and aerosols many terms have been applied to refer to air suspended matter.

Regardless of the term used, it is accepted that aerosol range in size roughly from 1 nm

to 100 µm. As the scale goes as big as the macroscopic range or down to the atomic range,

aerosol properties also change as we go from mostly Newtonian physics to molecular and

ionic interactions.

Due to the heterogeneous nature of aerosol particles and short lifetimes, there is much

we don’t completely understand compared to their gaseous state counterparts. Many

studies have been focused on the psysicochemical characterization, source apportionment

and effects on humans and environmental impact [119, 120, 121]. As a matter of fact,

climate impact of aerosol particles is one of the main driving forces of this kind of research.
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Figure 4.1: John Aitken’s first dust particle counter.[118]

The importance of aerosols in cloud formation, precipitation, fog and visibility leads to a

need to understand how their physic and chemical structures and compositions influence

these processes.

Chemical composition varies immensely from sample site to sample site. This chem-

ical composition is intrinsically connected with the source but also with the interaction

with the surrounding atmospheric and meteorological conditions. Sampling particles

with very heavy influence of anthropogenic emissions and saturated long lived aerosols

leads to much complex compositions than samples retrieved of remote locations. Size

distribution is also a very big factor because particles produced with different processes

of creation lead to different dimensions.

Aerosols in general are a mixture of inorganic elements, like nitrates and sulfates,

and organic elements, either from direct biogenic emissions or from oxidation of organic

gaseous species. Carbon is also one of the biggest components of ambient particulate

matter, with several molecules resulting from both natural processes and anthropogenic

emissions. Inorganic species may include several metallic ions like Na+, Al3+, Ca2+,

Ni22+, Zn2+, Pb2+ that tend to bond chemically with mostly oxidized anions like SO2−
4 or

NO−3 . There are also many other radical species contributions to the inorganic part. As
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for the organic part, there are hundreds of compounds that differ largely from polarity

to aqueous solubility, to source type, to primary or secondary emissions. Overall there

are many organic aerosol constituents whose chemical compositions remain unknown

despite several studies pursuing that end.

In recent years, various authorities have started publishing several guidelines and

laws that establish limits to hazardous substances. Whether the focus is towards species

that are found indoors or outdoors, more regulating guidelines are being introduced every

year. Relating specifically to workplace environment, the major concern is exposure to

cancerous substances, as cancer is the major cause of death for workplace related deaths

every year. In Portugal, DGS (Direcção Geral de Saúde) is responsible for establishing

lawful limits of exposure to hazardous substances[122, 123, 124] as well as enforcing

directives and target limits proposed by WHO (World Health Organization)[125] and

approved in diverse European committees. As another example, the ACGIH (American

Conference of Government) published the threshold limit values of more than 600 chem-

icals where approximately 300 are aerosols commonly found in workplaces. Thus aerosol

science is vital to not only provide ways to measure substances but also to understand

what impact they have on world health.

Even tough aerosol related health problems are mostly associated with our respiratory

system, skin deposition may also have various negative effects on the human body[126].

Regardless of the route of entry, knowledge of the deposition is mandatory for dose assess-

ment of airborne pollutants. This process is very reliant on the physical characteristics of

the actual particles regarding volume and size distribution. Nevertheless, physiology of

the individual involved is also a key factor.

Figure 4.2: Schematic representation of an aerosol chemical interactions.[114]
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In aerosol science, the particles are usually subdivided into two groups: primary and

secondary. Primary aerosols, as it is suggested by the name, refer to the particles that are

directly emitted into the atmosphere, which may occur from combustion, suspensions

of soil or sea spray, etc. Secondary aerosols rise from processes of aggregation or nucle-

ation that occur within the atmosphere with other aerosol particles and gas-phase species.

Moreover, it is important to reiterate that aerosols might be suspended solid matter or

liquid droplets, but can also be mixtures of both matter states. In Figure 4.2 we have a

schematic representation of an aerosol and some chemical interactions it might be subject

to.

4.2.1 Aerosol properties

Perhaps the most important property of an aerosol is their size distribution. Aerosols

can be classified into monodisperse or polydisperse whether the constituting particles

have the same or different sizes. Moreover they can be called homogeneous or heteroge-

neous based on how their particles’ chemical composition compares to each other. These

particles can be further subdivided into three groups:

• Isometric- If they have approximately the same dimensions in all the three axis like

spherical particles.

• Platelets- If they have one dimension significantly smaller than the other two di-

mensions.

• Fibers- If they have one dimension significantly larger than the other two dimen-

sions.

The most studied and described in the bibliography are certainly the isometric par-

ticles due to its simpler nature. However, in recent years, interest towards fibers has

been growing due to their particular toxicity to human health [127, 128]. In isometric

particles, the diameter is often the chosen parameter to describe the size attribute. Nev-

ertheless, as most particles aren’t spherical, settling velocity is normally better suited for

size characterization. This is obviously an approximation and implies that we assume

that particles with the same settling velocity have the same size. In this approach, we

define an equivalent diameter that is known as aerodynamic diameter. Hence, the aero-

dynamic diameter is the diameter of the unit-density sphere with the same aerodynamic

properties of the particle measured. The Stokes diameter is defined in the same way, with

the only difference being that it is normalized based on the density of the particle.

The size of an aerosol particle can be determined through various techniques like

light-scattering measurements or aerodynamic resistance, electrical mobility and settling

velocity measurements. Regardless of the method used, it is always necessary to use an

equivalent diameter since direct measurement of individual particles are not useful for
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size distribution assessments. The size distribution within an aerosol sample is usually

characterized in one of the following ways:

• The 50% cut-off diameter,

• Dosimetric variables related to human exposure,

• Their observed modal distribution.

The 50% cut-off diameter is a parameter that is related with the efficiency of the in-

strument used for the measurement. In an ideal situation, if we defined a cut-off diameter

d, the size distribution would have a sharp vertical line for that value. Bellow that line

all the particles would have a diameter smaller than d. Since in real measurements in-

struments come with an uncertainty, the cut-off curve turns into a hyperbolic tangent

like function. This function is centered around the ideal cut-off line which is the point

we classify as 50% cut-off diameter - d50. This means that the instrument can filter out

particles with smaller diameter than d50 with an efficiency of 50%. Obviously, within

a real experiment, if we want a bigger efficiency for a specific diameter we just define a

cut-off diameter lower than d50.

Dosimetric variables related to human exposure are specific particle sizes that are

accepted by the scientific community as good descriptors of impacts on human health.

The most used are certainly PM2.5 (or fine particles) and PM10. They are actually defined

as the group of particles with a diameter smaller than the 50% efficiency cut-off at 2,5

µm and 10 µm, respectively. The subdivisions into these categories are related to how far

particles are likely to reach in the respiratory tract with PM2.5 depositing further into the

pulmonary alveolus. There are also some other classifications as ultrafine, which usually

refer to very small clusters with a diameter smaller than 0,1µm.

When it is described as a multimodal distribution, there is basically a sum of distribu-

tions (symmetric or otherwise) centered around a modal value corresponding to each of

the modes within the process of development of the observed aerosol. So every particle

contained within a certain stage of this process will tend to be distributed along a curve

specific to that mode. These stages are usually subdivided into: nucleation mode, Aitken

mode, accumulation mode and coarse particle mode. The mathematical distribution

associated with size distribution of aerosol, which is perhaps most widely used, is the

multilognormal distribution with the expression:

dN
d(log(Dp))

=
n∑
i=1

Ni
√

2πlog(σg,i)
e
−

(log(Dp )−log(Dpg,i ))
2

2log2(σg,i ) (4.1)

where N is the number concentration, Dp is the aerosol diameter, n is the number of

i modes, with Dpg,i and σg,i being the mean and standard deviation of the geometric

diameter of each mode, respectively. However, some of these curves might become a
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little more complex when we take in consideration submodes like the condensation and

droplet submodes in which the accumulation mode is usually subdivided into.

In Figure 4.3 we have both the number concentration distribution but also the vol-

ume distribution for a typical atmospheric aerosol. Both of these distributions usually

appear to be bimodal representing only two of the modes because the other two modes

contributions are nearly null. Number concentration distributions typically only have

two major peaks for the nucleation and Aitken modes, whereas volume distributions have

their big peaks at the accumulation and coarse modes. This is due to the fact that in an

typical aerosol there are a lot more ultrafine particles than fine or coarse. Since fine and

coarse particles are various units of magnitude larger than their ultrafine counterparts

thus making a bigger contribution to the volume distribution.

Figure 4.3: Atmospheric aerosol number and volume distributions.[114]

After size and size distribution, the most important aerosol property is chemical com-

position. This property varies greatly from aerosol to aerosol and it’s mostly related to the

source - whether it is primary or secondary. Generally speaking the most frequent com-

ponents are sulfates, nitrates, ammonium, chloride, carbon, water and crustal material.

Regarding sources, the most relevant biogenic primary emission is the crustal material
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since it is the most common natural aerosol. As for anthropogenic primary emissions the

biggest contributor is elemental carbon also known as soot. For secondary particles, the

most common are organic clusters, where organic carbon is particularly relevant. Nev-

ertheless, a reasonable amount of inorganic particles (like nitrates, sulfates, ammonium

and water) can also be found in most atmospheric aerosols.

The organic part of an aerosol contains a lot of particles that result from secondary

processes of oxidation. SOAs (Secondary organic aerosols) constitute a major point of

interest of research due to the complex sequence of processes in their genesis[129]. Chem-

ical species like hydrocarbons or carbon oxides like (CO and CO2) are some of the byprod-

ucts of these processes. For this reason, understanding these mechanics is imperative due

to their known public health effects[130].

Another possible variant are bioaerosols which are particles of biological nature[131].

In this category are included pollen, fungi, fungal spores, bacteria and viruses, either

as a whole or fragmented parts. These fragmentations usually occur as byproducts of

desiccation in the atmosphere which leads to these microorganisms to break apart. But

even if fragmented, all these bioaerosols can be hazardous to public health. Common

correlated symptoms are for example asthma and bronchial hyper-reactivity.

4.2.2 Aerosol health impact

In order to understand aerosol impact on human health we first need to know how the

deposition in the human respiratory tract (HRT or human RT) works. The International

Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) has proposed a model in 1994 [132] that

still is one of the most widely used to describe this process. It was developed in an effort to

understand specifically the deposition of radioactive particles but has since been adopted

as the definitive model of the HRT.

It is important to state that this deposition is intrinsically dependent not only on the

size distribution and chemical composition of the aerosol but also on the anatomy and

physiology of each individual. Having said that, the mechanisms of deposition are very

diverse, being inertial impaction, diffusion and gravitational settling the most important

ones. In specific cases there are also some depositions due to electrostatic effects and

interception. Electrostatic effects may occur when charged particles from an aerosol alter

the electric equilibrium of a surface/wall. It is then possible for other charged particles

to electrically bond with that surface. Interception occurs with particles that are "oddly"

shaped and is a negligible phenomenon when referring to spherical-like particles. This

type of deposition occurs when particles following the air streamlines become too close

to the surrounding surfaces and due to their asymmetries, their edges adhere to these

surfaces. This mechanism gains great importance when we are talking about fibre-like

particles. Meaning that this kind of particles, regardless of their size, have a very high

deposition rate due to the interception mechanism and thus warrant separate analysis.

When we want to estimate the dose of particles deposited in the RT we are accounting
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for particles deposited through all those processes. This dose rate H (mass deposited in a

time interval) can be calculated as:

H = n0cAB

α∑
i

nf ine,i + (1−α)
∑
i

ncoarse,i

 (4.2)

with n0 being the inhalability ratio, cA the aerosol concentration, B the ventilation rate, α

the fine particles mass fraction, nf ine,i and ncoarse,i being the particle retention in region

i of the lung for fine and coarse particles, respectively. The inhalability is defined as

the ratio between mass concentration inhaled through the nose or mouth and the total

ambient mass concentration.

As we can see from the summations in equation 4.2, the deposition is usually sub-

divided by anatomical regions i. This is due to the fact that deposition rates for each

mode are different, and the size distribution of the aerosol able to reach each region is

also different. Therefore, three major deposition fractions (DF) are usually defined: the

aveolar region (AL), the tracheobronchial region (TB) and the extrathoracic compartment

(ET). The TB region can sometimes be subdivided in upper and lower bronchial as we

can see in Figure 4.4. This figure also shows the semiempirical deposition profiles per

fraction for uncharged, unit-density spheres orally inhaled at the mean breathing pattern

of an adult.

Figure 4.4: Human respiratory tract deposition fractions profiles[133].

As we can see on the first curve (Figure 4.4), we have a typical total deposition profile
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with a bimodal form. There is more deposition in the very small particle sizes modes

and on the coarse mode, and not a lot in between. The reason for this is the mechanisms

through which these depositions on the RT occur. For very small particles the deposition

is mainly due to Brownian diffusion, which decreases in importance as the size increases.

However, with bigger sizes mechanism like sedimentation and impaction become more

important because of the extra inertia of the particles. Therefore, as we get into the coarse

mode, particles become less likely to follow the fluid streamlines and start to deposit on

nearby surfaces. Hence, there is more deposition for bigger size particles.

Moreover, we can see also that, as expected, the deposition is not uniform across the

RT. Keep in mind that this result will vary greatly with different aerosol mixing[134].

Nonetheless, these are typical depositions across the differents DFs. We can observe

that bigger particles tend to deposit in upper fractions and smaller particles in the lower

ones. Aerosolized drugs, for example, use these particle size mechanics to target specific

portions of the RT. Some examples of this research topic can be found in [133, 135], where

the authors predict that for the ICRP model, if we use 6µm unit density particles at an

inspiration flow rate of 500 cm3/s, we can target deposition at the ET with an efficiency

of approximately 65%.

With this knowledge, it is now possible to understand the reasoning for the anthro-

pological size classification of aerosols that has been mentioned in 4.2.1. UFPs, PM2.5

and PM10 have different deposition efficiencies across the HRT and thus different impact

on human health. Legislation itself is also focused on the mass concentration doses of

both PMs portions but UFPs are worryingly omitted. This represents an oversimplifi-

cation of the problem, as even though we might not have a big daily dose from UFPs,

their actual number deposition might be higher than PM fractions of the aerosol. The

reasoning being that one big PM2.5 deposited equates in mass to hundreds/thousands

UFPs. Moreover, as these particles travel further in the RT they deposit more efficiently in

AL region and therefore have a bigger probability of entering the bloodstream [136][137].

Nonetheless, health studies on this subject are quite limited and these evidences are very

much empirical. It is hard to trace exactly particles from ambient aerosols all the way to

the bloodstream and the rest of the human body cells. On top of that, chemical compo-

sition of an aerosol will obviously affect not only the deposition efficiency but also the

probability of absorption to the bloodstream and its inherent toxicity.

The difficulty in tracing the health problems directly related to aerosols has been a

research topic for a long time. Early experiments like the ones from Nolan and Pollak, a

Dublin group, relied on condensation nucleus counters (CNC) to basically try to deter-

mine how many particles inhaled and how many particles were exhaled. The difference

was then assumed to be the number of particles deposited on the HRT, having no way

to account for other effects like nucleus coagulation. Furthermore, these experiments

were obviously limited by the lack of aerosol size distribution sensibility inherent to the

instruments.

Nowadays, with instrumentation continuous evolution, there are a lot of studies like
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[138, 139] that have a better grasp of how particles as small as UFPs behave. Research

seems to indicate that UFPs have high deposition efficiency in the lungs regardless of their

toxicity. Moreover, empirical evidence shows that these particles are very unlikely to be

resuspended in such a way that they end up being exhaled, even dozens of hours after

exposure. On the other end of the spectrum, coarse particles are more likely to resuspend

and being exhaled.

One of the most studied aerosol health impacts is tobacco smoke due to the fact that

it is the most common self imposed aerosol. Its hazardous nature is well known and

as it was reported by WHO [140] 90% of lung cancer can be avoided by eliminating

tobacco use. This is from data retrieved in Europe in the year 2018. This report points

out that 27% of all cancer deaths were attributable to tobacco use in 2018. This reality is

aggravated in the european region where there is the biggest percentage of smokers

per capita. Statistics show that there are approximately 209 million smokers, which

equates to 29% of the population. Moreover, it has been proven a correlation with several

cardiovascular diseases which makes the problem even more serious.

The tobacco worrying numbers also prove how important aerosol studies are because

they show how efficiently suspended particles can enter deep into the human body and

cause irreparable damage. This is specially true if we consider that there has been proven

that nonsmokers are reported to suffer similar health effects when exposed regularly to

second hand tobacco smoke. Therefore, we can deduce that an aerosol can have negative

health consequences even when they are not forcefully inhaled in high concentrations.

As it has been stated, the mechanisms through which aerosols interact with the human

body in order to cause negative effects are not completely understood. More so if we are

not talking about the well known case of tobacco. But if we go through the research, it is

possible to point out some interesting effects that have been documented. For example,

there are several studies that show how common particles with low toxicity such as

polystyrene can give rise to proinflammatory responses from the human body due to

the fact they have a very large surface area[141]. Also fibre-like aerosol are reported to

induce similar responses from the human body due to their elongated shapes. Generally

speaking, the bigger the HT’s surface area affected by the deposition of external solid

particles, the harder it is for the human immune system to cope. Many of these deposited

particles are acting as inhibitors of lipoproteic antiflammatory compounds produced by

the human body. This also has been correlated to an increase in systemic oxidation which

is proven to cause proatherogenic effets. In other words, the accumulation of particles

raises the oxidative stress which leads to an accumulation of nodes in the arteries around

the alveolar that constitute a real cardiovascular risk.

What we can conclude from these researches is that even though specific compounds

might not be particularly toxic to the human body, they can cause severe diseases in the

long run. Their deposition in the HT leads the immune system to treat these particles as

threats and produce cytokine proinflammatory compounds that serve as markers of an
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inflammation but eventually raise the oxidative level of surrounding cells. As a conse-

quence, this can cause various degrees of damage at cell level and even DNA molecules.

To make matters worse, not only are they able to cause inflammatory responses but also

studies [142] show that UFPs inhibit antiflammatory capacity of the immune system as

well. These reoccurring inflammatory responses and high oxiditative stress have all been

correlated with many cardiopulmonary diseases and even cancer.

Aerosols can have hazardous health effects regardless of which particles are contained

in the mix or the affected individual. However, the health impacts can be enhanced if we

take look at more toxic particles and more sensible individuals. Aerosols are vehicles to

any sort of organic/inorganic/biologic compound into the human cardiovascular system.

Therefore, toxic molecules like elemental and organic carbon species lead to very acute

negative effects in the human body, either in the short or long term. Suspended and very

toxic particles, like heavy metals, can also be delivered into the bloodstream and cause

serious damage and even lead to death in certain doses. Another problem are allergenic

species that deposit into the HRT and result in allergic reactions, particularly acute for

individuals with chronic asthma. Lastly, aerosols can also be the main pathway of biologic

organisms like virus into the human body as we are observing in the recent COVID-19

pandemic.

4.2.3 Aerosol measurement techniques

The universe of aerosol instrumentation is quite large given the many properties and mea-

surement procedures involved in this research topic. Hence, depending on what aerosol

characteristics we focus on various techniques arise to meet the requirements. Whether

we want to study number or mass concentration, size distribution, surface deposition,

chemical composition or opacity, we will need either a different instrument or a differ-

ent analysis. Moreover, these measurements usually need a lot of data treatment and

modeling. This is specially true because often we have no means of directly measuring

properties as "simple" as size for example. Most of aerosol measurements are actually

indirect assessments, in the sense that we are not measuring directly the property of

interest. Using the size property as an example, it is usually inferred through the optical,

mechanical, aerodynamic or force field mobility properties of aerosol particles and not

through a direct measurement.

Aerosol instrumentation is basically subdivided into two major approaches: aerosol

sampling instruments and direct-reading instruments. The differences are quite straight-

forward from their names. The first group of instruments focus on devices capable of

gathering particles from the air, whether we impose strict selection rules or not. Parti-

cle selection can be of major importance in some sampling environments. Regardless,

this approach relies on other devices to do the analysis of the sampled content. Hence,

it is needed complementary instrumentation that can do microscopic, gravimetic, opti-

cal, spectral or chemical analysis afterwards. Also, results of these techniques are often
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regarded as time-averages, and therefore the flow rate and sampling time are two param-

eters that are important to keep track. These measurements provide several benefits such

as using higher resolution instruments afterwards to observe a stationary sample, but

can have downsides like particle interaction in the substrate and ressuspension (loss of

information).

In the other category, both the sampling phase and the analysis phase are blended

into one. Nowadays, with the development of modern electronics it is possible for some

techniques to deliver an on-the-spot real-time measurement of the property of interest.

A fast response with slow delay is primordial to keep track of an ever-changing system

like an aerosol in which particles are constantly interacting, changing size distribution

and even chemical bonds. However, as it was said before, it is usually necessary for such

approach to use indirect assessments of the aerosol property in study. Therefore, it is

mandatory to be very meticulous with the calibration of the instrumentation and data

may require a lot of post-processing. The obvious consequence to indirect measurements

is that the accuracy of your measurements is not only dependent on the resolution of your

instrument but also how well the model for calibration correlates with reality.

There are a few instrumental parts that are transversal to many aerosol measuring

devices that deserve mentioning. As it is described in this instrumentation sub-chapter

4.2.3 many of the measuring techniques rely on similar general approaches, hence the

relevance of these generic parts. Generally speaking, in an aerosol instrument there is

some sort of inlet stage, a pumping stage, either a collector or a direct reading stage, a flow

stage and obviously an electronic stage for control. Furthermore, the inlet stage can be

as simple as an open tunnel or it can be a selective sampling inlet. In many applications,

there is an extra interest on having very restrictive characteristics on the particles that

are being sampled. The most typical restriction is discriminating by size, for example

to measure only PM2.5 or PM10 [143]. The pumping stage is responsible for forcing the

ambient aerosol to go through the sampling inlet into the device. It keeps the sampling

aerosol flowing through the device and makes it possible for it to be collected or directly

measured on the next stage. This can be accomplished with different approaches but the

most common solution is to apply a vacuum pump. The next stage can be either a direct

measurement of the sample or a collecting stage, as it has been stated, and will be the

defining stage between each type technique. The flow stage is a calibration related stage

where, in most instruments, a flow meter is used in order to account for the volume of

sampling aerosol and obtain the concentration of the aerosol property of interest.

The first attempt at a general classification of aerosol instrumentation and techniques

was done in 1970/71 by Friedlander[144, 145]. Other works have also tried to systematize

what the possible aerosol measurements [146] are, so that these categorizations don’t

become outdated. To understand these works, we must firstly define some physical

properties and quantities in order to be precise about what each technique measures.

The approach in these papers usually starts by understanding what chemical specie is

in a defined volume at a given time. In order to account for that, we need to consider
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probability density functions (pdfs). In these overviews they present some, but the most

important is the aerosol size-composition time dependent pdf of species with index k,

which is defined by g(t,v,n1, ...,nk−1) for an aerosol with k chemical species and ni number

concentration, where v is the particle volume. This function is defined in such a way that

the number of particles dN in a unit volume between v and v+dv and molar composition

of each species i between ni and ni + dni at time t is given by:

dN =N∞g(t,v,n1, ...,nk−1)dvdn1...dnk−1 (4.3)

where N∞ is the total number of particles. The volume of the particle v correlates with

the molar composition ni of each chemical species in the following way:

v =
k∑
i=1

nivi (4.4)

where vi is the partial molar volume of species i. Both equations 4.3 and 4.4 serve the

purpose of generalizing an approach to what quantities are typically being measured in

an aerosol instrument. Even though they can be further generalized and reformulated to

account for more aerosol characteristics, not accounted in this form, for example: charge

states, morphology or surface composition assessments.

The way to distinguish between different measurements is usually how we integrate

over time, size or composition the expression 4.3. Furthermore, some physical properties

that are not explicitly included in this expression can also be assessed by the means of

a weighting function like W (v) that will be integrated alongside the pdf g. This weight-

ing function will be necessarily different depending on what is intended for being mea-

sured. Some straightforward examples includeW (v) = 1 for condensing nucleus counters

(CNCs) and W (v) = ρ ·v for mass measurement.

In Table 4.1 there is a summary of how techniques can vary inspired on the works

of Friedlander. It is worth keeping in mind that this is only a schematic representation

and some figures could not be 100% accurate. Nevertheless, in this table there are also

some examples of techniques that fit within the defined categories, even tough there

may be several more that fit these classifications or slight derivations of them. However,

even if instruments are labeled in the same category, it is often very troublesome to

compare measurements obtained with two different devices. This is related to something

we already mentioned, properties like size are not directly measured but often inferred

from other characteristics. This makes cross calibration a very challenging task.

Furthermore, calibration in aerosol measurements can be misleading even if we com-

pare similar instruments. Small differences in size cuts, or different sensitivities to aerosol

properties like density or hygroscopicity (interference of water molecules) can lead to

divergent results. A complete understanding of the instrument used, regarding what and
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Table 4.1: Aerosol measuring instruments classification. *Examples of measuring tech-
niques. Full size on the appendix A.1.

Instrument Size distribution Time Composition Quantity

Perfect single
particle measurement

N∞g(t,v,n1, ...,nk−1)dvdni

Physical size
distribution

* Electrical mobility analyzer

N∞ ·
∫ t2
t1

∫ v2

v1

∫
g()dvdnidt

Continuous measurements
of integral properties

* Condensation nuclei counter

* Cloud condensation nuclei

* Mass concentration

N∞ ·
∫∞

0

∫
W (v)g()dvdni

Size resolved mass measurements on a
integrated time interval

* Cascade impactor

N∞ ·
∫ t2
t1

∫ v2

v1

∫
ρp ·g()dvdnidt

Time and size integrated
measurements of composition

* Filter + composition analyser

N∞ ·
∫ t2
t1

∫∞
0

∫
nj ·g()dvdnidt

Time integrated size
and composition measurements

* Impactor + chemical analyser

N∞ ·
∫ t2
t1

∫ v2

v1

∫
g()njdvdnidt

how an aerosol property is measured and the physical and chemical processes that may

alter these measurements is essential.

In Table 4.1 we see a schematic representation that starts with a perfect measurement,

which is obviously one instrument that outputs all properties with infinite resolution,

down to a particle by particle analysis. This is an hypothetical setup, but in real measure-

ments we need to either integrate or average out some the fundamental properties. In the

following subsections we will discuss further the instruments within each class, taking

in account however that the last two rows in the table correspond to measurements that

are combinations of different techniques that will be individually discussed as part of a

different category.

4.2.3.1 Size distribution and size resolved measurements

In this section we include the second and fourth categories of measuring instruments

from Table A.1. On this matter, we can generally infer a size distribution from:

1. Optical measurements,

2. Electrical mobility measurements,
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3. Particle diffusion measurements,

4. Inertia measurements.

Size distribution techniques can also be subdivided into real time measurements

and integrated time measurements. The latter requires a sampler step before it can be

analyzed by techniques like scanning electron microscopy (SEM)[147] and transmission

electron microscopy (TEM)[148]. Both these microscopy techniques rely on projecting

a beam of electrons into a sample and then detecting the reflected electrons (SEM) or

the transmitted ones (TEM). With the detection of secondary electrons is than possible

to constitute a digital image based on the intensity of reflected/transmitted electrons.

From these images it is then possible to evaluate solid state structures and particles,

allowing for a size description of the sample. Microscopy techniques are commonly used

to complement other aerosol measurements due to the fact that they can only analyze

integrated time samples.

Optical measurements Real time size distribution measurements can be achieved with

optical particle counters (OPCs)[149] which are also widely used. These devices take

advantage of scattering of electromagnetic radiation by suspended single particles. Every

aerosol particle interacting with the incoming photons can cause them to scatter, and

thus changing their direction of propagation by a variable angle. With a photodetector

sensor, it is then possible to collect these photons and hence induce electric pulse. The

intensity of this pulse will then be used to infer the size of said particle and be binned

with other pulses in a size distribution histogram. This pulse intensity to size conversion

is obviously variable between instruments because it depends on the light source used,

instrument design/geometry and electronics used. Many different devices can be built

using this principle where the light source used is usually the defining piece. For example,

an incandescent light might be able to infer particle size down to the order of magnitude

of 1µm while a laser can easily reach a resolution of 0.1µm.

Electrical mobility measurements Electrical mobility of a charged particle in an elec-

tric field can also be correlated with the actual size of that particle. The way this is

accomplished is usually by introducing electric fields that separate different size charged

particles and therefore allows a size distribution to be obtained. Generally speaking

there are three types of instruments that use the electrical mobility separation principles:

electrical aerosol analyzers (EAAs), differential mobility analyzers (DMAs) and aerosol

particle mass analyzers (APMs).

An EAA uses a mobility classifier to infer particle size. The first step however is forcing

the sample to go through an aerosol charger which forces an unipolar charge distribution.

Then when these particles go into the mobility classifier they will precipitate according

to how high their electrical mobility due to an imposing electric field. So, for every value

of electric field imposed, there will be a different electrical mobility cut-off. Thus, by
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varying the voltage applied we can have more or less particles precipitating. Using an

electrometer it is then possible to plot the signal induced as a function of the electric field.

When properly calibrated it is then achievable to obtain a size distribution for the aerosol.

The EAA instruments are now somewhat outdated and have been progressively replaced

by DMA based instruments [150].

DMA techniques distinguish themselves from EAA by moving on to a differential

electrical mobility analyzer rather than a integral one. The DMAs are capable of achieving

better resolutions than their integral counterparts. One of the upgrades in the DMA based

instruments design is usually being coupled with a bipolar charger. However, in older

designs the electrometer is kept from the EAAs which limits the resolution. This stems

from the fact that the amplifiers needed to process the electrometer output typically have

a bad signal-to-noise ratio. This was solved by introducing a CPC in commercial mobility

particle sizers (DMPSs) which are derivative of DMAs. Basically they are constituted

by bipolar chargers, a DMA and a CPC. Even tough the core parts of the design are

different, the principle of operation is similar to EAA instruments where an electric

signal is induced in the detector as function of a varying electric field.

Taking advantage of the scientific breakthroughs regarding scanning electric fields, a

new iteration of DMPS have become comercially available: scanning mobility analyzers

(SMPS). These implement a scanning electric fields and deprecate discrete electric fields

which allows for faster on the spot analysis.

All of these differential techniques are widely used and have many applications. With

a lot of spin-off designs resulting from the DMA basis, these instruments are very popular

within the aerosol scientific community. Being capable of high resolution measurements,

typically all the way to ∼ 20 nm, and with great size classification, this instruments are

very suitable for microscopic aerosols analysis. Furthermore, recently, an effort has been

put in order to take this technology all the way to the nanoparticle scale, due to their

growing interest.

Besides craving for better size resolutions there have been several applications that re-

quire better time resolutions. As an answer to this problem several instruments derivative

of DMA technique have been produced in a category called fast mobility particle sizers.

These usually take advantage of a design using multiple parallel DMAs that are able to

lower the time frame needed for a measurement. Car industries have taken advantage of

these kind of devices in the form of engine exhaust particle sizer (EEPS) for example.

The last technique that deserves to be mentioned based on electrical mobility is APM

analyzers. These instruments are mass focused rather than size focused. This technology

uses two rotating DMA cylinders to impose a centrifugal force on the particles on top of

the electrostatic force. With the correct balance between both forces, only particles with a

specific charge to mass ratio will go through the APM, and therefore we are able to select

particles based on mass. Hence, the mass distribution of the aerosol can be obtained. If

an extra DMA is paired with the APM it is then possible to obtain particle density.
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Diffusion measurements The third type of size distribution analyzers are techniques

based on particle diffusion. In this category, diffusion batteries are the standout appli-

cation of this principle. The basic idea is that different size particles will have different

rates of diffusion through solid surfaces. Hence, in a diffusion battery we have series of

capilar-like structures separated by open space where we put particle counters like CPCs.

This way, according to their size, particles will reach a different stage in the battery. As

we gather the counts at each stage we can bin them into an histogram of the aerosol size

distribution.

Inertia measurements The last group of instruments for size distribution, as mentioned

above, are techniques based on inertia. In this group, there are two major categories

which are particle relaxation size analysers and impactors. The latter is usually imple-

mented alongside optical detectors. Perhaps the most famous instruments in this category

are aerodynamic particle sizers (APS). These instruments accelerate the aerosol sample

within a nozzle, with the help of a pump. Due to inertia, bigger particles will have lower

velocities and smaller particles, and will reach higher velocities. Using optical detection,

normally laser based, it is then possible to measure the difference between the initial

velocity and the velocity at the nozzle’s exit. With this information we can infer the aero-

dynamic size distribution of our sample. This technique usually works with particles

from the sub-micron range to up to dozens of microns.

Some of the most popular aerosol instruments are impactors. There are many config-

urations and geometries for the impactor instruments. However they all have in common

the basic principle of separating particles by their aerodynamic size. Generally speaking,

these instruments have a variable number of stages with impact substrates and accelerate

the aerosol onto the impaction stages. In a cascade impactor, for example, the acceleration

of the aerosol is made by a series of progressively smaller nozzles on both sides of the

impaction stages. Each stage will then have a cut-off size and will collect particles above

that size threshold. After a user defined sample time, it is then possible to analyze the

particles at each stage to determine the amount of particles in each size mode. Adding

that information to the flow rate and acquisition time it is then possible to infer the size

distribution of the aerosol.

4.2.3.2 Integral properties measurement

This section refers to techniques that fit into the third row category of Table 4.1. As it

was the case in the last section, instruments from this category that do not fit into the

real time measurements can be paired with techniques like SEM and TEM. The reason

for this being that many aerosol techniques end up with deposited substrates that can be

later analyzed for different properties. In integral instruments the whole sample is being

studied for the determination of specific properties. This properties might be number

concentration, mass concentration, optical properties, etc.
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Optical number concentration measurements One of the most famous instruments

is the condensation nucleus counter(CNC)[151] also known as condensation particle

counter (CPC). It is typically operated to measure particles from a few nanometers to the

micrometer range. Its operation is based on the passage of the aerosol sample through

a supersaturated vapor which promotes condensation onto the passing particles. The

process is extended in a way that these clusters grow to a point that is possible to detect

using optical apparatus. The older designs were based in the Aitken’s particle counter, as

described above, which used a magnifying glass to count particles one by one with the

human eye. Nowadays, most of these devices include a light scattering source/detector

combination to count the particles. With these counts it is then possible to obtain the

number concentration of the aerosol.

CPCs can be operated in a single particle counting mode or photometric mode which

uses the information of light scattering on multiple particles at the same time to infer

number concentration. The first one can usually measure within the range of 10−2 cm−3

to 107 cm−3 while the latter can go up to 108 cm−3.

Mass concentration measurements Mass concentration is another desired measure-

ment within integral properties of aerosols. In this category the standout techniques are

the quartz-crystal microbalance (QCM) and tapered-element oscillating microbalance

(TEOM). Both these methods use oscillating surface to infer mass concentration of an

aerosol.

In a QCM instrument, particles deposit onto an oscillating quartz crystal surface.

This deposition induces a change in the oscillating frequency which can be measured

and correlated to the mass deposited. Typically, this deposition is enabled either through

inertial impaction or electrostatic precipitation, which is achieved by charging the aerosol

particles with the opposite charge of the surface. QCM devices usually can detect changes

of ∼ 1 Hz when vibrating at ∼ 10 MHz, which corresponds to a sensitivity of about

109 Hz/g.

In TEOM techniques the crystal is substituted for a tapered element (usually consist-

ing of tube with filter on its extremity). This hollow object is then forcefully oscillated by

the means of electronic actuators. This oscillation is optically measured usually by a light

emitter and a detector. The mass collected is inferred from the difference in oscillating

frequency of the tapered element system. Typical resolution for this device is around

g/m3 range.

Optical properties measurements Optical properties are often of interest as standalone

characteristics of an aerosol. Techniques that focus on obtaining the integral properties

of a whole aerosol can provide insight and help its characterization. There are several

instruments that aim to measure the optical properties of an atmospheric sample, from

which light scattering photometers and nephelometers are among the most notorious.
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They are used to access properties like atmospheric visibility and visual range that can

also be converted into mass concentration under the right circumstances.

Photometers usually provide an output of mass concentration within an atmospheric

sample but require very meticulous calibration since what is really being measured is the

intensity of light scattering at defined angles from a focused beam light transversing a

sample.

Integral nephelometers on the other hand, measure scattering light with a very wide

angle array of photoreceptors. Their focus is to measure aerosol light visibility and visual

range. However, more recently, they have seen more application in atmospheric mass

concentration experiments in urban and rural areas, even with the extensive calibration

needed.

4.2.3.3 Chemical composition measurement

Traditionally chemical composition analysis is very much oriented to being a comple-

mentary technique for other aerosol instruments, which are deposited onto a substrate.

However, new instruments that are able to do real time reading of an aerosol composition

have began to appear more recently. These instruments have particular interest in volatile

environments where the elemental and molecular species within an aerosol can change

in a matter of minutes/hours.

Several instruments have been developed in the last decades to meet the requirements

of atmospheric composition assessment within a time frame of minutes to one hour. All

these instruments come with their advantages and drawbacks and usually specialize on

measuring specific groups of species. The list of techniques that fits into this section is

very broad since so many chemical composition analysis instruments exist. However, the

number of instruments capable of measurements of suspended matter in its natural state

(or closer to their natural state) narrows considerably the choices.

Some instruments use techniques like particle into liquid samplers (PILS) to do ionic

analysis of an aerosol. Others collect particles, process them and apply spectroscopic

techniques. Many also try to focus on organic content, more specifically, organic carbon

by the means of, for example, thermal pyrolysis. Keep in mind that however these appli-

cations are referred as real time measurements, they actually rely on averaging processes

across the sampling time used.

Perhaps the most notorious chemical composition analysis instrument for aerosol

measurements is the aerosol mass spectrometers (AMS). There are many iterations of

these devices from the quadrupole aerosol mass spectrometer (Q-AMS) to the time of

flight mass spectrometers (ToF-AMS), with the compact and high resolution versions

(C-ToF-AMS and HR-ToF-AMS). Generally speaking, these systems focus on having an

energetic process to vaporize and ionize the samples, whether it is through a laser beam

or another energetic source. In more advanced devices, both vaporization and ionization

byproducts can be separated providing not only an assessment of chemical composition
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but also size distribution. Meticulous calibration and quantification are then needed to

infer chemical distribution from the mass spectra obtained. Nevertheless, these systems

are the closest to real time chemical composition measurements of aerosol samples.

Other spectroscopic techniques have also been widely applied to aerosol science but

mostly as post analysis of deposited surfaces. Here X-ray spectroscopy, Raman spec-

troscopy, ion coupled plasma mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS)[152], amongst others, can have

their applications.

4.2.3.4 Filters

Lastly, as a transversal part to many of these measurement types let’s take a look at aerosol

filters. Filtration is the process of separating particles from an aerosol gaseous system

via a porous solid medium. Therefore, measurements performed with filters classify as

time integrated and rely on other measuring instruments to resolve the aerosol properties.

Air filtration has had many applications not only in air quality assessment studies but

also as protection equipment. This has been prominent for several years, in more haz-

ardous workplaces where workers can be subject to the inhalation of harmful suspended

particles. Both personal protective filtered equipment like masks and large-scale filtered

industrial ventilation systems can be found in this kind of working environments. From

clean rooms for nanotechnologies laboratories, to large scale electronics factories, to the

pharmaceutical industry, filtered air can be a priority both for good product manufactur-

ing and human protection. Nowadays, air filtration is also widely used in more personal

spaces like cars and homes, in order to ensure better air quality and thus contribute to a

healthier lifestyle. Filtered masks are today part of the common knowledge and part of

everyone’s current quotidian lives, as they present the best personal protection against

airborne virus.

Air filtration can be subdivided into two types: surface filtration and depth filtration.

Surface filtration consists on particle retention on a permeable surface, where overtime

the accumulation of particles grows into a cake like structure, which increases the resis-

tance to ressuspension. In depth filtration particles are deposited both on the surface

and deeper into the filter material as they transverse it. The most common type of depth

filters are fiber filters. In these filters a three-dimensional network of filaments constructs

a complex and random fibrous grid. As these fibers possess high porosity (typically from

70 to 99 %) they allow the gas to flow all across these structures and particles are captured

at different depths by the fibers. Moreover, every particle crossing the filter medium is

unlikely to come in contact with more than one fiber due to their diameter being very

small relatively to the distance between fibers.

Even though fiber filters are the most used for aerosol sampling application, there

are other noteworthy types of particulate filters such as granular filters, fabric filters and

membrane filters. The decision between the usage of any of these filters is often intrin-

sically correlated with application. Granular filters consists on a granular bed substrate
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that is able to retain particulate matter and are widely used in the water and sewage

industries in order to clean dirty air. Fabric filters are made of textile fabrics, which are

specifically manufactured for the purpose of aerosol personal protection. These are gen-

erally very compact filters that may possess more than one layer of different fabrics for

extra protection, even though they are meant to work as surface filters. Another example

of surface filters are the membrane filters that consist of perforated material or highly

compacted fibrous materials and therefore possess very low porosity.

Fibrous filters are widely used for aerosol sampling and analysis due to their high

separation efficiencies of particulate matter combined with a low pressure drop. The abil-

ity to use a three dimensional mesh of fibers coupled with the high particle separation

provides a low ressuspension rate and reduces the probability of particle agglomeration

on the filter. This is crucial to minimize the loss of aerosol information. Also, coating and

substrate processing can give these filters a very decent temperature resistance, or for ex-

ample charge the fibers in order to take advantage of electrostatic interactions. Moreover,

most fibrous filters have a matrix constitution that is easily removed as background for

most of size and composition analysis techniques, not interfering with the measurement

of the deposited particles.
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5
Prototype design and development

In this work, a series of prototype devices and parts were developed with the final ob-

jective of measuring the aerosol composition inside the Autoeuropa, Lda. factory. As

it has been stated in chapter 4 this device must follow a list of rules and requirements

(see section 4.1) in order to meet the expectations. It was also already presented a list of

several techniques and instruments that are used in aerosol science in section 4.2.3. With

the mindset that this device must be versatile, low cost, portable instrument we chose

to make a solution based on filters deposition[153, 154]. Another low-cost alternative

would be the implementation of low-cost optical sensors as done in [155, 156] to provide

a particle size distribution analysis. Our general proposal for the design is schematically

represented in Figure 5.1.

As it can be observed in Figure 5.1, our core design will be based on a wind tunnel

structure, inspired on multiple fluid dynamics experiments which already implement

and study this kind of structures. A wind tunnel is an aerodynamic structure capable

of guiding a controlled flux of air from one of its ends to the other. Wind or air flux can

be achieved by creating a differential in a thermodynamic property of the fluid. In most

cases, it is done by inducing a pressure differential in order for the air to flow. This can be

achieved by the means of a wide array of mechanical devices, all the way from vacuum

pumps to simple DC fans.

As the respirable air contains a lot of suspended particles these can be filtered out

onto a solid substrate. By keeping the air flowing through the structure we enable de-

position, mainly by impaction, onto a substrate surface in the form of an aerosol filter.

Once deposited these filters can be used for analysis either in online or offline fashion.

This allows for the possibility of studying several of the properties mentioned in 4.2.1

including size distribution and chemical composition.

As our main analysis tool we have chosen EDXRF spectrometry which allows us to
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Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of the design approach.

assess the chemical composition of the aerosol. This technique is very versatile and

allows us to measure both in real time or integrated time. Meaning that the filters can

be either analyzed after sampling in the lab by a benchtop spectrometer or a setup can

be developed for an in loco analysis. For this purpose, it is only necessary to add to the

prototype a small X-ray tube, an X-ray detector and the corresponding acquisition and

power electronic components. Then, by opening two windows in the wind tunnel that

make a 90º angle between them and the sample it is possible to induce and measure X-ray

fluorescence on the deposited aerosol particles.

5.1 Development of the first prototype

The objective for this stage of the project was to design an instrument that was able

to fulfill the basic concepts of the wind tunnel deposition analysis approach. The first

decision was the shape, dimensions and materials of the tunnel itself. For this, we had

to consider compatibility with other parts that we would later add to the design. We

went with a hollow tube with a squared cross-section capable of fitting in a 9.2 cm DC

fan with a square frame. We opted by an alloyed steel material for the wind tunnel,

due to its availability, price and robustness to both higher temperature and mechanical

deformation. This steel tube was then cut to have 18 cm of length in order to let the

accelerated air flow through the tube before reaching the filter on the other end.

As it has been stated the DC fan choice was closely related to the shape and size of

the wind tunnel. For this part, we looked at several options and ended up choosing 12 V

Sunon 9.2 cm DC fan. This fan has a power consumption of 1.68 W and has 3000 rpm.
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It is capable of providing 0.86 CFM which corresponds to 1.46 m3/min. For its fixation

onto the tube we repurposed L shaped metallic plates by drilling �5 holes. By drilling

the same type of holes in the tube was then possible to hold the fan steadily with 8 M5

screws. This design allowed for the DC fan to be easily substituted for another of the

same size. This could be valuable if we needed a DC fan with a bigger flux for example.

In the end, it was very advantageous as the DC fan sustained damage when the prototype

was being transported and ended up needing to be substituted.

As for the filters we went with the circular shaped Pall Tissuquartz™ filters, 2500

QAT-UP. These filters have 9 cm of diameter and were specifically design for air moni-

toring applications. We ended up choosing these filters over other options not only but

specially for their capability to work in high temperature environments. In a typical day

of operation it is expected for the air temperature to be raised, since our device will be

positioned near welding stations, which heat metals in order to weld them. Not only that

but it is also possible for little embers, sparks and small flaming particles to come into

contact with the filter and hence it might burn filters with lower resistances to temper-

ature. These filters are also very thin with only 0.4 mm and thus structural resistance

might not be overwhelming. Also these filters have a typical air flow rate at 0.7 bar of

73 Lmin−1cm−2.

The material used in these filters is called quartz fiber and is made from high purity

natural quartz crystals. For producing this kind of material it is necessary to heat these

crystals with a oxyhydrogen flame in order to soften them up. When they achieve a

certain temperature and become sufficiently ductile the quartz rods can then be molded

into filaments. These filaments will then create a mesh capable of capturing airborne

particles with diameter superior to the mesh dimensions. Many other aerosol experiments

have used similar filters [157]. There is also other derivative similar materials that are

used for air filtering such as the glass fiber filters we will use on the second prototype.

The main difference being that quartz fiber uses only high purity quartz crystals whereas

other materials use impure quartz.

(a) CAD drawing of the part to be 3D printed. (b) CAD drawing of the acrylic part.

Figure 5.2: CAD drawings of the sample holder parts.
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If on one end of the wind tunnel we have put a DC fan for air flow, on the other end

it was necessary to design a custom sample holder. For this purpose, it was required

that these designed parts were able to hold in place the quartz filters while having an

opening in the middle that enabled air flow through the filter and thus aerosol deposition.

To achieve this result we 3D printed the part constructed on Figure 5.2a and drilled an

acrylic board to achieve the part presented in Figure 5.2b. The 3D printed part was to

be fixated on the inside of the wind tunnel with M5 screws and bolts. The acrylic part

was then positioned on the outside in such a way that the filter would be held in place by

being trapped between the two parts. This acrylic part could be removed by unscrewing

the M5 screws holding the two parts together and thus it allowed us to manually change

filters after an acquisition.

Lastly we included a simple platform where we made the power management of the

prototype that is shown in Fig 5.3. This was also an acrylic board that fixated on top of

the wind tunnel. It possesses a 3 pin mechanical switch and 2 pin DC jack connector

embedded into its frame. By connecting a 12V transformer into DC connector this electric

power was then available on the switch. This switch would have its output connector

soldered with positive wire of the DC fan. All three grounds would be connected and

thus as expected when we turn on the switch the fan would activate.

Figure 5.3: Acrylic platform for connections and power management.

The final design is shown in Figure 5.4. In this figure we can see the 4 main views

of the design. As it was discussed in this section, part by part, it is straightforward that

this is a very inexpensive build. The quartz fiber filters being the most expensive part

of this device with a price point under 100 e for a 25 unit package. All the parts were

built/assembled in this work. This device met all the requirements of an early prototype

being capable of capturing a lot of suspended particles for later analysis on the lab. The

results and discussion of these acquisitions will be presented in the next chapter.
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(a) Front view (b) Isometric view

(c) Top view (d) Side View

Figure 5.4: Final design of the first prototype from multiple views.

5.2 Development of the second prototype

The first prototype was more of proof of concept for actually showing that with a simple

device we were successful in doing integral time aerosol acquisitions. But from its sim-

plicity it suffered for the lack of features such as automation and remote control. This was

the focus of the second device developed in this work. The objective is for the device to

be able to do air quality measurements as independently and automatically as possible.

With this mindset the first concept for the second prototype was designed in CAD as

shown in Figure 5.5. The increased complexity of this design is very obvious so on top

of 4 main views we provide a custom view with labels in order to guide this description.

Note also, that due to the increasing complexity some parts were made transparent for

ease its comprehension. Therefore, keep in mind that some parts are overlapped in some

views.

In this concept, we identified that one of the main changes to the device that needed to

be done in order to make the step towards automated operation was to change the filters.

Although it would not be completely impossible to perform multiple measurements with

disposable circular filters it would elevate to much the complexity of the moving parts

inside the prototype. Our solution was to find rolled up filters which would be unrolled

every time a new acquisition was going to start. This way there is no break of continuity

and we end up with a long tape of multiple acquisitions that can be later analyzed in the

lab. Also, this would not hinder the possibility of integrating a spectrometer for real time

analysis as the filter substrate is still static in each acquisition.

Let´s now take a look at the label view 5.5e and go through each important part of

this concept. 1 and 2 are two motors just represented as two cubic boxes and not the
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(a) Front view (b) Isometric view

(c) Top view (d) Side View

(e) View with labels

Figure 5.5: First design of the second prototype from multiple views.
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actual shapes. The first actuator 1 was to be the driving force towards unrolling the filters

that would be positioned in box with a roller 13. With the help of the rollers and rubber

band represented in 10 and gravity the filter would go through the sample holder into the

storing box 6. The second actuator 2 would act like two state step motor for controlling

the sample holder. Basically, with the help of the mechanism 9 when an acquisition

started, the moving frame 11 would move next to static frame 12 to hold the filter in

place. When the acquisition ended the frame 11 would move away letting the filter lose

and allowing it to go into the storing box 6. 5 and 7 are exactly like in the first prototype

de DC fan and the power management and electronics platform respectively. 3 and 4 are

open windows on the wind tunnel for the possibility of incorporating an X-ray source

and detector on each side of the sample. Lastly, as this is a rather complex prototype an

electronics box is marked with 8 for encapsulating all control electronics and processing

units.

The design shown in Figure 5.5 is to be consider as a concept only, because when we

started looking in what to parts to buy or build for this prototype the design evolved

and changed. One of the first things that we explored was how to make custom made

controllable sample holder which would hold and release the filters when needed. This

is a very important part of device because when we force an air flow within an wind

tunnel, this can lead to a very chaotic stream. Thus, it is necessary to hold the filters in

place when the DC fan is turned on, in order to prevent damage to the filters and erratic

deposition (and possibly ressuspension) on the substrate.

Figure 5.6: DVD optics slide mechanism example.

As we searched for alternatives for this kind of mechanism, we tried to scavenge old

electronic parts in the lab. We eventually found something that was able to be adapted

to our prototype - a DVD slide mechanism for optically reading the disk. By tearing up

a DVD we end up with a generic slide similar to Figure 5.6. The mechanism depicted

in this figure is used to move the sliding optic part in the middle very quickly when a

DVD is being read. This sliding part includes a laser and photo-detectors which work

as an optical micrometer that is able to detect very small changes on a DVD disk track.

Moreover, in order to make accurate readings of the spinning DVD, the micrometer needs

to have very swift an precise movement. Hence, by using this combination of DC motor
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and rails it is possible to control the slide with high precision.

To adapt this kind of mechanism to our endeavors we needed only to remove the

optical central part and replace it with an appropriate part. The part used for this purpose

was a custom 3D print design shown in Figure 5.7. This part has two holes on each side

that fit slides on our DVD mechanism. It also has incorporated the actual sample holder

(square with circular hole in the middle) into the same structure. Thus, with a static

frame similar to the part presented for the first prototype (5.2b) it is possible to hold the

filters steady. The assembling of both parts is shown in Figure 5.8.

Figure 5.7: CAD drawing of the sliding sample holder part.

Figure 5.8: Sliding mechanism assemble.

We also had to redesign the filter associated parts. This was mainly due to how big

the commercial available rolled up air filters are. We decided to go with Whatman® glass

microfiber filters with organic binder, Grade GF 10. These filters have a width of 6 cm

but have 42 m of length which even rolled up corresponds to ∼ 15−18 cm. Therefore, two

big cases of around 20 cm of width were needed on top and bottom of the wind tunnel.
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These cases were designed in CAD as shown in Figure 5.9 and then were made in acrylic

in a specialized manufacturer. These forced us to rearrange certain parts of the design

specially the electronics platform that was shifted onto to the side of the wind tunnel.

Note also, that we went with glass microfiber filters despite saying in the previous section

that quartz fiber is the higher grade for filter materials. This was only due to product

availability in the sense that it is harder to find filters in the rolled up format, let alone

specifically quartz fiber filters.

Figure 5.9: CAD drawing of the acrylic boxes to store the filters.

At this point, we also decided to not use the initial concept for the actual mechanism of

filter unrolling (5.5e). Instead, we searched for a precise and powerful DC step motor that

would fit into the power limitations of the system. The reasoning behind this decision was

that if such motor was identified and we found a way to couple it with filter roll, we would

be able to push the filters with just the torque of this motor (deprecating any additional

mechanisms such as gears or toothed belts). We decided to use the 42BYGHM809 hybrid

step motor that works at 2.7 V with a current of 1.7 A. This motor has an holding torque

of 48 N.cm which is more than enough for the purpose of unrolling the filters. It also has

4 inputs for control of the stepping done as well as its speed.

After obtaining this motor we then proceeded to design some parts to couple it with

the actual filter roll. For that purpose, the parts shown in Figure 5.10 were made in

CAD and later 3d printed. The part on the left 5.10a was the first attempt at a coupling

mechanism. At this point we still had the concept (5.5) of keeping the roll on the upper

side of the wind tunnel unrolling it downwards with both the motor and gravity. So this

part would couple with the motor via the hole in the bottom, made to fit tightly with the

motor axis.

Eventually, we realized that this mechanism was not as fluid as expected and thus was

deprecated. Essentially, the problem was that relying on gravity to guide the filter in a

smooth faction through the designated holes in the prototype was not being accomplished
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(a) First attempt. (b) Final iteration.

Figure 5.10: CAD drawing of the parts to be 3d printed to couple the motor with the filter
roll.

reliably. Hence, we decided to change the approach reversed the fitler case to be on the

bottom and the case with the motor would be on top of the wind tunnel. With the help of

the component illustrated in 5.10b we would couple the axis with the bottom hole of this

part. The rest of this part is an hollow cylinder with a narrow entry that we use to grip

the extremity of the filter roll. Thus, when properly secured in this part and the motor

is activated, it would push the filter upwards and wrap it around this cylinder. The filter

case would also have a smooth cylinder on the middle for both support and allowing a

smooth rotation. When all of the filter was used or we wanted to analyze some of the

acquisitions wrapped around 5.10b, the procedure involves cutting the roll, removing

the wrapped filter and fixing the new filter extremity onto the 3d printed coupling part.

Overall this filter unrolling mechanism offered much better results and therefore was

carried into the final design.

The final design is illustrated in Figure 5.11. The blue hovering part is just a protective

case for the electronics that we had on the side of the prototype when we start an on-line

sampling process. Moreover, this blue plastic cover and the steel tube have been made

transparent to make it possible to see the components inside even though in reality they

are obviously opaque. All the parts described are contained in this two pictures, from

the DC fan, filter cases, DC motor, electronics, wind tunnel, sample holder mechanism

as well as the electronics platform on the side. Those blocks are only representative

not actual depiction of the real parts but we have maintained proportions for a easier

interpretation. The electronics, connections and power management will be addressed in

the following section.

5.3 Electronics

As described above, in the first prototype not much electronics and power management

considerations were needed given its simplicity. The circuit can be summarized as shown
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(a) Front-left view (b) Back-left view

Figure 5.11: Final design of the second prototype from two different views.

in Figure 5.12. The DC supply was provided by a 12 V transformer in interrupted circuit

with a manual switch SW1. When toggled to the ON state, the DC current provides the

power needed to operate the 12 V DC fan installed. As this was a device with manual

acquisitions, there was no needed for programming of any type.

Figure 5.12: Circuit schematic for the first prototype.

In the second prototype some more considerations towards the electronics and pro-

gramming were needed in order to automate the device. As there were various tasks to

be accomplished and coordinated there was a need for central processing units (CPUs) to

be in the design. The CPUs used were the ATmega328 included in the widely popular

Arduino/Genuino boards. These 8 bits microcontrollers with 16 MHz of clock speed are
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cheap and easy to program and work. Furthermore, the actual boards provide a lot of com-

munication, connections and accessibility features. These boards work with a range of

supply voltages that is recommended to stay between 7 V to 12 V. They possess 14 digital

I/O pins (of which 6 provide PWM output) and 6 analog I/O pins. A USB-A connection is

also available for both programming and power supply. Another advantage of using such

a popular platform is that there are several of customized enhancement boards that can

be connected on top of the main board. For example, in this work we used a commercial

GSM/GPRS (Global System for Mobile Communication based on General Packet Radio

Service) module in order to get an internet connection in our device. The only drawback

that we faced from the Arduino boards was the 2 Mb dynamic memory limit that forced

us to optimize the code several times in order to be able to fit all of programmed functions

and features. This was the main reason we needed two microcontroller boards, so we

could pack all the essential features onto the device.

Figure 5.13: Circuit schematic for the second prototype.

The circuit schematic of all the electronic connections for the second prototype is

shown in Figure 5.13. Keep in mind that this is circuit representation and thus the

physical positions of each component might not be the same as in the figure but the

connections and subsequent voltage and current values are. The Arduino on the left of

this figure will be addressed as the slave and the one the right as the master. As we

can observe the slave will be tasked with controlling all the actuators: the DC Fan, the

DC motor of the sample holder and the step motor for filter rolling. The master will be
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tasked with the communications aspect having GSM/GPRS shield attached to it. These

two Arduinos will also be wired via an I2C (Inter-Integrated Circuit) connection on their

analog I/O pins SDA and SCL in order to coordinate parallel and sequential tasks.

Some more components of this design include a MOSFET, 1 resistance of 240 Ω

between terminals 1 and 3 of the MOSFET, 2 voltage regulators and 2 motor drivers.

We used the MOSFET irf520 which is a n-channel enhancement transistor capable of

operating up to 100V or 10A and with a dissipation power of 60W. The voltage regulators

were l7805cv which are able to reliably provide a steady 5V output up to a maximum

1.5A current. The motor drivers we chose were the L298N dual full-bridge drivers.

From the Figure (5.13), in an hardware/software point of view, we could define 6

main different systems that allow our device perform as expected:

1. Power source and management;

2. DC fan system;

3. Step motor control;

4. DC motor control;

5. I2C communication;

6. Server communication via GSM/GPRS.

Setting up all these different systems and making them all connect together properly

was a very lengthy and complex task which lead to multiple iterations of most of them.

For that reason, the full description of the electronics and programming choices is also

very technical and lengthy and, as such, it is provided in Appendix B.
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6
Prototype installation and measurements

In this chapter, we present the instrumentation used for the quantification of the aerosol

properties and discuss the results of the analysis of the deposited quartz fiber filters. The

sampling steps were performed on the assembly and repair line of the factory. In Figure

6.1 is shown the specific welding station case study. This station is called Framing-2A and

serves the purpose of repairing small defects on chassis recently produced via manual

welding. On the upper right of the picture we can see our first prototype during one of

the sampling times.

In order to better grasp how the complex aerosol mixture inside these manual work-

stations changes, we have performed various depositions with different sampling times.

Figure 6.1: Installation of the first prototype on a case study welding station (top right).
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(a) Clean (b) 1 Hour (c) 2 Hours (d) 4 Hours

(e) 7 Hours (f) 1 Turn (g) 3 Days (h) 1 Week

Figure 6.2: Deposited quartz fiber filters.

The smallest sampling time that we were able to achieve and still be able to detect the

particle deposited was about 15 min. For the following discussion we have selected a

range of filters, that are shown in Figure 6.2, from one hour all the way to one week

of deposition time and also included a clean filter for reference. Keep in mind that the

length of the sampling procedures shown here is measured from start to finish without

taking in account eventual down times in the assembly line. Later in this chapter, for the

purpose of analysis, we will use effective sampling times that subtract the known plant

wide breaks for meals or just rest. Nevertheless, even these effective description might

not be 100% accurate because we have no way of accounting for unscheduled breaks or

even small deceleration periods in the assembly line that lead to more down times. These

down times can have further impact than just not adding new particles to filter. In fact,

there is a possibility for ressuspension to become prevalent over deposition on our filters

resulting in loss of information and thus more uncertainty in our results. Obviously,

down time in a sample with a small deposition time will cause bigger uncertainties on the

results because the same down time represents a bigger portion of the whole sampling

time.

6.1 Experimental setups

6.1.1 Size distribution analysis

Size distribution analysis was performed using two different methods: optical inspection

via a microscope camera and SEM with Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) technology.

For the purpose of doing the optical inspection of the deposited filters we used the Leica

M205C microscope with a lc80 hd camera. This microscope provides a good size resolu-

tion, with up to 100x magnification and 12.5:1 zoom and it is able to reach an image size

of 0.82x0.61 mm with around 6 MP . mm−2. Therefore, using this image size, we were

able to get images with a pixel size of around 0.4x0.4 µm2. With this resolution, we were
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(a) Clean filter (b) Deposited filter (c) Highlight mask

Figure 6.3: Comparison between clean, deposited and the processed particle identifica-
tion image mask (images size: 0.82x0.61 mm).

able to get some information on the PM2.5 fraction and a lot of information on the PM10

particles. Moreover, we also were able to observe and measure big particle agglomerates

over the 10 µm range using the Leica microscope proprietary software - LAS.

As a complimentary tool, we also developed an image recognition program in Python

to detect particles on the obtained images. The full script can be seen in C.3. The

motivation to develop this tool was to have some counting and measuring consistency

across the >100 images we obtained from the microscope. As we are working with

images that are basically highly zoomed pictures of small areas of the deposited filters,

our assumptions for what qualifies as a particle are based on how it differentiates from

the background mesh. In Figure 6.3, we can see a clean filter, a deposited filter and a

processed image mask with the identified particles highlighted. As we expected, the

clean filter is a very white mesh while the mesh itself gets darker after deposition due

to particles smaller than our detection limit. Nevertheless, there are bigger particles

deposited onto the filter within our detection range that we can isolate and measure.

The Python program analysis is based on two kinds of digital filters: a straightforward

pixel intensity low-pass filter, and filter for edge detection based on Fourier transforms.

The first filter starts by going over all the pixels and calculating the intensity from 0

(black) to 1 (white). It proceeds to fit a Gaussian distribution for these intensities and

obtain the mean µ (mean in the code) and standard deviation σ (std in the code). For the

final analysis there are two user input parameters k1 (m_t in the code) and k2 (m_t3 in the

code) for pixel selection that work as thresholds in the form of µ−knσ . The lower threshold

(k1) is going to be compared with the result from the Fourier analysis and for this reason

lets through a lot of points that will not result in detection. The high threshold (k2) only

accepts those that are various standard deviations away from the mean and represents

points that we are certain must be particle constituents. After creating a mask, we then

use a clustering method to obtain the amount of clusters and their sizes in pixels. We

convert the number of pixels contained in the cluster into the equivalent diameter of the

circumference with the same area.

Fourier Transforms are a commonly used tool in image processing for edge detection.

For images, 2D Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is used to find the frequency domain. A
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fast algorithm called Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is used for calculation of DFT. Hence,

by calculating the Fourier Transform for the two directions of the image we are then

able to obtain the frequency of intensity change. When scanning the image with the FFT

along a direction a high frequency signal usually equates to a edge. While we are in the

frequency domain, we are then able to perform some filtering based on the frequency

magnitude spectrum. What image processing algorithms usually do is use a shifted FFT

small window (the size of this window is a user input - k3 or window in the code) to

eliminate low frequencies and obtain only the detected edges. In the end, an Inverse

Fourier Transform is applied to the filtered image to reconstruct the image. At this

point we apply a user input threshold k4 (thresh2 in the code) for selecting only the most

important edges. This output is then compared with the image obtained with parameter

k2 to only select edges that correspond to dark pixels, since white filaments from the

mesh are also detected. One of our typical outputs can be observed in Figure 6.3c.

To further gather information on size and shape, and make a connection to composi-

tion analysis, we also performed a series of measurements with SEM and EDS techniques.

For this purpose, we have used a Hitachi TM 3030Plus Tabletop to analyze small samples

of our filters. The TM3030Plus has a premium SE detector, which has been incorporated

in FE-SEM and VP-SEM, that are well-accepted by users as a high-sensitivity detector. It

operates effectively under the low-vacuum environment and allows for quick SE image

observation without specimen preparation. This SEM instrument is capable of up to

30000x magnification and works with accelerating voltages of 5 kV to 15 kV. It is also

equipped with Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) technology that allows for quick composi-

tion assessments of the sample’s small features. EDX has some similarities with EDXRF

in the sense that rely on similar physical phenomena. However, excitation sources are

different and so is its precision. Overall, EDX takes advantage of the beam of electrons

from the SEM and gives some insight into the composition of the sample, but for more

precise and complete composition quantification EDXRF should be the choice.

6.1.2 Composition analysis

As our main composition analysis tool we have chosen EDXRF spectrometry, which en-

ables the assessment of the elemental concentrations of the deposited aerosol. This tech-

nique is very versatile and allows us to measure both in real time or integrated time.

Meaning that the filters can be either analyzed after sampling in the lab by a benchtop

spectrometer or a setup can be developed for an in loco analysis. For the actual results

obtained in this work we used the benchtop EDXRF spectrometer M4 Tornado™ Bruker

that was previously described in this thesis. However, for the purpose of doing an in
loco analysis, it is only necessary to add to the prototype a low power X-ray tube, a low-

cost solid state X-ray detector and the corresponding acquisition and power electronic

components. Then, by opening two windows in the wind tunnel that make a 90º angle

between them and the sample it is possible to induce and measure X-ray fluorescence on
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the deposited aerosol particles. This however presented some challenges in terms of costs

and time. Regardless, the final prototype has already the two holes incorporated for an

eventual future implementation.

The combination of commercial X-ray tubes and X-ray detectors are very hard to

fit within the budget of 500 e. The reason being that even the smallest and cheapest

commercial X-ray instruments will still be well above the budget. Our intended solution

was to pair a proportional counter, which is cheaper than the typical X-ray detector, and to

develop our own low power X-ray tube using the principle of triboluminescence. This is a

very interesting technique which can be applied to generate X-ray photons, as reported by

[158, 159, 160], and allows for development of very low-cost X-ray tubes. The principle

itself is relatively simple and similar to Van der Graaf generator. Triboluminescence is

the phenomenon of creation of photons via mechanical friction between two materials

which are far apart in the triboelectric series table. Typically, in a X-ray source using this

principle there is band of rubber, which is very negative triboelectrically, that is being

forced against agaist a very positive triboelectrically material like nylon. If this rubber

band is rotating at high enough speed inside a vacuum chamber the photons generated

can reach the X-ray energy range. Therefore, with the help of a secondary target we can

produce a similar output to a classical X-ray source.

For this purpose, we have already tested similar setups in our labs but we never

achieved the energy desired for an X-ray source. We have inclusively designed one proto-

type that we show in Figure 6.4. Nevertheless, we didn’t fully pursued this endeavor in

Figure 6.4: Our design of a tribolumiscence X-ray source to be encapsulated in an acrylic
box in order to conserve the vacuum intended inside.
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the end cause it needed more time than the available for the development of this thesis.

Moreover, not only the development time would be very long to get it reliably produce

the photon beam needed but also it would be a very demanding task to license the whole

instrument. X-ray instruments need a special attention when licensing because of their

potential to be an hazard to human health, and therefore take a lot of time to ensure that

they are safe.

6.2 Results

6.2.1 Size distribution results

Using the Leica microscopic camera we gathered 21 images like Figure 6.3b of each

of the 7 filters from Figure 6.2. These images had a size of 0.82x0.61 mm and were

arbitrarily chosen from different areas of deposited filters. The objective was to obtain

the most accurate representation of the deposited particles size distribution. However,

some tendencies are straightforward from the optical inspection as the darker and bigger

particles tend to accumulate on the edge of the deposition area. The central areas are

usually much more uniform and tend to have smaller particles with a few outliers. In

Figure 6.5 we can see a typical image from a central area of the filter and an image from

the border.

Applying the Python algorithm described above we were able to process all the 147

images to obtain a size distribution of the particles in the filter. A visual representation of

the size distribution obtained can be seen in Figure 6.6. This distribution was obtained by

using 1 µm bins and using the corresponding normalized number of particles per mm2.

This is done by dividing the particle concentrations by dlog(Dp) = log(Dpu) − log(Dpl)

where Dpu and Dpl are the upper and lower limits of the corresponding bin.

As it has been evidenced in Figure 6.5, there is a lot of variability across the deposited

filters. Even in areas close to each other the number and sizes of particles deposited can

(a) Central area (b) Edge area

Figure 6.5: Microscopic images obtained of the filter in Figure 6.2g.
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Table 6.1: Particles per mm2 binned by size for each of the deposited filters shown in
Figure 6.2. Values averaged across 21 images per filter.

Bins (µm) Particles per mm2

1h 2h 4h 7h 1t 3d 1w

PM2.5 77.81 94.99 219.63 244.47 472.31 2098.52 4710.63
PM10 89.23 111.52 259.39 286.39 544.93 2273.97 5174.07

Coarse (>10 µm) 2.83 4.06 7.37 5.38 11.24 28.23 57.13

vary drastically. Hence, the values observed in Figure 6.6 are obtained from averages of

the number of particles across every image obtained of that specific filter. This introduces

some uncertainty in the sense that the area selection might have a big impact on the

results of these averages even when it was randomized. However, we believe that our

sample size is enough to get a good sense of how particles of different sizes vary across

our filters.

These results are also interesting to visualize in a graphic form. In Figure 6.6, we

plot the number of particles in each filter by bin diameter from Table 6.1. It is interest-

ing to observe that using logarithmic axes, the curves plotted resemble the theoretical

predictions from chapter 1. Moreover, these curves seem to approximate the bimodal

logarithmic distributions like we hava shown in 4.3.

Taking a look now at the values obtained it is obvious that there is a clear tendency

to have bigger quantities of smaller particles and smaller quantities of bigger particles.

Moreover, it is clear that there is a correlation of the number of particles in each bin and

deposition time. Nevertheless, the bins on the bottom and top are affected by bigger

uncertainties albeit for completely different reasons. The smaller bins are the most af-

fected by the uncertainty of the method of particle detection itself as in many cases the

small particles can have an area as low as 1 pixel. Furthermore, small particles might

not differentiate enough from the background in this optical inspection technique. The

biggest bins on the other hand are the most affected by the lack of statistics, as there

are few particles fitting this bin is improbable to get an accurate representation of the

whole filter even with 21 images, which represent around 0,3% of the total deposited

area. Nevertheless, most of aerosol analysis focus on smaller particles and therefore we

chose to display the bins up to 30 µm.

From other studies such as [136] we see that size distributions can vary significantly

both from the welding technique and from the used heated materials and binders. There-

fore, from the curves in Figure 6.6 we can hypothesize that our soldering fumes assumes

the typical multimodal logarithmic distribution seen in most of the cited aerosol papers,

with at least one maximum for the observed mode being present below our limit of de-

tection. There is also a small rise on all of our data for the bin of 4 µm that might be

interpreted as small local maximum, but is probably not enough to identify a new size

mode. Moreover, these curves seem to approximate the modal logarithmic distributions
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Figure 6.6: Particle concentration per mm2 normalized by the logarithm of the corre-
sponding bin particle diameter. X error bars are estimated by bin size and Y error bars
are estimated using the standard deviation of our datasets.

predicted in chapter 1 like we have shown in 4.3.

Reiterating the data from our set of images we were also able to assess some common

particle fractions. Note however that obtained values are using actual diameter of the

aerosol particles deposited and not the typical aerodynamic diameter used in other stud-

ies and thus might not be directly comparable. The results are shown in Table 6.1. As

expected, these fractions are also proportional with deposition time. The only common

category that we are not able to quantify is ultra fine particle fractions (UFPs) given the

fact that they are below the instrument’s level of detection. We can also extrapolate the

averages of the total number of particles for each of these categories deposited in our

filters with a total area of 3600 mm2. For PM2.5 the total number of particles ranges from

around 2.8×105 in the 1 hour deposition to 1.7×107 in a 1 week deposition. In the case of

PM10, the total number of particles ranges from around 3.2×105 in the 1 hour deposition

to 1.9×107 in a 1 week deposition. Lastly, coarse particles are roughly estimated to range

from around 1.0× 104 in the 1 hour deposition to 2.1× 105 in a 1 week deposition.

At this point, we had a good sensitivity to the deposited particles size distribution, so

we proceeded to go on a closer inspection what these particles look like and what they are

made of. For this purpose, we analyzed small sample of one of our filters in the SEM with

EDX described in the methods section. A large diversity of particles were found in terms
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Figure 6.7: SEM image with overlapping spectra obtained with EDX for the highlighted
small area.

of composition, size and shapes. Let’s start with the most common particles found - iron

particles, shown in Figure 6.7. As it is evidenced by the EDX spectrum overlapped on

this figure the spherical-like structures that EDM detects are iron particles. The fiber-like

structures are the filter mesh made of SiO2 and thus the presence of both elements on the

spectrum. Some residual amounts of calcium can also be found on these structures.

Figure 6.8: SEM image with overlapping spectra obtained with EDX for the highlighted
small area.
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Another common type of particle is shown in Figure 6.8, is pure zinc particle as

evidenced by the spectrum. This one is a rarer occurrence of a very big agglomerate with

a fractal like structure. Zinc is more commonly found all across the filters in the shape of

very small fractals on top of other particles or around the filters’ filaments.

(a) SEM image

(b) EDX spectrum of the highlighted area

Figure 6.9: SEM image and EDX spectrum of a complex particle.

These two types of particles (Figures 6.7 and 6.8) make up a big cross section of

our deposited particles. They assume the purest forms of the corresponding elements

however several other more complex particles can be found via SEM. These are often
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oddly shaped particles composed of an array of different elements both inorganic and

organic. One example of such particle can be found in Figure 6.9. As the spectrum shows

they are composed of iron and zinc, but also have non negligible amounts of carbon,

sodium, copper, manganese and chlorine. The carbon indicates some kind of organic

matter, while copper and manganese are probably metal impurities of soldering fumes

mostly constituted by iron and zinc. Sodium is most likely from the soldering binder

used in the workstation, as sodium silicate is widely used for that specific purpose[161].

Overall, we found a high variability in shapes and forms in this analysis. These three

examples cover most types of particles found, as well as all the elements found. All

other particles were either a reiteration of these forms or blend between them of the most

various sizes and shapes. Nevertheless, one thing to note is that one of the difficulties

imposed by the SEM technique is measuring poorly attached very light particles. This

stems from the fact that the electron beam projected by the SEM needle is enough to

bombard the particle and propel them off the substrate. This means that we weren’t able

to measure every interesting feature of deposited filters because light particles would

sometimes disappear from the image as soon as the electron beam approached the sample.

We were able to identify that many of the particles that fit this description were the more

pure forms of copper and manganese.

6.2.2 Composition results

As it was stated above, we have performed a series of EDXRF measurements of our de-

posited quartz fiber filters. For this purpose, every single filter was analyzed and quan-

tified in the M4 Tornado™. The measurements were performed in vacuum and were

performed around the half hour time frame. One example of EDXRF spectra obtained

over the course of these measurements is shown in Figure 6.10.

As we can observe from the deposited filter spectrum (black) there are very prominent

peaks for some elements. These elements are similar to what was found in the SEM

analysis of individual featured particles. Note, however, that in a EDXRF spectrometer

we are able to map a larger area of the filters and hence we can obtain a more global view

of all elements presents in our sample. Nevertheless, as it is common with XRF analysis

we always have a background due, mainly, to Bremsstrahlung radiation that impacts the

limits of detection of the spectrometer, meaning that some lower concentration elements

might not be detected.

As we pointed out before, the filters used are made of SiO2 and hence there will be

high quantities of both these elements. Moreover, there are also big peaks for the Lα
and Lβ of rhodium that are due to the X-ray source inside our spectrometer and hence

are not taken in account upon elemental quantification. From these spectra comparison

we determine that the trace elements of these depositions are iron, zinc, manganese and

copper. There are some other identifiable elements transversal to most our spectra such

as calcium, potassium, and sodium. Calcium and potassium are very much present in the
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Figure 6.10: Typical EDXRF spectrum obtained by mapping our deposited quartz fiber
filters. The two filters shown are the same as figures 6.2a and 6.2h.

clean filter spectra and could be elements used in the filter mesh treatment. Sodium as

we have stated above is most likely a solder binder. Residual quantities of lead, chlorine,

sulfur and titanium can be also found in some spectra, however they are barely above our

detection limit and do not follow any trend with deposition time.

Overall, the trace elements of our samples have a pretty linear behavior with depo-

sition time. Meaning, the longer a filter was subject to aerosol deposition the bigger the

concentrations of trace elements, as we can see in Figure 6.11. For the analysis in this fig-

ure, we quantified, using standardized maps, the concentrations of each of the elements

that we wanted to study. Moreover, we defined for each filter two areas for quantification:

the total deposited circular sample area and central zone with about half the diameter.

The reasoning behind this split was due to fact that the edges of the deposition area are

by far more heavily deposited than the central area. Therefore, it might be interesting

to assess the difference between these two areas. Also keep in mind that these are con-

centrations values, which are in µg/g and therefore is not impossible for the central part

to equate a bigger a concentration than the total area deposited (as it happens on the 6h

filter for Copper).

Note, however, that in Figure 6.11 we decided to use only points with up to 8h (1

work shift) of deposition. The reasoning behind this conscious decision was that we are

calibrating an instrument to work as close to real time as possible. Moreover, we saw
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(a) Zinc (b) Copper

(c) Iron (d) Manganese

Figure 6.11: Concentrations comparison across all the filters of the most prevalent trace
elements of the EDXRF analysis: Fe, Zn, Mn and Cu. All these plots show both the
results for the total deposited particles and the central area of deposition. Error bars
are estimated from the difference between the concentrations in the two different areas.
This is representative of the particle deposition variability that is the biggest source of
uncertainty in this type of measurements.

some tendency for the points above 1 day of deposition to be below the linear trends. We

attribute this to some particle saturation on the filters but also to ressuspension. The fact

is that this assembly line worked, when we were measuring, two 8h turns a day and rested
one 8h turn a day. Meaning, that the continuous clean air flux would enable ressuspension

of deposited material back into the air, thus, leading to a loss of information.

Nonetheless, the increase in concentration is unequivocal linear for most of the ele-

ments/areas defined and has no distinguishable saturation effect for the points shown

in Figure 1.5. This is evidenced by R2 > 0.8 for every element with zinc and manganese

being over R2 > 0.9. Copper measurements in central area do not exhibit any linearity

with time and seem to indicate that most copper particles are localized on the edges of

deposition. There is also an outlier for the 4h filter that exhibits above average concentra-

tions. Visually this outlier is easier to detect in the iron plot. This is due to the fact that

the prototype is installed in a repair line of the factory, which means that only chassis

with defects will go through this assembly line. Meaning that there might be an hourly

variability of cars going through this factory line that might lead to deviations from the

projected trend. We can also see this outlier in a smaller magnitude in the manganese

and copper plots but not so much in the zinc one. This might lead us to believe, knowing

that the solder material is based on an iron/zinc metallic league, that the manganese and
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copper present on our samples are iron impurities.

The linearity of these elements also makes us consider adding, in the future, a small

X-ray source and low-cost proportional counter detector to this prototype, since we don’t

need to have a big photon energy resolution and can easily estimate all the elements

concentrations from the fluorescence photon number. This would allow for quick compo-

sition assessment directly on the factory line.

Regarding the area concentration difference we obtain that the average relative differ-

ence is 15.0%, 42.4%, 35.4% and 22.6% for zinc, copper, iron and manganese, respectively.

From this results we can see that zinc has a lower probability of being forced into the edge

area compared to iron. This is probably due to the particles shapes that we saw in the last

section. As we have seen, zinc is usually in fractal like particles and iron is in spherical

like particles. This means that adhesion to the filter mesh is more likely from the zinc

fractal like particles, which have multiple points of connection to the fibers. On the other

hand, spherical particles are more aerodynamic and more likely to be carried into the

edge of deposition by the constant flow. Moreover, from the SEM inspection we were also

able to observe that zinc is usually present in bigger agglomerates, while iron spherical

particles were present across a wider range of diameters. Obviously, particles with more

inertia are more unlikely to be moved and thus, once again, iron particles will be more

likely to go to the edges than zinc particles. Copper and manganese roughly follow the

same trend as iron and therefore support the theory that their presence on our samples is

due to iron impurities.

Table 6.2: Mass comparison between the XRF analysis and microcamera observations.
The last column corresponds to the ammount of particles needed with 0,4 µm of diameter
to account for the missing mass.

Time (h) Mass XRF (µg) Mass microcamera (µg) Number of particles (d=0.4 µm)

80 15547 3607 6.28× 1010

48 7528 3053 2.36× 1010

8 2348 1074 6.70× 109

6 1562 1394 8.81× 108

4 1510 888 3.27× 109

2 848 529 1.68× 109

1 513 277 1.24× 109

With these results we can extrapolate how much mass of the trace elements we accu-

mulate in each one of the filters. As the above concentrations are in ppms, which equate

into µg/g in terms of mass and knowing that our filters have an effective mass of 3.23

g we can calculate each element’s total mass. The sum of the resulting masses can then

be compared to the deposited mass from the number of particles accounted in the micro

camera observation as shown in Table 6.2. The estimation of mass for those observations

can be achieved if we assume that the particles are spherical and have a density derived

from the ratio of trace elements in the EDXRF analysis - 7.56 g/cm3. Thus, reprocessing
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those images to sum the masses of every single particle in an image and averaging the

results across images from the same set we obtain the values displayed in Table 6.2.

If we compare the masses obtained by the two different methods we observe that on

average the microcamera analysis does only account for a small fraction of the total mass

detected via XRF. This was to be expected for several reasons. First, there is a lot of

variability between each image and filter areas which introduces a lot of uncertainty on

the counting process. Second, a method based on optic observation of particle against

a background will always underestimate the number of particles due to tone variability.

Finally, we are not able assess particles under 0.4 µm of diameter which constitute the

biggest number fraction of any aerosol.

We can then do a purely hypothetical calculation of the number of particles needed to

fill the missing mass assuming a diameter of 0.4 µm (last column table 6.2). In reality, we

will have as big of a diversity in diameters below 0.4 µm as we have above 0.4 µm and thus

these numbers of particles will be underestimated. As a counterpoint, the uncertainty

in the number of bigger particles might be enough to balance this underestimation, as

any coarse particle has a major impact on deposited mass, unlike ultrafine particles.

Therefore, these values serve only as an indication of the amount of particles that might

be unaccounted for.
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7
Conclusions

In this work, we have provided a practical review of the XRF technique by studying its

applicability to very diverse industries with samples of biomedical interest. We have

provided three different case studies where the only common denominator is the use of

XRF. These endeavors prove the versatility and potential for this technique to be used

across many scientific subjects. Even though the studies are all of biomedical interest,

due to their inherent impact on human health, samples were also very heterogeneous not

only in chemical composition but also in physical state. The robustness of this technique

is further accentuated by this fact and the ability to do a multi-elemental analysis of

samples allows for great composition assessment results. When coupled with different

complimentary techniques it provides a very in-depth study with a very complete sample

characterization.

The first case study that we present in this thesis is the study of pharmaceutical pills

for trace elements and contaminants alike. The pharmaceutical industry as we have men-

tioned in this text represents one of the big applications of the XRF technique due to being

a relatively cheap method that provides results compliant with some of the most used

standards like the European Pharmacopeia. In this work, we have used this technique

with triaxial geometry for fast and accurate multi-elemental analysis of five different pop-

ular iron supplements in Brazil. The analytical method for quantification using standard

samples was also reviewed in-depth and cross-calibrated using ICP-AES. The aim of this

study was to observe how the labeled values of the nutrients compare to actual measured

elemental concentration on the pills. The EDXRF quantification shows that the iron con-

tent in these pills is found to be compliant with the advertised percentage on each brand’s

box. However, we have found non-negligible concentrations of contaminants, namely

manganese and nickel. Our analysis detects nickel content up to 14.4% of the PDE for

Noripurum and manganese content up to 7.2% of the PDE(permitted daily exposure) for
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Anemifer. The less contaminated drug analyzed was Sulferbel with 5.0% of the PDE of

nickel and 4.3% of the PDE of manganese. While manganese can be either a beneficial

nutrient or a toxic substance depending on the dose and thus this value can be acceptable,

nickel on the other hand as no nutritional value and it is only regarded as toxic to the

human body and thus this value urges for better quality control.

On the second case study we have focused on the agronomy/food industry. For this

study, we have used a set of eleven biofortified and non-biofortified wheat varieties de-

veloped at the International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center (CIMMYT), Mexico.

We have used both a benchtop micro-XRF spectrometer as well as a custom built triax-

ial EDXRF spectrometer to provide insight into element concentration, localization and

biofortification efficiency. We have also provided a full statistical analysis of the results

across the multiple genotypes, biological structures and types of biofortification. The

biofortification procedures applied to the analyzed wheat samples result in around a 30%

average increase in overall Zn concentration when compared to other high Zn genotypes,

and much higher (35-90%) when compared to the control grains. This increase in zinc

content is also traced specifically within the grain to the embryo and vascular bundle

whereas the endosperm doesn’t show major changes. There is however an outlier for

Zinc-shakti where there is a 34% increase of Zn in the endosperm which is substantial.

This represents a good prospect for this genotype since it is a very popular cereal among

some developing countries. Moreover, the importance of increasing zinc specifically in

the endosperm can not be overstated since it constitutes almost 80% of the biomass of

wheat grain. Even if we already assume integral wheat flour, it is that much important to

have increased zinc content in the endosperm for the zinc availability in the final product

to be maximized.

In the third and biggest case study the objective was to analyze the atmospheric aerosol

inside the biggest facory in Portugal - Volkswagen Autoeuropa, Lda. For this purpose,

we have developed and constructed two prototypes for the deposition of the suspended

particles onto quartz-fiber filters. As it is expected in an I&D project, a lot of sketches, 3D

drawings, technical drawings, as well as electronics, mechanical and programming ideas

were produced. While the most important for the final designs are presented in this text

there were many concepts and endeavors that were explored and abandoned. However,

the three variables that were the most impacting on the development time were: keeping

the total price of the instrument down, the acquisition of parts/materials and delivery

waiting timings and the limited access to the plant and its infrastructures. Nevertheless,

as it been mentioned before, two working devices were produced to properly deposit the

aerosol onto fiber filters and allowed us to quantify various aerosol properties.

As for the analysis of our samples we made use of mostly three different techniques:

EDXRF, micro-camera binocular inspection and SEM with EDX. EDXRF is a very popular

composition assessment tool that allows for a very sensitive, fast and non-destructible

analysis of samples. With an EDXRF spectrometer we were then able to map large and

small areas alike of our deposited filters. This allowed us to determine that our core trace
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elements across our samples were the four metallic elements: iron, zinc, manganese and

copper. Some other elements were also present in our analysis such as chlorine, calcium

and potassium that we attribute to sources other than the work performed on this specific

workstation. Silicon and oxygen are also very present in the spectra because they are

the matrix of quartz-fiber filters. Moreover, we observed in this analysis that the filter

deposition was not homogeneous. Instead our observations show that due to the specific

air flow inside the wind tunnel higher concentrations of elements can be found near the

edges of deposition. We estimate that the average concentration difference between the

center area and the edge of deposition to be around 27%.

Another interesting feature that we observe on our filters is a high linearity between

the elemental concentrations in the filters and deposition time. This means that our

concept of using a proportional counter with a custom made triboluminescent X-ray

source to do the XRF analysis would work well. The reason being that with high linearity

we don’t have to have great energy resolution and instead we can calibrate our system to

assess each elements concentration via a ratio of the total counts number. Sadly due to

the reasons explained on chapter 6 we were not able to implement on-line XRF analysis.

The micro-camera binocular inspection allowed us to make a size distribution analysis

of our samples. For this we obtained over 100 highly zoomed pictures of our samples

and processed them via an image recognition script developed by us. This allowed for an

analysis based on equivalent diameter size bins. We were able to extrapolate, for example,

that our filters had a total amount of PM2.5 that ranged from around 2,8× 105 in 1 hour

deposition to 1,7× 107 in a 1 week deposition, with a detection limit of around 0,4 µm.

The amount of particles on each size bin also follows a proportional relationship with

deposition time.

The electron microscopy analysis with SEM/EDS allowed us to merge our composition

analysis with the size distribution analysis. With the SEM technique we obtained various

contrast images of very small windows of our deposited filters. The EDS capabilities of

this instrument gave us a quick composition analysis of interesting features in our filters.

Therefore, we were also able to assess the shapes of various structures within our samples.

As expected the filter itself provided a very intricate and chaotic background of filaments

in these images. Our most common trace element, iron, was distributed all across the

samples in the shape of sphere like particles of vary diverse sizes. We were also able

to detect zinc particles that exhibit very fractal like structures. The remaining elements

appear in much more complex agglomerates of particles with no characteristic shape.
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This appendix provides an in-depth analysis of the electronic and programming side of

the development of the second prototype, going through the list of systems mentioned

in Section 5.3. The full version of the samples of code discussed will be provided in

Appendix C.

B.1 Power source and management

The components are powered with a standard AC/DC transformer with 12 V and 2 A.

The 12 V were chosen based on the component that required more voltage which was

the 12 V 9 mm DC fan. Also this voltage is within the range needed to power up the

Arduinos like we mentioned above. Therefore, these 12 V can be used directly to power

both the Arduinos and the DC fan. In order to obtain the 5 V needed for the two motors

we need to step down this voltage which is simpler than the other way around. The 2

A was actually an increment over a previous AC/DC transformer with 1A that we tried

and was not able to provide the power needed without overheating. With this one, on the

other hand we managed to get a stable operation over the course of days/months.

Overheating is actually one of the power management concerns through all of this

design since operation does not rely on a steady current drain. Instead the measuring

process done by this device relies on several triggers that activate/deactivate components

and consequently small bursts of electric current happen in the corresponding compo-

nents. Therefore, we went through numerous hardware and software optimizations steps

in order to get the available components to comply with expected performance. While

there are some parts that don’t need power management at all like the GSM/GPRS shield,

the transistor and the voltage regulators actually needed some tinkering in order to not

overheat. The voltage regulator before the step motor, for example, only activates for less
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than five seconds in each measurement, which is enough, but if it wasn’t it would burn.

B.2 DC fan

The DC fan was really the only system in our first prototype, which in that case was

directly wired to the power source via a manual mechanical switch. In this case, as the

DC fan operation is part of a larger system, we needed to make some small tweaks in

order for this to be compatible with the automation/remote control mindset. There were

plenty of solutions that we could have used but in the end we went with a digital switch

based on n-Channel Enhancement mode MOSFET (Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field

Effect Transistor).

The MOSFET is a type of field effect transistor with an insulated gate from the channel

where the voltage at the gate terminal determines the conductivity. Simply put, this kind

of electronic component is constituted by 3 terminals: the gate, the source and the drain.

It uses the field effect on a doped semiconductor at its core to enable or disable electric

charges to flow from the source to the drain. This works as digital switch where the

voltage at the gate controls the regime of conduction of the transistor.

In our setup, as we can see in Figure 5.13, we connect the MOSFET gate directly to the

gate to control it with a digital output of 0 or 1 which equates to 0 V and 5 V respectively.

The source is grounded and the drain is connected to the negative terminal of the DC

Fan. Its positive terminal is connected to the 12 V line of the supply. Therefore, when we

send a digital 0 to the MOSFET gate the DC Fan is on a open circuit and thus no current

flows. On the other hand, when we send a digital 1 the DC fan activates because 12 V are

applied to its terminals.

In terms of code in the Arduino framework this is a very easy task to accomplish with

the following lines (from C.1.2) being used in the slave program1:

1 int IN3 = 7;

2

3 pinMode(IN3, OUTPUT);

4 digitalWrite(IN3, LOW);

5

6 void dcfan(String com){

7 if (com == "on"){

8 digitalWrite(IN3, HIGH);

9 }

10 else if (com == "off"){

11 digitalWrite(IN3, LOW);

12 }

13 }

1Note that every snippet of code might not be exactly as it was implemented and is usually stripped
down to its core fundamentals for easier understanding of each section. For full versions refer to C.
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where a void function dcfan() is defined to accept an input from the I2C communication

com and do a digital write accordingly to the pin IN3 (digital I/O pin 7) that is connected

to the MOSFET and define the output as HIGH or LOW.

B.3 Step motor control

As it has been stated before we have chosen to use in this work the 42BYGHM809 stepper

motor. Even though it is labeled at working voltage of 2.7 V we were able to operate it at

5 V provided from the voltage regulators as this is only requested to use once for a 1/2

seconds maximum in each measurement that has time frame of minutes or hours. This

overvoltage operation leads to more current being pulled which causes heating of both

the voltage regulators and the motor driver dissipators. Nevertheless, we managed in

our final iteration of the circuitry, the reliable operation of this step motor without any

overheating. By adding these two extra electronic layers consisting of voltage regulator

and motor driver we are also adding extra protection from these current spikes to our

motor.

The voltage regulator is a passive electronic component and thus doesn’t perform any

kind of digital control. We only need to properly connect this component to the 12 V

voltage line and the ground and it produces a 5 V output. However, the operation of the

motor driver needs digital control by the slave Arduino. The code used for this control of

the driver and consequently the step motor is (from C.1.2):

1 #include <Stepper.h>

2 int IN4 = 8;

3 int IN5 = 9;

4 int IN6 = 10;

5 int IN7 = 11;

6

7 const int stepsPerRevolution = 400; // 400 steps=1 revolution

8

9 // initialize the stepper library on pins 8 through 11:

10 Stepper myStepper(stepsPerRevolution, 8, 9, 10, 11);

11

12 pinMode(IN4, OUTPUT);

13 pinMode(IN5, OUTPUT);

14 pinMode(IN6, OUTPUT);

15 pinMode(IN7, OUTPUT);

16

17 myStepper.setSpeed(60);

18

19 void stepper(){

20 myStepper.step(stepsPerRevolution);

21 delay(500);

22 digitalWrite(IN4, LOW);

23 digitalWrite(IN5, LOW);

24 digitalWrite(IN6, LOW);
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25 digitalWrite(IN7, LOW);

26 delay(500);

27 }

where we define void function stepper() to perform one full rotation of the step motor.

This implementation takes advantage of the stepper motor library that is included with

the Arduino software that we import as Stepper.h. With this library we can create an

object of the type Stepper with the information on the number of steps per revolution

(stepsPerRevolution), which varies from step motor to step motor, as well as the informa-

tion of the pins that will be used for this control (digital I/O pins 8,9,10,11). Then by

performing one of the supported operations for this type of object -.step() - we can acti-

vate the motor driver to produce a stepping operation with the number of steps needed.

The library itself is programmed to send a sequence of LOW and HIGH on all 4 wires

that will via the motor driver, activate/deactivate the coils of the step motor to make the

precise motion needed for the application at hand. In our device we perform 400 steps

in order to achieve one full rotation every time this function is called at the start of a

measurement. This operation takes about 500 ms and then we proceed to set all pins to

LOW to prevent any reminiscent unwanted current to circulate in the motor coils.

B.4 DC motor control

The DC motor from the recycled DVD tray is much more straightforward. It is a standard

5 V DC motor which means that if you set a voltage difference between its terminals

of a value on the range [-5 V, 5 V] you will activate motion on the motor. The bigger

the absolute value of voltage difference is the higher the speed at which it performs.

Applying a positive voltage difference makes the motor turn one way and applying a

negative voltage difference makes it turn the other way.

Having this motor connected to a motor driver serves two purposes: electric safety

from current peaks and allows us to control when and how long the motor is activated.

To achieve this we used the following code (from C.1.2):

1 int IN1 = 5;

2 int IN2 = 6;

3

4 pinMode(IN1, OUTPUT);

5 pinMode(IN2, OUTPUT);

6

7 void open(){

8 digitalWrite(IN1, LOW);

9 digitalWrite(IN2, HIGH);

10 delay(200);

11

12 digitalWrite(IN1, HIGH);

13 digitalWrite(IN2, HIGH);

14 delay(500);
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15 digitalWrite(IN1, LOW);

16 digitalWrite(IN2, LOW);

17 delay(500);

18 }

19

20 void close(){

21 digitalWrite(IN1, HIGH);

22 digitalWrite(IN2, LOW);

23 delay(200);

24

25 digitalWrite(IN1, HIGH);

26 digitalWrite(IN2, HIGH);

27 delay(500);

28 digitalWrite(IN1, LOW);

29 digitalWrite(IN2, LOW);

30 delay(500);

31 }

where we define two void functions open() and close(). Basically, we set the pins that

connect to the motor driver (digital I/O 5 and 6) to opposing logic voltage levels. This

way we are able to make the opening and closing motion with the sliding tray. As we are

using a supply of 5 V from the voltage regulator which is the maximum for this motor,

we get full speed in both positive directions and thus these operations are concluded in

200 ms. Afterwards, we redefine our output pins firstly as both HIGH then both LOW.

This is the standard procedure to safely stop the motion of this kind of motor.

B.5 I2C communication

As it was stated above, in this device development in order to subdivide tasks and stay

within memory limits we have adopted a two Arduino system with a master and a slave.

The slave is in charge of actuators and is functionalities have been showcased in the snip-

pets of code in the last subsections. The master has the task to coordinate the operation of

the slave and communicate with an external server. The communication between the two

Arduinos is via the I2C protocol and hence the reason we call one of the Arduinos master

and the other slave. This is a very popular, synchronous, serial communication protocol

that was developed in 1982 by the company Philips. In a very brief description, we can

say that the connection between two devices is established via 2 bidirectional lines SDA

(serial data line) and SDK (serial clock line). Through these two lines the protocol dictates

that the master initiates communication with the slave via its physical address and sends

not only the packets of data via SDA but also the clock timings via SDK. The slave usually

cannot start the communication but can respond if programmed accordingly.

As expected, this section will include the code related to both the master and the slave

programming. Starting with the master we have (from C.1.1):

1 #include <Wire.h>
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2

3 Wire.begin();

4

5 sample_time=atol(resp)*1000*60;

6 Wire.beginTransmission(9); // transmit to device #9

7 Wire.write("m"); // sends

8 Wire.endTransmission(); // stop transmitting

9 delay(200);

10 Wire.beginTransmission(9); // transmit to device #9

11 Wire.write(resp); // sends

12 Wire.endTransmission(); // stop transmitting

13 delay(sample_time);

where most of this code is inside the main loop of the master program. I2C is very

straightforward to implement communication protocol with the Arduino software, as

once again, it comes with the library to implement it, imported as Wire.h. Basically,

communication is open via the begin() operation and then transmission can be started

via the beginTransmission() operation to the slave address. In this case we send the

order to start measuring with an m character and then transmit the desired duration of

the sampling process via the variable resp. Finally, the master waits idle for the duration

of sampling time.

On the slave side we have the following code (from C.1.2):

1 #include <Wire.h>

2

3 String data= "";

4 bool op= 0;

5

6 Wire.begin(9); // Start the I2C Bus as Slave on address 9

7 Wire.onReceive(receiveEvent); // Attach a function to trigger on receive

8

9 void receiveEvent(int bytes) {

10 data="";

11 while( Wire.available()){

12 data+= (char)Wire.read();

13 }

14 Serial.println(data);

15 }

16

17 void loop() {

18 if (data=="m") {

19 while(data=="m"){

20 delay(500);

21 }

22 if(data!="m"){

23 sample_time=data.toInt()*1000*60;

24 open();

25 op=1;

26 stepper();
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27 close();

28 op=0;

29 dcfan("on");

30 delay(sample_time);

31 dcfan("off");

32 data="";

33 }

34 }

35 }

where we initiate the I2C wire ports as slave in address 9 and make it wait for data. Then

we proceed to attach a function to the trigger associated with the data reception event.

In this function, we basically transcribe the serialized char packets sent and reconstruct

the original string message. Meanwhile, we have the main slave loop running. In this

snippet we show the most important part of our loop function that is the detection of

the information to measure and according procedure. In our actual deployed code we

have several more functions to operate individual actuators and show status of operation

through LEDs, among other features, but those end up serving more of debug tools. In

this loop, we wait for the message to measure, that is the char m as we have seen in

the master code. When this happens, the slave knows it needs to make a measurement

however it waits for information on sampling time. When this information arrives, the

slave starts the procedure and invokes many of the functions already shown in other

snippets of code. Nevertheless, the procedure is: open sample holder, activate stepper to

unroll filters, close sample holder, turn on the DC fan, wait sampling time, turn off the

DC fan and go back to waiting for a measurement.

B.6 Server communication via GSM/GPRS

GSM communication and server setup was the hardest part of the development of this

device. There were plenty of difficulties in the task of connecting this device to a server

that we could control. The major one stems from the fact that it is being done by GSM/G-

PRS instead of the much more straightforward Ethernet cable connection or even the

Wifi wireless connection that would still be much easier to implement. The drawbacks

of GSM/GPRS are numerous from the lack of support, to the difficulty to operate within

a plant facility that acts like a Faraday cage due to its metallic construction and makes

GSM cell reception unreliable at best. Nevertheless, given the fact that corporate secrecy

might be compromised by giving this device assess to the plant internal network we had

to pursue this solution.

The correct deployment of both a client and server took several iterations and eventu-

ally spread across a few months. Not only it was needed to build a server from scratch,

but also a client program for the Arduino with GSM shield that was stable enough to

guarantee continuous communication. As we were exploring for the first time both of

these endeavors, many setbacks occurred from limited memory to harder to figure out
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instability issues. In the end, however, we managed to get both parts fully operational

without any known bugs and will proceed to present the final outcome.

GSM communication

Let’s start with the client program that we run on the Arduino master with the GSM/GPRS

shield. The one we used for this work was the TinySine SIM 900 Arduino shield[162].

This shield comes with several features being the most important the SIM card holder, the

GSM antenna and the SIM 900 modem[163]. Inserting an SD SIM card on the card holder

and installing the shield on top of the Arduino provides the opportunity to connect this

device to the internet. Communication between the Arduino and the SIM 900 modem is

achieved via software serial by the for digital I/O pins 0 and 1 that are the RX (receiver)

and TX (transaction) lines respectively. These are the same lines used by the Arduino

USB bootloader.

For this purpose, every step of the process must be programmed at a very low level,

since there are very few libraries we can use that actually work as intended for our setup.

The type of instructions that a SIM card accepts to connect it’s network are in the form of

GSM AT commands which is the abbreviation for ATtention commands. Another reason

for this designation is that every command starts with AT. This a widely used technology

for many types of the older dial-up internet modems all the way to modern mobile phones

GSM modems. However, even though there are some similarities across all modems AT

commands, most of them are modem specific. These set of commands can be used not

only for establishing an internet connection but can also be used to send SMS and start

phone calls. In this work we obviously didn’t use any of those types of communication.

Having stated the complexity of establishing all the communications needed for this

work, the actual number of lines of code is not that extensive. The complexity in this

case comes from choosing the exact right commands, at the exact timing and order, so

that the communication doesn’t stop, fail or bug out. The initialization of the modem as

well as the attachment to the GSM network looks like this in our Arduino code (this is a

condensed representation as we will not go into detail of every module used, full version

is C.1.1):

1 #include "SIM900.h"

2 #include <SoftwareSerial.h>

3 #include "inetGSM.h"

4

5 static char at1[3]="at";

6 static char at2[9]="at+cpin?";

7 static char at3[13]="at+cpin=3220";

8 static char at4[8]="at+csq";

9 static char at5[9]="at+creg?";

10 static char at6[10]="at+cgatt?";

11 static char at7[55]="at+cstt=\"net2.vodafone.pt\",\"vodafone\",\"vodafone\"";

12 static char at8[9]="at+ciicr";
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13 static char at9[9]="at+cifsr";

14

15 void setup(){

16 if (gsm.begin(9600))

17 Serial.println(F("\nstatus=READY"));

18 else Serial.println(F("\nstatus=IDLE"));

19 gsmcommand(at1,true);

20 gsmcommand(at2,true);

21 gsmcommand(at3,true);

22 gsmcommand(at4,false);

23 gsmcommand(at5,false);

24 gsmcommand(at6,false);

25 gsmcommand(at7,false);

26 gsmcommand(at8,false);

27 gsmcommand(at9,false);

28 gsm.WhileSimpleRead();

29 }

where we import some libraries that give us some assess to some functions like gsm.begin

↪→ (). Basically, in this part of the setup we want to follow a recipe to get our device logged

in into the GSM network. We need to: unlock the sim via PIN, than ask for registration

in the network, than provide our carrier APN (access point name) information, in this

case we have SIM from Vodafone, than estabilish the GPRS connection and get a local

IP for our device. Note, that some commands are actual instructions and other act like

queries of the status of the connection. Regardless, we have found that all of them were

actually needed for proper setup. Note that we didn’t use AT strings directly onto the

gsm commands. This was done for the purpose of memory optimization, where we define

the strings as static variables in order to save some dynamic memory.

After being registered into the network we can than start the processes that will give

us assess to the internet. Very briefly, we can say that the steps needed for this are

to first establish a TCP/IP connection with the server IP address and then we need to

do HTTP interactions in the forms of HTTP get and HTTP post. Other solutions could

have also been possible if the Arduino IP address was public and not local IP inside

the Vodafone network. This would allow us to program a server on the Arduino that

would wait for requests. As that is not possible in this case our Arduino must request

periodically information on the measurement status from a remote server. Our code for

the communication with the server and slave looked like this, with some functions being

omitted for easier reading (from C.1.1):

1 #include "SIM900.h"

2 #include <SoftwareSerial.h>

3 #include "inetGSM.h"

4

5 InetGSM inet;

6 char msg[200];

7 char resp[16];
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8

9 static char server[15]="193.136.125.67";

10 static char path1[12]="/acq/temp1/";

11 static char path2[13]="/acqt/temp1/";

12

13 void loop() {

14 httpget(path1);

15 Serial.println(F("resp"));

16 Serial.println(resp[0]);

17 if(resp[0]==’N’){

18 delay(1000);

19 Serial.println(F("No"));

20 delay(200);

21 }

22 else if(resp[0]==’G’){

23 delay(1000);

24 httpget(path2);

25 sample_time=atol(resp)*1000*60;

26 Serial.print(F("Sample time: "));

27 Serial.println(sample_time);

28 delay(4000);

29 Wire.beginTransmission(9); // transmit to device #9

30 Wire.write("m"); // sends

31 Wire.endTransmission(); // stop transmitting

32 delay(200);

33 Wire.beginTransmission(9); // transmit to device #9

34 Wire.write(resp); // sends

35 Wire.endTransmission(); // stop transmitting

36 httppost();

37 delay(sample_time);

38 httppostt();

39 }

40 else{

41 delay(1000);

42 delay(200);

43 }

44 delay(60000);

45 }

where we define the main loop for our Arduino master code. Note that in this snippet of

the code there are different httpget() and httppost() but not any function for the TCP/IP

connection start. The reason for this is that the TCP/IP is open and close for every httpget

↪→ () or httppost() inside their corresponding functions (that are omitted). Nevertheless,

we provide to the Arduino both the IP address of the public server 193.136.125.67 and

the paths for the measurement information /acq/temp1/ and /acqt/temp1/.

The Arduino starts by doing an httpget(path1) to get the information from the server

if it is supposed to start a measurement or not. The possible responses are Go or No. If not,

it basically waits for a little over 1 minute to try again. This was done for the purpose of
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not overloading both Arduino and the network with constant requests as well as to save

some mobile data. The downside is that we can wait up to 1 minute for the measurement

procedure to start which is completely acceptable for our purposes. If the response from

the server is affirmative then it needs to do an httpget(path2) to obtain the measuring

time. Once this TCP/IP connection closes with response obtained the information is sent

via I2C to the slave as we discussed above. When the measurement starts the Arduino

sends an httppost() changing the server side measurement status to Started. In the end

of the sampling time it sends another httppost() changing the server side measurement

status to Finished.

Server setup

Let’s now make an overview of how we set up the server. When looking into this part of

the project, we opted to build this server to be a public IP address because, as we explained

above, the Arduino couldn’t be addressed specifically inside its network. This meant that

all kind of connections must be done the other way around, with the Arduino making

requests and the server idle waiting for them. We achieved this by contacting the IT

department having them register our DNS - http://protautoeuropa.pub.df.fct.

unl.pt/, to a virtual machine (VM) with public IP 193.136.125.67. Inside this VM

we were then able to build our public server. In this section we will now proceed to explain

how we built this server, what functions are implemented and what is the meaning of the

information present in the front page (whose clickable url is shown above).

We decided to develop the server and website with the Django framework. Django

is a high-level Python Web framework that encourages rapid development and clean,

pragmatic design. This is a very well documented and popular framework that is rela-

tively easy to get into. Adding that to the versatile capabilities of python programming

with thousands of libraries for the most diverse applications, this seemed like the best

approach.

Django starts with an empty project where you have file that is called manage.py
which acts like your main program and when run compiles the rest of the files. You don’t

usually tinker with this file, instead there are other files that will build the functionalities

and appearance of your server, such as: settings.py (C.2.6), urls.py (C.2.4C.2.5), models.py
(C.2.2), views.py (C.2.1) and admin.py C.2.3. These are the files that you will need build

upon in order to program your server.

In C.2.6 we define the global settings for our server. Properties like the server directory,

language, timezone, allowed hosts, type of database used, etc. can be defined here. From

all these perhaps the most relevant to refer is that our server was built using database type

known sqlite3. This is important because different databases have different requirements

and different ways to query the information stored in them. Server databases run in

background and are updated with each new interaction with the server. In order to change

any type of variable or restructure an existing one you need to migrate the database. This
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allows for constant track of the server operation that is persistent even when the server is

not running or even if the machine is turned off.

There exist actually two files called urls.py (C.2.4C.2.5) in two different directories of

your server project. Simply put, these files have the task to reference what is shown using

what path in the server website. As it might be straightforward to assume you have to

program every view of your website to do something specific. urls.py files summarize all

the possible views and defines their paths.

The core of our server will be defined in models.py and views.py. In C.2.2 we define the

classes of the objects available in the database as well as their properties and operations.

In this file we define two models classes SensorType and SensorData. The SensorType class

is defined with the following code:

1 from django.db import models

2 from django.core.validators import validate_comma_separated_integer_list

3

4 class SensorType(models.Model):

5 name = models.CharField(max_length=100)

6 code = models.SlugField(max_length=50)

7 description = models.TextField(blank=True)

8 min_value = models.FloatField()

9 max_value = models.FloatField()\\

10 units = models.CharField(max_length=100)

11 a_type = [(’0’, ’Single’), (’1’, ’Multiple’),]

12 acq_type = models.CharField(max_length=2, choices=a_type, default=0,)

13 acq_time = models.IntegerField(default=0)

14 acq_times = models.CharField(max_length=10000,validators=[

↪→ validate_comma_separated_integer_list], blank=True, null=True,default=’

↪→ ’)

15 acq = [(’0’, ’Idle’),(’1’, ’Waiting for aquisition’),(’2’, ’Acquiring’),(’3’,

↪→ ’Acquisition complete’), ]

16 acquiring = models.CharField(max_length=2, choices=acq, default=0,)

17 val_type = [(’0’, ’Single Value’), (’1’, ’List’),]

18 data_type = models.CharField(max_length=2, choices=val_type, default=0, )

19 log= models.FileField(upload_to=’’,default=’log.txt’)

20 rlog= models.FileField(upload_to=’’,default=’requestlog.txt’)

21

22 def ch_acq(self,val):

23 self.acquiring=val

24

25 def load_acqs(self):

26 values = [int(x) for x in self.acq_times.split(’,’) if x]

27 return values

28

29 def acq_update(self):

30 try:

31 values=self.load_acqs()

32 except(AttributeError):

33 values=[]
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34 try:

35 del values[0]

36 self.acq_times=str(values).strip(’[]’)

37 except(IndexError):

38 pass

39 (...)

where we define the properties and operations for objects of this class. This class has the

purpose of generating different types of sensors that the Arduino can then refer by their

code when delivering data or asking if an acquisition of that sensor is required. This will

allow us to create different kinds of inputs for telemetry purposes that the Arduino can

then send.

With this in mind, every SensorType object has a full name that shows on the website

(name), a code which is an abbreviated name to refer to this sensor and brief descrip-

tion field for administrative reasons (description). It also has a defined minimum and

maximum value (min_value and max_value) and units field (units). Then we define the

acquisition type (acq_type) has a single measurement or multiple sequential measure-

ments. If the first is chosen it has a property acq_time which is the number of minutes to

acquire. If multiple measurements is chosen then we use the property acq_times for list-

ing all the different sampling times in the sequential set of measurements. Then we define

a measurement status property acquiring which indicates if this sensor is: idle, waiting

for and acquisition, acquiring or finished. The output type of this sensor is defined in the

property data_type has a single value or an array. Finally, regarding properties there are

two .txt log files which save information on the measurement activity with timestamps

(log) and acquisitions requests with timestamps (rlog).

This class also includes three main defined operations: ch_acq, load_acqs and acq_update.

With ch_acqwe can internally change the property acquiring to the status parsed. load_acqs

is an internal operation that returns the measuring times programmed in the current ac-

quisition set. Finally, acq_update updates the queue of measurements in the set removing

already finished acquisitions.

The second class defined in these models files is the SensorData which uses the follow-

ing code:

1 from django.db import models

2 from django.utils.dateparse import parse_datetime

3

4 class SensorData(models.Model):

5 time = models.DateTimeField(auto_now_add=True)

6 type = models.ForeignKey(SensorType, related_name=’data’, on_delete=models.

↪→ CASCADE)

7 value = models.FloatField(default=0)

8 val_list=models.CharField(max_length=10000,default=list)

9 (...)
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Figure B.1: Server homepage developed for this thesis.

where we define the properties of these classes of objects. This is a simpler object whose

purpose is solely to carry the data from the sensor. Hence, this object will have an

attribute time which is the timestamp and a type of data which will be associated with

corresponding SensorType object’s type of output. Accordingly, this SensorData object will

either use the property value or the property val_list.

Let’s now take a look at the views file (C.2.1). The purpose of this file is define how

data will be presented in the website as well as define what actions can be performed.

This is a bigger file so let’s take a look at what the main functions are: home, acquire,

acquire_time, plot, sensor and history. We won’t go into much detail on the last two as the

sensor action is associated with json output page for mostly debug purposes and the history
action tracks the values of sensor with time. One important note is that we programmed

everything in this server to be as future proof as possible. What this means is that, even

though we didn’t have an installed spectrometer in our prototype, we have programmed

the server in such a way that is prepared to accept such data and track it with functions

like history. This was even tested by sending randomly generated data with the Arduino.

Every one of these functions is associated with an url of our website. Some of these

actions also work through custom made html templates (C.2.7, C.2.8) and javascript files

that we won’t discuss in this main text as they weren’t developed by us. The references

for the three javascripts used are: Raphaël 2.1.0 - JavaScript Vector Library, JustGage and

jQuery v1.10.2.

The home function defines what the homepage of our website looks like with the code:

1 from django.shortcuts import render

2 from .models import SensorType, SensorData

3
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4 def home(request):

5 return render(request, ’home/index.html’, {’sensors’: SensorType.objects.

↪→ filter(data_type=’0’),’sensor_graphs’: SensorType.objects.filter(

↪→ data_type=’1’),})

where we process a request to access the homepage and fetch the needed sensor objects

from the database. The output is shown in Figure B.1. Where we present the logo of our

University as button to this homepage followed by a json button that activates the output

from the sensor action. After that, we show the capabilities of information display of this

server by providing several graphs and values. The presented data as it has been said

above consists of dummy values sent by the Arduino and is a proof of concept. The meter

displays are js scripts that fill up when the page is loaded and the histogram is processed

with python’s matplotlib in the function plot from the views file. Using this library within

this function we are able to process a standard python plot and convert it as an image

HTTP response. The graph generated is stored as an image separately in the url that can

be accessed by clicking on histogram in the homepage. Clicking on the meter displays

will give you access to the recent recorded values for that sensor. Bellow each one of the

sensor types we can see their acquisition status.

Perhaps the most important function defined server side is the acquire function. In

this we define how the server processes client interactions for measurement purposes.

This function uses the following code:

1 from django.shortcuts import render

2 from django.http import HttpResponse, HttpResponseForbidden

3 from .models import SensorType, SensorData

4 from datetime import datetime, timedelta

5

6 def acquire(request, code):

7 if request.method == ’GET’:

8 try:

9 now = datetime.now()

10 rlog=open("requestlog.txt","a+")

11 rlog.write(now.strftime("%m/%d/%Y, %H:%M:%S"))

12 rlog.write(" ")

13 rlog.write("GET")

14 rlog.write("\n")

15 rlog.close()

16 sensor = SensorType.objects.get(code=code)

17 sensor.rlog.name=’requestlog.txt’

18 sensor.save()

19 if(sensor.acquiring==’1’):

20 return HttpResponse(’Go’)

21 else:

22 return HttpResponse(’No’)

23 except SensorType.DoesNotExist:

24 return HttpResponseForbidden

25
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26 if request.method == ’POST’:

27 try:

28 sensor = SensorType.objects.get(code=code)

29 value=request.POST[’St’]

30 if(value==’S’ and request.META[’HTTP_USER_AGENT’]==’Arduino/1.0’):

31 sensor.ch_acq(’2’)

32 sensor.acq_update()

33 sensor.save()

34 now = datetime.now()

35 log=open("log.txt","a+")

36 log.write(now.strftime("%m/%d/%Y, %H:%M:%S"))

37 log.write(" ")

38 log.write(sensor.get_acquiring_display())

39 log.write("\n")

40 log.close()

41 sensor.log.name=’log.txt’

42 sensor.save()

43 return HttpResponse(sensor.code + ":" + sensor.acquiring)

44 if(value==’F’ and request.META[’HTTP_USER_AGENT’]==’Arduino/1.0’):

45 if(sensor.acq_type==’1’ and sensor.acq_times!=’’):

46 sensor.ch_acq(’1’)

47 sensor.save()

48 else:

49 sensor.ch_acq(’3’)

50 sensor.save()

51 now = datetime.now()

52 log=open("log.txt","a+")

53 log.write(now.strftime("%m/%d/%Y, %H:%M:%S"))

54 log.write(" ")

55 log.write(sensor.get_acquiring_display())

56 log.write("\n")

57 log.close()

58 return HttpResponse(sensor.code + ":" + sensor.acquiring)

59

60 except SensorType.DoesNotExist:

61 return HttpResponseForbidden

62

63 return HttpResponse()

where we process the incoming HTTP get and HTTP post requests sent to each sensor. For

this reason each generated sensor will have its own acquisition interface url such as this.

If an HTTP get request is sent to this address, the server starts by logging this request

with a timestamp in requestlog.txt. Then it proceeds to check the internal server status

for that sensor and sends an HTTPResponse accordingly. This means that if that sensor

is marked with Waiting for acquisition server side the response is Go and otherwise the

response is No.

If the server receives an HTTP post request it must check both its headers and the body.

Most importantly on the header front other then the most standard header tags the client
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must identify itself as Arduino/1.0. Regarding the body of the request the value that the

server is expecting to be posted must be in the form ’St=x’ where x will either be ’S’ or ’F’.

The ’St’ here stands for status, while ’S’ means starting and ’F’ finished. When the server

receives a post with the value St=S it knows that the Arduino started the measurement

and thus changes in the database of the server the status for that sensor to Acquiring.

Meanwhile, this measurement start is also logged into a log.txt with a timestamp. When

the server receives a post with the value St=F it knows that the Arduino finished the

measurement and thus changes in the database of the server the status for that sensor to

Finished. This also logged into the same log file with a timestamp so we have an accurate

history of measurements and their corresponding duration. If any of the header or body

message restrictions is not complied by the client the server returns an error response.

Another complementary measurement function is also defined in the views file -

acquire_time. As we have seen in the Arduino code, after receiving an authorization

to start an acquisition it also must request the desired duration. The server handles this

requests with:

1 from django.shortcuts import render

2 from django.http import HttpResponse, HttpResponseForbidden

3 from .models import SensorType, SensorData

4

5 def acquire_time(request, code):

6 if request.method == ’GET’:

7 try:

8 sensor = SensorType.objects.get(code=code)

9 if(sensor.acq_type==’0’ or sensor.acq_times==’’):

10 return HttpResponse(sensor.acq_time)

11 if(sensor.acq_type==’1’):

12 acq_times=sensor.load_acqs()

13 return HttpResponse(acq_times[0])

14

15 except SensorType.DoesNotExist:

16 return HttpResponseForbidden

17

18 if request.method == ’POST’:

19 return HttpResponse()

20

21 return HttpResponse()

where we estabilish a request interface with the server such as this. In this case the server

is only waiting for HTTP get requests. When these requests happen the server provides

that sensor specific next in queue, acquisition time to the client in the form of integer

number. Every request that do not follows these rules will result in an error.

Finally, let’s talk about the administration part of this server. In admin.py you define

what this admin page looks like, what functionalities it has available and what info is

accessible. Every server in the Django framework is featured with admin page by default.

In this admin section of the server we must provide an user and password that is created
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(a) Admin login (b) Admin homepage

Figure B.2: Server admin page screenshots.

on the machine running the server by giving a superuser command. In Figure B.2 we

provide some screenshots of this page.

We have configured this admin page to the purposes of this project in C.2.3. In Figure

B.3 we provide more screenshots of this admin page that provide insight on how the

superuser can alter in this server. As we have reiterated throughout this server description

we have two main types of objects SensorType and SensorData and thus in our admin page

we can deal with these separately. In Figure B.3b we see the overview for the most recent

SensorData entries for each sensor. In this page we can: open each set to export the data,

select multiple sets and delete them from the database and generate new entries. In

Figure B.3a we see the overview for all the possible available SensorType. In this page we

can: remove or add sensors to the list, clear all sensor data associated, see the logs, quickly

give the order to acquire for multiple selections, quickly remove the order to acquire for

multiple selections. In Figure B.3c we see for Sensor 1 what we can edit of this object.

Here we can manually set for this sensor the acquisition status and acquisitions duration

as well as other minor properties.
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(a) Sensor Type overview in the admin page

(b) Sensor Data overview in the admin page (c) Sensor 1 edit options

Figure B.3: Screenshots of the administration features.
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Appendix 2

In this appendix we will present all the code developed for this work.

C.1 Arduino Code

C.1.1 Arduino Master

1 #include "SIM900.h"

2 #include <SoftwareSerial.h>

3 #include "inetGSM.h"

4
5 #include <Wire.h>

6
7 char msg[200];

8 char resp[16];

9 int numdata;

10
11 int i=0;

12 bool ok;

13 char c[32];

14 char cc[32];

15
16 int s;

17 int count=0;

18 int count2=0;

19
20 char end_c[2];

21
22 static char server[15]="193.136.125.67";

23 static char path1[12]="/acq/temp1/";

24 static char path2[13]="/acqt/temp1/";

25
26 static char at1[3]="at";

27 static char at2[9]="at+cpin?";

28 static char at3[13]="at+cpin=3220";

29 static char at4[8]="at+csq";

30 static char at5[9]="at+creg?";

31 static char at6[10]="at+cgatt?";

32 static char at7[55]="at+cstt=\"net2.vodafone.pt\",\"vodafone\",\"vodafone\"";

33 static char at8[9]="at+ciicr";
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34 static char at9[9]="at+cifsr";

35
36 int char_diff=0;

37
38 long int sample_time=0;

39
40
41 void setup()

42 {

43 Wire.begin();

44 end_c[0]=0x1a;

45 end_c[1]=’\0’;

46
47 //Serial connection.

48 Serial.begin(9600);

49 Serial.println(F("GSM Shield testing."));

50
51 //Start configuration of shield with baudrate.

52 //For http uses is raccomanded to use 4800 or slower.

53 if (gsm.begin(9600))

54 Serial.println(F("\nstatus=READY"));

55 else Serial.println(F("\nstatus=IDLE"));

56
57 gsmcommand(at1,true);

58 gsmcommand(at2,true);

59
60 gsmcommand(at3,true);

61 gsmcommand(at4,false);

62 gsmcommand(at5,false);

63 // gsmcommand("at+cipmux=1",false);

64 // gsmcommand("at+cipmode=0",false);

65 gsmcommand(at6,false);

66 // gsmcommand("at+cstt=\"internet\"",false);

67 gsmcommand(at7,false);

68
69 gsmcommand(at8,false);

70 gsmcommand(at9,false);

71 gsm.WhileSimpleRead();

72
73 httpget(path2);

74 }

75
76 char httpget(char* path){

77 memset(msg,0,200);

78 Serial.println(server);

79 Serial.println(path);

80 numdata=inet.httpGET(server, 80,path,msg, 200);

81
82 Serial.println(F("\nNumber of data received:"));

83 Serial.println(numdata);

84 Serial.println(F("\nData received:"));

85 Serial.println(msg);

86 gsm.WhileSimpleRead();

87 inet.disconnectTCP();

88
89 if(numdata<180){

90 if(count2==3){

91 Serial.println(F("Reset"));

92 count2=0;

93 setup();

94 httpget(path);

95 return;

96 }

97 else{

98 count2++;

99 httpget(path);

100 return;

101 }

102 }
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103 memset(resp,0,16);

104 char_diff=numdata-182;

105 for (int i = 0; i < char_diff; i++){

106 resp[i]=msg[numdata-char_diff+i];

107 }

108 Serial.println(resp);

109 return(resp);

110 }

111
112 char httpgett(char* path){

113 memset(msg,0,200);

114
115 numdata=inet.httpGET(server, 80,path,msg, 200);

116
117 Serial.println(F("\nNumber of data received:"));

118 Serial.println(numdata);

119 Serial.println(F("\nData received:"));

120 Serial.println(msg);

121 gsm.WhileSimpleRead();

122 inet.disconnectTCP();

123
124 if(numdata<180){

125 if(count2==3){

126 Serial.println(F("Reset"));

127 count2=0;

128 setup();

129 httpgett(path);

130 return;

131 }

132 else{

133 count2++;

134 httpgett(path);

135 return;

136 }

137 }

138 resp[0]=msg[numdata-2];

139 resp[1]=msg[numdata-1];

140 Serial.println(resp);

141 return(resp);

142 }

143
144 char httppost(){

145 memset(msg,0,200);

146 numdata=inet.httpPOST(server, 80, path1, "St=S",msg, 200);

147 Serial.println(F("\nNumber of data received:"));

148 Serial.println(numdata);

149 Serial.println(F("\nData received:"));

150 Serial.println(msg[-2]);

151 delay(1000);

152 gsm.WhileSimpleRead();

153 inet.disconnectTCP();

154 return(msg);

155 }

156
157 char httppostt(){

158 memset(msg,0,200);

159 numdata=inet.httpPOST(server, 80, path1, "St=F",msg, 200);

160 Serial.println(F("\nNumber of data received:"));

161 Serial.println(numdata);

162 Serial.println(F("\nData received:"));

163 Serial.println(msg[-2]);

164 delay(1000);

165 gsm.WhileSimpleRead();

166 inet.disconnectTCP();

167 return(msg);

168 }

169
170 void loop() {

171 httpget(path1);
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172 //httpget();

173 Serial.println(F("resp"));

174 Serial.println(resp[0]);

175 if(resp[0]==’N’){

176 delay(1000);

177 Serial.println(F("No"));

178 Wire.beginTransmission(9); // transmit to device #9

179 Wire.write("l1"); // sends

180 Wire.endTransmission(); // stop transmitting

181 delay(200);

182
183 }

184 else if(resp[0]==’G’){

185 delay(1000);

186 httpget(path2);

187 sample_time=atol(resp)*1000*60;

188 Serial.print(F("Sample time: "));

189 Serial.println(sample_time);

190
191 Wire.beginTransmission(9); // transmit to device #9

192 Wire.write("l2"); // sends

193 Wire.endTransmission(); // stop transmitting

194 delay(200);

195 delay(4000);

196 Wire.beginTransmission(9); // transmit to device #9

197 Wire.write("m"); // sends

198 Wire.endTransmission(); // stop transmitting

199 delay(200);

200 Wire.beginTransmission(9); // transmit to device #9

201 Wire.write(resp); // sends

202 Wire.endTransmission(); // stop transmitting

203 httppost();

204 delay(sample_time);

205 httppostt();

206 }

207 else{

208 delay(1000);

209 Wire.beginTransmission(9); // transmit to device #9

210 Wire.write("l3"); // sends

211 Wire.endTransmission(); // stop transmitting

212 delay(200);

213 }

214 delay(60000);

215 }

216
217
218 void serialswread()

219 {

220 gsm.SimpleRead();

221 }

222
223 int checkok(char* cc)

224 {

225 s=0;

226 for (int i = 0; i < 32; i++){

227 if(cc[i+1]==’K’ && cc[i]==’O’){

228 s=1;

229 break;

230 }

231 if(cc[i+4]==’R’ && cc[i+3]==’O’ && cc[i+2]==’R’ && cc[i+1]==’R’ && cc[i]==’E’){

232 s=2;

233 break;

234 }

235 }

236 memset(cc,0,32);

237 return s;

238 }

239
240 void gsmcommand(char* str,bool override_error)
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241 {

242 Serial.println(str);

243 gsm.SimpleWriteln(str);

244 s=0;

245 gsm.read(c,32);

246 Serial.println(c);

247 s=checkok(c);

248
249 if(s==2 && !override_error && count<4){

250 delay(500);

251 count=count+1;

252 Serial.println(count);

253 gsmcommand(str,override_error);

254 }

255 else if(count==4){

256 count=0;

257 setup();

258 }

259 memset(c,0,32);

260 }

C.1.2 Arduino Slave

1 #include <Wire.h>

2 #include <Stepper.h>

3
4 unsigned long sample_time=0;

5 int IN1 = 5;

6 int IN2 = 6;

7 int IN3 = 7;

8 int IN4 = 8;

9 int IN5 = 9;

10 int IN6 = 10;

11 int IN7 = 11;

12
13 const int stepsPerRevolution = 400; // 400 steps=1 rotation

14
15 // initialize the stepper library on pins 8 through 11:

16 Stepper myStepper(stepsPerRevolution, 8, 9, 10, 11);

17
18 int LED = 13;

19 String data= "";

20 int i=0;

21
22 bool open= 0;

23
24 void setup() {

25 // Define the LED pin as Output

26 pinMode (LED, OUTPUT);

27 digitalWrite(LED, LOW);

28
29 // Start the I2C Bus as Slave on address 9

30 Wire.begin(9);

31 // Attach a function to trigger when something is received.

32 Wire.onReceive(receiveEvent);

33
34 Serial.begin(9600);

35
36 myStepper.setSpeed(60);

37 pinMode(IN1, OUTPUT);

38 pinMode(IN2, OUTPUT);

39 pinMode(IN3, OUTPUT);

40 pinMode(IN4, OUTPUT);

41 pinMode(IN5, OUTPUT);

42 pinMode(IN6, OUTPUT);

43 pinMode(IN7, OUTPUT);
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44 digitalWrite(IN3, LOW);

45
46 }

47
48 void open(){

49 digitalWrite(IN1, LOW);

50 digitalWrite(IN2, HIGH);

51 delay(200);

52
53 digitalWrite(IN1, HIGH);

54 digitalWrite(IN2, HIGH);

55 delay(500);

56 digitalWrite(IN1, LOW);

57 digitalWrite(IN2, LOW);

58 delay(500);

59 }

60
61 void close(){

62 digitalWrite(IN1, HIGH);

63 digitalWrite(IN2, LOW);

64 delay(200);

65
66 digitalWrite(IN1, HIGH);

67 digitalWrite(IN2, HIGH);

68 delay(500);

69 digitalWrite(IN1, LOW);

70 digitalWrite(IN2, LOW);

71 delay(500);

72 }

73
74 void dcfan(String com){

75 if (com == "on"){

76 digitalWrite(IN3, HIGH);

77 }

78 else if (com == "off"){

79 digitalWrite(IN3, LOW);

80 }

81 }

82
83 void stepper(){

84 Serial.println("rolling");

85 myStepper.step(stepsPerRevolution);

86 delay(500);

87 digitalWrite(IN4, LOW);

88 digitalWrite(IN5, LOW);

89 digitalWrite(IN6, LOW);

90 digitalWrite(IN7, LOW);

91 delay(500);

92 }

93
94 void receiveEvent(int bytes) {

95
96 data="";

97 while( Wire.available()){

98 data+= (char)Wire.read();

99 }

100 Serial.println(data);

101 }

102
103 void loop() {

104
105
106 if (data == "open" && open == 0) {

107 abrir();

108 aberto=1;

109 Serial.println("Open");

110 data="";

111 }

112
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113 if (data == "close" && open == 1) {

114 fechar();

115 aberto=0;

116 Serial.println("Closed");

117 data="";

118 }

119
120 if (data == "step") {

121 Serial.println("Unroll");

122 myStepper.step(-stepsPerRevolution);

123 stepper();

124 data="";

125 }

126
127 if (data == "dcfan") {

128 Serial.println("On");

129 dcfan("on");

130 delay(1000);

131 ventoinha("off");

132 data="";

133 }

134 if (data == "led0") {

135 Serial.println("ON");

136 digitalWrite(LED, HIGH);

137 delay(3000);

138 digitalWrite(LED, LOW);

139 delay(500);

140 data="";

141 }

142 if (data == "l1") {

143 Serial.println("NO");

144 digitalWrite(LED, HIGH);

145 delay(500);

146 digitalWrite(LED, LOW);

147 delay(500);

148 digitalWrite(LED, HIGH);

149 data="";

150 }

151 if (data == "l2") {

152 Serial.println("GO");

153 digitalWrite(LED, HIGH);

154 delay(500);

155 digitalWrite(LED, LOW);

156 delay(500);

157 digitalWrite(LED, HIGH);

158 delay(500);

159 digitalWrite(LED, LOW);

160 delay(500);

161 digitalWrite(LED, HIGH);

162 data="";

163 }

164 if (data == "l3") {

165 Serial.println("No Connection");

166 digitalWrite(LED, HIGH);

167 delay(500);

168 digitalWrite(LED, LOW);

169 delay(500);

170 digitalWrite(LED, HIGH);

171 delay(500);

172 digitalWrite(LED, LOW);

173 delay(500);

174 digitalWrite(LED, HIGH);

175 delay(500);

176 digitalWrite(LED, LOW);

177 delay(500);

178 digitalWrite(LED, HIGH);

179 data="";

180 }

181
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182 if (data=="m") {

183 Serial.println(data);

184 while(data=="m"){

185 delay(500);

186 }

187 Serial.println(data);

188 if(data!="m"){

189 sample_time=data.toInt()*1000*60;

190 Serial.println(sample_time);

191 open();

192 open=1;

193
194 stepper();

195
196 close();

197 open=0;

198
199 Serial.println("ON");

200 ventoinha("on");

201 delay(sample_time);

202 ventoinha("off");

203 data="";

204 }

205 }

206 }

C.2 Server Code

C.2.1 Views

1 import json

2 from django.shortcuts import render

3 from django.http import HttpResponse, HttpResponseForbidden

4 from .models import SensorType, SensorData

5 from django.views.decorators.csrf import csrf_exempt

6 from django.views import generic

7 from datetime import datetime, timedelta

8 from django.utils.timezone import get_current_timezone

9 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

10 import numpy as np

11 from django.conf import settings

12 from matplotlib.backends.backend_agg import FigureCanvasAgg

13 import io

14

15

16 def plot(request,code):

17 # Data for plotting

18 sensor = SensorType.objects.get(code=code)

19 data = SensorData.objects.filter(type=sensor)

20 val=data[0].val_list.split(’,’)

21 l=len(val)

22 e = np.arange(0, l, 1)

23 c = [float(i) for i in val]

24

25 fig, ax = plt.subplots()
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26 ax.bar(e, c)

27 plt.xticks(e,e)

28 ax.set(xlabel=’Energy’, ylabel=’Counts’,

29 title=sensor.name)

30 buf = io.BytesIO()

31 plt.savefig(buf, format=’png’)

32 canvas = FigureCanvasAgg(fig)

33 canvas.print_png(buf)

34

35 plt.close(fig)

36 response = HttpResponse(buf.getvalue(),content_type = ’image/png’)

37 return response

38

39 def home(request):

40 return render(request, ’home/index.html’, {’sensors’: SensorType.objects.

↪→ filter(data_type=’0’),’sensor_graphs’: SensorType.objects.filter(

↪→ data_type=’1’),})

41

42 @csrf_exempt

43 def acquire(request, code):

44 if request.method == ’GET’:

45 try:

46 now = datetime.now()

47 rlog=open("requestlog.txt","a+")

48 rlog.write(now.strftime("%m/%d/%Y, %H:%M:%S"))

49 rlog.write(" ")

50 rlog.write("GET")

51 rlog.write("\n")

52 rlog.close()

53 sensor = SensorType.objects.get(code=code)

54 sensor.rlog.name=’requestlog.txt’

55 sensor.save()

56 if(sensor.acquiring==’1’):

57 return HttpResponse(’Go’)

58 else:

59 return HttpResponse(’No’)

60 except SensorType.DoesNotExist:

61 return HttpResponseForbidden

62

63 if request.method == ’POST’:

64 try:

65 sensor = SensorType.objects.get(code=code)

66 value=request.POST[’St’]

67 if(value==’S’ and request.META[’HTTP_USER_AGENT’]==’Arduino/1.0’):

68 sensor.ch_acq(’2’)

69 sensor.acq_update()

70 sensor.save()

71 now = datetime.now()

72 log=open("log.txt","a+")

73 log.write(now.strftime("%m/%d/%Y, %H:%M:%S"))
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74 log.write(" ")

75 log.write(sensor.get_acquiring_display())

76 log.write("\n")

77 log.close()

78 sensor.log.name=’log.txt’

79 sensor.save()

80 return HttpResponse(sensor.code + ":" + sensor.acquiring)

81 if(value==’F’ and request.META[’HTTP_USER_AGENT’]==’Arduino/1.0’):

82 if(sensor.acq_type==’1’ and sensor.acq_times!=’’):

83 sensor.ch_acq(’1’)

84 sensor.save()

85 else:

86 sensor.ch_acq(’3’)

87 sensor.save()

88 now = datetime.now()

89 log=open("log.txt","a+")

90 log.write(now.strftime("%m/%d/%Y, %H:%M:%S"))

91 log.write(" ")

92 log.write(sensor.get_acquiring_display())

93 log.write("\n")

94 log.close()

95 return HttpResponse(sensor.code + ":" + sensor.acquiring)

96

97 except SensorType.DoesNotExist:

98 return HttpResponseForbidden

99

100 return HttpResponse()

101 def acquire_time(request, code):

102 if request.method == ’GET’:

103 try:

104 sensor = SensorType.objects.get(code=code)

105 if(sensor.acq_type==’0’ or sensor.acq_times==’’):

106 return HttpResponse(sensor.acq_time)

107 if(sensor.acq_type==’1’):

108 acq_times=sensor.load_acqs()

109 return HttpResponse(acq_times[0])

110

111 except SensorType.DoesNotExist:

112 return HttpResponseForbidden

113

114 if request.method == ’POST’:

115 return HttpResponse()

116

117 return HttpResponse()

118

119

120 @csrf_exempt

121 def sensor(request):

122 if request.method == ’GET’:

123 response_data = {}
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124

125 # Get the latest sensor data for each sensor type

126 for sensor in SensorType.objects.all():

127 sensor_data = sensor.data.first()

128 if sensor_data and sensor.data_type==’0’:

129 response_data[sensor.code] = sensor_data.value

130 elif sensor_data and sensor.data_type==’1’:

131 response_data[sensor.code] = sensor_data.val_list

132

133 # Send the result as JSON

134 return HttpResponse(json.dumps(response_data), content_type="application/

↪→ json")

135

136 if request.method == ’POST’:

137 # Check if the sensor code exists and store the value in the database

138 for sensor, value in request.POST.items():

139 try:

140 sensor_type = SensorType.objects.get(code=sensor)

141 sensor_data = SensorData()

142 sensor_data.type = sensor_type

143 if(sensor_type.data_type==’0’):

144 sensor_data.value = float(value)

145 elif(sensor_type.data_type==’1’):

146 sensor_data.val_list = value

147 sensor_data.save()

148 sensor_type.ch_acq(’3’)

149 sensor_type.save()

150 except (SensorType.DoesNotExist, ValueError):

151 pass

152

153 return HttpResponse()

154

155 return HttpResponseForbidden

156

157 def history(request, code, year, month, day):

158 if request.method == ’GET’:

159 try:

160 sensor = SensorType.objects.get(code=code)

161 settings.TIME_ZONE

162 start_time = datetime(int(year), int(month), int(day),tzinfo=

↪→ get_current_timezone())

163 end_time = start_time + timedelta(days=1)

164

165 # Get data for the given sensor code

166 all_sensor_data = sensor.data.filter(time__range=(start_time,

↪→ end_time)).all()

167 sensor_data = []

168 if all_sensor_data:

169 for i in range(0, len(all_sensor_data) - 1):
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170 if all_sensor_data[i].time.minute != all_sensor_data[i + 1].

↪→ time.minute:

171 sensor_data += [all_sensor_data[i]]

172 return render(request, ’home/history.html’, {

173 ’date’: start_time,

174 ’previous_date’: start_time - timedelta(days=1),

175 ’next_date’: end_time,

176 ’sensor’: sensor,

177 ’sensor_data’: reversed(sensor_data),

178 })

179 except SensorType.DoesNotExist:

180 return HttpResponseForbidden

181

182 return HttpResponseForbidden

C.2.2 Models

1 from django.db import models

2 from django.utils.dateparse import parse_datetime

3 from django.core.validators import validate_comma_separated_integer_list

4

5 class SensorType(models.Model):

6 name = models.CharField(max_length=100)

7 code = models.SlugField(max_length=50)

8 min_value = models.FloatField()

9 max_value = models.FloatField()

10 acq_time = models.IntegerField(default=0)

11 acq_times = models.CharField(max_length=10000,validators=[

↪→ validate_comma_separated_integer_list], blank=True, null=True,default

↪→ =’’)

12 units = models.CharField(max_length=100)

13 description = models.TextField(blank=True)

14 log= models.FileField(upload_to=’’,default=’log.txt’)

15 rlog= models.FileField(upload_to=’’,default=’requestlog.txt’)

16 acq = [

17 (’0’, ’Idle’),

18 (’1’, ’Waiting for aquisition’),

19 (’2’, ’Acquiring’),

20 (’3’, ’Acquisition complete’),

21 ]

22 acquiring = models.CharField(

23 max_length=2,

24 choices=acq,

25 default=0,

26 )

27 val_type = [

28 (’0’, ’Single Value’),

29 (’1’, ’List’),

30 ]
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31 data_type = models.CharField(

32 max_length=2,

33 choices=val_type,

34 default=0,

35 )

36 a_type = [

37 (’0’, ’Single’),

38 (’1’, ’Multiple’),

39 ]

40 acq_type = models.CharField(

41 max_length=2,

42 choices=a_type,

43 default=0,

44 )

45

46 def ch_acq(self,val):

47 self.acquiring=val

48

49 def load_acqs(self):

50 values = [int(x) for x in self.acq_times.split(’,’) if x]

51 return values

52

53

54 def acq_update(self):

55 try:

56 values=self.load_acqs()

57 except(AttributeError):

58 values=[]

59 try:

60 del values[0]

61 self.acq_times=str(values).strip(’[]’)

62 except(IndexError):

63 pass

64

65 class Meta:

66 verbose_name = ’Sensor Type’

67 verbose_name_plural = ’Sensor Types’

68 ordering = [’name’]

69

70 def __str__(self):

71 return self.name

72

73

74 class SensorData(models.Model):

75 time = models.DateTimeField(auto_now_add=True)

76 type = models.ForeignKey(SensorType, related_name=’data’, on_delete=models.

↪→ CASCADE)

77 value = models.FloatField(default=0)

78 val_list=models.CharField(max_length=10000,default=list)

79
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80 class Meta:

81 verbose_name = ’Sensor Data’

82 verbose_name_plural = ’Sensor Data’

83 ordering = [’-time’]

84

85 def __str__(self):

86 if self.type.data_type==’0’:

87 return ’%s - %s - %.5f %s’ % (self.time.strftime("%d/%m/%Y-%H:%M:%S"),

↪→ self.type, self.value, self.type.units)

88 if self.type.data_type==’1’:

89 return ’%s - %s - %s’ % (self.time.strftime("%d/%m/%Y-%H:%M:%S"),

↪→ self.type, self.val_list)

C.2.3 Admin

1 from django.contrib import admin

2 from .models import SensorType, SensorData

3 from django.urls import reverse

4 from django.http import HttpResponse, HttpResponseForbidden

5

6 def acquire(model_admin, request, queryset):

7 queryset.update(acquiring=’1’)

8 acquire.short_description = "Acquire"

9

10 def stop(model_admin, request, queryset):

11 queryset.update(acquiring=’0’)

12 stop.short_description = "Stop"

13

14

15 def clear_sensor_data(model_admin, request, queryset):

16 for sensor_type in queryset:

17 SensorData.objects.filter(type=sensor_type).delete()

18 clear_sensor_data.short_description = "Clear sensor data"

19

20 def log(model_admin, request, queryset):

21 q=queryset.get()

22 l=q.log.file.open(mode=None)

23 r=l.read()

24 return HttpResponse(r, content_type="text/plain")

25 log.short_description = "See log.txt"

26

27 def rlog(model_admin, request, queryset):

28 q=queryset.get()

29 l=q.rlog.file.open(mode=None)

30 r=l.read()

31 return HttpResponse(r, content_type="text/plain")

32 rlog.short_description = "See rlog.txt"

33

34 class SensorTypeAdmin(admin.ModelAdmin):
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35 actions = [clear_sensor_data,acquire,stop,log,rlog]

36

37 class SensorDataAdmin(admin.ModelAdmin):

38 list_filter=(’type’,)

39

40 admin.site.register(SensorType, SensorTypeAdmin)

41 admin.site.register(SensorData, SensorDataAdmin)

C.2.4 App Urls

1 from django.urls import path,re_path

2 from . import views

3

4 urlpatterns = [

5 path(’’, views.home, name=’index’),

6 re_path(’acq/(?P<code>[a-zA-Z0-9-_]+)’, views.acquire, name=’acquire’),

7 re_path(’acqt/(?P<code>[a-zA-Z0-9-_]+)’, views.acquire_time, name=’

↪→ acquire_time’),

8 re_path(’graphs/(?P<code>[a-zA-Z0-9-_]+)’, views.plot, name=’plot’),

9 path(’sensor/’, views.sensor, name=’sensor’),

10 re_path(’history/(?P<code>[a-zA-Z0-9-_]+)/(?P<year>\d{4})/(?P<month>\d{2})

↪→ /(?P<day>\d{2})/’, views.history, name=’history’),

11 ]

C.2.5 Site Urls

1 from django.contrib import admin

2 from django.urls import include, path

3 from django.conf.urls.static import static

4 from django.conf import settings

5

6 urlpatterns = [

7 path(’’, include(’home.urls’)),

8 path(’admin/’, admin.site.urls),

9 ]+ static(settings.STATIC_URL, document_root=settings.STATIC_ROOT)

C.2.6 Settings

1 import os

2

3 BASE_DIR = os.path.dirname(os.path.dirname(os.path.abspath(__file__)))

4

5 SECRET_KEY = ’’

6

7 DEBUG = True

8

9 ALLOWED_HOSTS = [’127.0.0.1’,’192.168.1.69’]
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10

11 # Application definition

12

13 INSTALLED_APPS = [

14 ’home.apps.HomeConfig’,

15 ’django.contrib.admin’,

16 ’django.contrib.auth’,

17 ’django.contrib.contenttypes’,

18 ’django.contrib.sessions’,

19 ’django.contrib.messages’,

20 ’django.contrib.staticfiles’,

21 ]

22

23 MIDDLEWARE = [

24 ’django.middleware.security.SecurityMiddleware’,

25 ’django.contrib.sessions.middleware.SessionMiddleware’,

26 ’django.middleware.common.CommonMiddleware’,

27 ’django.middleware.csrf.CsrfViewMiddleware’,

28 ’django.contrib.auth.middleware.AuthenticationMiddleware’,

29 ’django.contrib.messages.middleware.MessageMiddleware’,

30 ’django.middleware.clickjacking.XFrameOptionsMiddleware’,

31 ]

32

33 ROOT_URLCONF = ’mysite.urls’

34

35 TEMPLATES = [

36 {

37 ’BACKEND’: ’django.template.backends.django.DjangoTemplates’,

38 ’DIRS’: [os.path.join(BASE_DIR, ’templates’)],

39 ’APP_DIRS’: True,

40 ’OPTIONS’: {

41 ’context_processors’: [

42 ’django.template.context_processors.debug’,

43 ’django.template.context_processors.request’,

44 ’django.contrib.auth.context_processors.auth’,

45 ’django.contrib.messages.context_processors.messages’,

46 ],

47 },

48 },

49 ]

50

51 WSGI_APPLICATION = ’mysite.wsgi.application’

52

53

54 DATABASES = {

55 ’default’: {

56 ’ENGINE’: ’django.db.backends.sqlite3’,

57 ’NAME’: os.path.join(BASE_DIR, ’db.sqlite3’),

58 }

59 }
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60

61 AUTH_PASSWORD_VALIDATORS = [

62 {

63 ’NAME’: ’django.contrib.auth.password_validation.

↪→ UserAttributeSimilarityValidator’,

64 },

65 {

66 ’NAME’: ’django.contrib.auth.password_validation.MinimumLengthValidator’,

↪→
67 },

68 {

69 ’NAME’: ’django.contrib.auth.password_validation.CommonPasswordValidator’

↪→ ,

70 },

71 {

72 ’NAME’: ’django.contrib.auth.password_validation.

↪→ NumericPasswordValidator’,

73 },

74 ]

75

76

77 LANGUAGE_CODE = ’en-us’

78

79 TIME_ZONE = ’Europe/Lisbon’

80

81 USE_I18N = True

82

83 USE_L10N = True

84

85 USE_TZ = True

86

87

88 MEDIA_ROOT = BASE_DIR

89

90 MEDIA_URL = ’’

91

92 STATIC_ROOT = os.path.join(BASE_DIR, ’static’)

93

94 STATIC_URL = ’/static/’

C.2.7 History html

1 {% load static %}

2 <!DOCTYPE html>

3 <html>

4 <head>

5 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="57x57" href={% static "/ico/apple-icon-57

↪→ x57.png" %}>
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6 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="60x60" href={% static "/ico/apple-icon-60

↪→ x60.png" %}>

7 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="72x72" href={% static "/ico/apple-icon-72

↪→ x72.png" %}>

8 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="76x76" href={% static "/ico/apple-icon-76

↪→ x76.png" %}>

9 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="114x114" href={% static "/ico/apple-icon

↪→ -114x114.png" %}>

10 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="120x120" href={% static "/ico/apple-icon

↪→ -120x120.png" %}>

11 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="144x144" href={% static "/ico/apple-icon

↪→ -144x144.png" %}>

12 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="152x152" href={% static "/ico/apple-icon

↪→ -152x152.png" %}>

13 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="180x180" href={% static "/ico/apple-icon

↪→ -180x180.png" %}>

14 <link rel="icon" type="image/png" sizes="192x192" href={% static "/ico/

↪→ android-icon-192x192.png" %}>

15 <link rel="icon" type="image/png" sizes="32x32" href={% static "/ico/favicon

↪→ -32x32.png" %}>

16 <link rel="icon" type="image/png" sizes="96x96" href={% static "/ico/favicon

↪→ -96x96.png" %}>

17 <link rel="icon" type="image/png" sizes="16x16" href={% static "/ico/favicon

↪→ -16x16.png" %}>

18 <link rel="manifest" href={% static "/ico/manifest.json" %}>

19 <meta name="msapplication-TileColor" content="#ffffff">

20 <meta name="msapplication-TileImage" content={% static "/ico/ms-icon-144x144.

↪→ png" %}>

21 <meta name="theme-color" content="#ffffff">

22

23 <script type="text/javascript" src="https://www.google.com/jsapi"></script>

24 <script type="text/javascript">

25 google.load("visualization", "1", {packages:["corechart"]});

26 google.setOnLoadCallback(drawChart);

27 function drawChart() {

28 var data = new google.visualization.DataTable();

29 data.addColumn(’datetime’, ’Hora’);

30 data.addColumn(’number’, ’’);

31 {% for data in sensor_data %}

32 data.addRow([new Date("{{ data.time|date:"c" }}"), {{ data.value

↪→ }}]);

33 {% endfor %}

34

35 var options = {

36 title: ’{{ sensor.name }} ({{ sensor.units }}) - {{ date|date:"d/m/Y"

↪→ }}’,

37 legend: { position: ’none’ }

38 };

39
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40 var chart = new google.visualization.LineChart(document.getElementById(’

↪→ chart_div’));

41 chart.draw(data, options);

42 }

43 </script>

44 <title>Monitoramento de Processo - Histórico - {{ sensor.name }} - {{ date|

↪→ date:"d/m/Y" }}</title>

45 </head>

46 <body>

47 <div id="logo" style="padding: 20px 0 0 40px">

48 <a href="{% url ’index’ %}"><img src={% static "/images/logo.png" %} width=

↪→ "516" height="139">

49 </div>

50 <div id="chart_div" style="width: 900px; height: 500px;"></div>

51 <div style="width: 900px; text-align: center;">

52 <<

53 <a href="{% url ’history’ code=sensor.code year=previous_date.year|

↪→ stringformat:"04i" month=previous_date.month|stringformat:"02i" day=

↪→ previous_date.day|stringformat:"02i" %}">Dia anterior</a>

54 |

55 <a href="{% url ’history’ code=sensor.code year=next_date.year|stringformat:

↪→ "04i" month=next_date.month|stringformat:"02i" day=next_date.day|

↪→ stringformat:"02i" %}">Próximo dia</a>

56 >>

57 <!-- </div>

58 <div style="width: 900px; text-align: center;">

59 <a href="{% url ’index’ %}">Tela principal</a>

60 </div> -->

61 </body>

62 </html>

C.2.8 Home html

1 {% load static %}

2 <!DOCTYPE html>

3 <html>

4 <head>

5 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="57x57" href={% static "/ico/apple-icon-57

↪→ x57.png" %}>

6 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="60x60" href={% static "/ico/apple-icon-60

↪→ x60.png" %}>

7 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="72x72" href={% static "/ico/apple-icon-72

↪→ x72.png" %}>

8 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="76x76" href={% static "/ico/apple-icon-76

↪→ x76.png" %}>

9 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="114x114" href={% static "/ico/apple-icon

↪→ -114x114.png" %}>

10 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="120x120" href={% static "/ico/apple-icon

↪→ -120x120.png" %}>
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11 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="144x144" href={% static "/ico/apple-icon

↪→ -144x144.png" %}>

12 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="152x152" href={% static "/ico/apple-icon

↪→ -152x152.png" %}>

13 <link rel="apple-touch-icon" sizes="180x180" href={% static "/ico/apple-icon

↪→ -180x180.png" %}>

14 <link rel="icon" type="image/png" sizes="192x192" href={% static "/ico/

↪→ android-icon-192x192.png" %}>

15 <link rel="icon" type="image/png" sizes="32x32" href={% static "/ico/favicon

↪→ -32x32.png" %}>

16 <link rel="icon" type="image/png" sizes="96x96" href={% static "/ico/favicon

↪→ -96x96.png" %}>

17 <link rel="icon" type="image/png" sizes="16x16" href={% static "/ico/favicon

↪→ -16x16.png" %}>

18 <link rel="manifest" href={% static "/ico/manifest.json" %}>

19 <meta name="msapplication-TileColor" content="#ffffff">

20 <meta name="msapplication-TileImage" content={% static "/ico/ms-icon-144x144.

↪→ png" %}>

21 <meta name="theme-color" content="#ffffff">

22

23 <script src={% static "/js/jquery.js" %}></script>

24 <script src={% static "/js/raphael.js" %}></script>

25 <script src={% static "/js/justgage.js" %}></script>

26 <script type="text/javascript">

27 {% for sensor in sensors %}

28 var {{ sensor.code }}Gauge;

29 {% endfor %}

30

31 $(function() {

32 {% for sensor in sensors %}

33 {{ sensor.code }}Gauge = new JustGage({

34 id: "{{ sensor.code }}-gauge",

35 value: 0,

36 min: {{ sensor.min_value }},

37 max: {{ sensor.max_value }},

38 title: "{{ sensor.name }}",

39 label: "{{ sensor.units }}",

40 refreshAnimationTime: 1000,

41 refreshAnimationType: "linear"

42 });

43 {% endfor %}

44

45 update();

46 });

47

48 function update() {

49 $.getJSON("sensor", function (data) {

50 {% for sensor in sensors %}

51 if (data["{{ sensor.code }}"] != undefined) {

52 {{ sensor.code }}Gauge.refresh(data["{{ sensor.code }}"]);
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53 }

54 {% endfor %}

55 });

56 setTimeout("update()", 1000);

57 }

58

59 </script>

60 <title>Autoeuropa Prototype</title>

61 <style>

62 body {

63 transform: scale(0.84);

64 transform-origin: 0 0;

65 overflow:hidden;

66 }

67

68 </style>

69 </head>

70 <body>

71 <div id="logo" style="padding: 20px 0 0 40px">

72 <a href="{% url ’index’ %}"><img src={% static "/images/logo.png" %} width=

↪→ "516" height="139">

73 <form>

74 <button formaction="{% url ’sensor’ %}">Sensor json</button>

75 </form>

76 </div>

77

78

79 {% for sensor in sensors %}

80 <a href="/history/{{ sensor.code }}/{% now "Y/m/d" %}">

81 <div id="{{ sensor.code }}-gauge" style="float: left; width: 420px; height:

↪→ 336px;"> <div style="vertical-align:middle;width: 420px; height: 100px;

↪→ text-align:center; font-size:Large;">{{ sensor.get_acquiring_display

↪→ }} </div> </div>

82

83

84 </a>

85 {% endfor %}

86

87 <p style="position: relative; width: 1px; height: 336px;">

88

89 <div

90 {% for sensor in sensor_graphs %}

91 <div style="float:left">

92 <a href="/graphs/{{ sensor.code }}">

93

94 <img vspace=20px display="block" border="0" alt="hist" src="/graphs/{{ sensor.

↪→ code }}"> <div style="vertical-align:middle;width: 640px; height: 30px;

↪→ text-align:center; font-size:Large;">{{ sensor.get_acquiring_display

↪→ }} </div>

95
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96 </a>

97 </div>

98 {% endfor %}

99 </div>

100 </body>

101 </html>

C.3 Image processing script

1 from numpy import array

2 import os

3 import math

4 import numpy as np

5 import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

6 import cv2

7 import scipy.ndimage.measurements as mnts

8 try:

9 from PIL import Image

10 except ImportError:

11 import Image

12 import xlsxwriter

13

14

15 img_prfx=’Filtro_1s_’

16 ran=[*range(10,31,1)]

17 img_sfx=’.jpg’

18 images = [img_prfx + str(r) + img_sfx for r in ran]

19

20 m_t=1.4 # 1 para 3d, 1.5 para 1t

21 m_t3=2.9 # 1.8/2 para 3d, 3/3.8 para 1t

22 thres2=0.08#0.15 para 1t, 0.08/0.1? para 3d

23 window=12#12

24

25 def fourier_anal(im,thres,w):

26 img = cv2.imread(im,0)

27 f = np.fft.fft2(img)

28 fshift = np.fft.fftshift(f)

29 magnitude_spectrum = 20*np.log(np.abs(fshift))

30

31 rows, cols = img.shape

32 crow,ccol = int(rows/2) , int(cols/2)

33 fshift[crow-w:crow+w, ccol-w:ccol+w] = 0

34 f_ishift = np.fft.ifftshift(fshift)

35 img_back = np.fft.ifft2(f_ishift)

36 img_back = np.abs(img_back)

37

38 img_backb=img_back/255

39 img_backb[img_backb > thres] = 1
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40 img_backb[img_backb < thres] = 0

41

42 return(img_backb)

43

44

45 def img_anal(im):

46 plt.close(’all’)

47 img = Image.open(im)

48 xim = array(img);

49 s=np.shape(xim);

50

51 xx=np.zeros((s[0],s[1]))

52

53 for i in range(0, s[0]-1):

54 for j in range(0, s[1]-1):

55 xx[i][j] = 0.299 *xim[i,j,0] + 0.587 *xim[i,j,1] + 0.114 *xim[i,j,2]

56

57 mean=np.mean(xx/255)

58 std=np.std(xx/255)

59

60 thres=mean-(m_t*std)

61 if(mean-(m_t3*std)>0):

62 thres3=mean-(m_t3*std)

63 else:

64 thres3=0.01

65

66 xim=xx/255;

67 xim2=xx/255;

68 s=np.shape(xim);

69

70 xim[xim > thres] = 1

71 xim[xim < thres] = 0

72

73 xim_inv=np.logical_not(xim).astype(float)

74

75 xim2[xim2 > thres3] = 1

76 xim2[xim2 < thres3] = 0

77

78 xim2_inv=np.logical_not(xim2).astype(float)

79

80 img_backb=fourier_anal(im,thres2,window)

81

82 fft_comp=img_backb*xim_inv+xim2_inv

83 fft_comp[fft_comp > 1]=1

84

85 fft_comp3d = np.zeros([1536, 2048, 3], dtype=np.uint8)

86 fft_comp3d[:,:,0]=fft_comp*255

87

88 mask_img = Image.fromarray(fft_comp3d)

89 mask_img.save(im[0:-4]+"_mask.jpeg")
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90

91 fft_comp=fft_comp[0:1534,0:2046]

92 labeled, clusters = mnts.label(fft_comp)

93

94 sizes = mnts.sum(fft_comp, labeled, index=range(clusters + 1))

95

96 sizes = sizes.astype(int)

97 diam = 2*np.sqrt(sizes*0.16/math.pi)#0.4 um/pixel obter raio baseado na

↪→ area dos pixeis

98

99 labeledBySize = diam[labeled]

100

101 fig, ax = plt.subplots()

102 n,bins,patches=ax.hist(diam, bins = [0,1,2,3,5,10,15,20,30,50,100])

103 ax.set_xticks([0,1,2,3,5,10,15,20,30,50,100])

104 ax.set_xticklabels([0,1,2,3,5,10,15,20,30,50,100])

105 ax.set_xlabel(’Bins(micrometers)’)

106 ax.set_ylabel(’Counts’)

107 ax.set_title(’Histogram representation of ’ + im[0:-4])

108 fig.set_size_inches(18.5, 10.5)

109 fig.savefig(im[0:-4]+’_hist.png’,dpi=100)

110 plt.close()

111

112 background = Image.open(im)

113 overlay = Image.open(im[0:-4]+"_mask.jpeg")

114

115 new_img = Image.blend(background, overlay, 0.5)

116 new_img.save(im[0:-4]+"_with_mask.jpeg")

117

118 m=max(diam)

119 return(labeledBySize,diam,clusters,fft_comp,n,bins,mean,std)

120

121 file_path=os.getcwd()+’\\Output_’+img_prfx[-3:-1]+’.xlsx’

122 workbook = xlsxwriter.Workbook(file_path)

123 worksheet = workbook.get_worksheet_by_name(img_prfx[:-1])

124 if worksheet is None:

125 worksheet = workbook.add_worksheet(img_prfx[:-1])

126 worksheet.write(0, 0, ’Area exposta’)

127 worksheet.write(1, 0, 60*60)

128 worksheet.write(0, 1, ’Area lupa’)

129 worksheet.write(1, 1, 0.615*0.82)

130 worksheet.write(0, 2, ’m_t’)

131 worksheet.write(1, 2, m_t)

132 worksheet.write(0, 3, ’m_t3’)

133 worksheet.write(1, 3, m_t3)

134 worksheet.write(0, 4, ’thres2’)

135 worksheet.write(1, 4, thres2)

136 worksheet.write(0, 5, ’window’)

137 worksheet.write(1, 5, window)

138 worksheet.write(0, 6, ’mean intensity’)
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139 worksheet.write(0, 7, ’standard deviation’)

140 worksheet.write(2, 0, ’Bin(microns)’)

141

142 mean_m=0

143 std_m=0

144 for nu in ran:

145

146 im=images[nu-10];

147 labeledBySize,diam,clusters,fft_comp,n,bins,mean,std=img_anal(im)

148

149 mean_m=mean_m+mean

150 std_m=std_m+std

151

152 worksheet.write(3+len(bins),int(im[-6:-4])-9,im[-6:-4])

153 worksheet.write_column(4+len(bins),int(im[-6:-4])-9,diam)

154

155 worksheet.write_column(3,0,bins[1:])

156 worksheet.write_column(3,int(im[-6:-4])-9,n)

157 print(im)

158

159 worksheet.write(1, 6, mean_m/len(ran))

160 worksheet.write(1, 7, std_m/len(ran))

161

162 worksheet.write(2, len(ran)+1, ’Average’)

163 worksheet.write_formula(3,len(ran)+1,’=AVERAGE(B4:V4)’)

164 worksheet.write(2, len(ran)+2, ’Particles/mm2’)

165 worksheet.write_formula(3,len(ran)+2,’=W4/$B$2’)

166 worksheet.write(2, len(ran)+3, ’Total filter particles’)

167 worksheet.write_formula(3,len(ran)+3,’=X4*$A$2’)

168

169 workbook.close()
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